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Greaves Will Act As Town
Manager; Hearing Continued
Fred C. Greaves, chairman 
of the Houlton Town Council, 
was appointed acting town 
manager at a special meeting of 
the Town Council last 
Thursday evening. The special 
meeting and appointment came 
about as a result of the sudden 
death of former town manager 
Walter Benson. Benson had 
served in that position since 
1961.
Two other items were 
decided upon at the special
meeting It was agreed by 
Council that they would 
advertise for the position of 
town manager and for a tax 
assessor
The position of tax assessor 
had been vacated with the 
resignation of Richard 
Hamilton earlier this year. A 
temporary replacement was 
made with the appointment of 
Carlyle Steiler to complete the 
1968 tax billing
Greaves will remain in the
position of acting town 
manager until a replacement 
can be found. Greaves has had 
considerable experience in 
town government having held 
the position as manager at 
various towns such as Linneus, 
Hodgdon. Amity, Reed 
Plantation and Haynesville.
The public heanng on the 
acceptance of the new zoning 
laws, housing code and 
uniform building code was 
continued until the regular
Hammond Rejoins Times 
Staff; Faulkner Named To
Company Position In PI
alumni, college president C. Worth Howard, William F. 
Turlo, president of the Student Senate, and Dr. Asa C. 
Adams of Orono, chairman of the Board of Trustees.
SET CORNERSTONE — The cornerstone of Ricker’s 
new library is made secure. Taking part in this ceremony 
were, left to right, Fred la Patoaai representing the
Cornerstone Rites Held
m Saturday, 
ry Doctor of Laws degrees were conferred on 
Dp C. Libby, acting president of the University of 
Ricker trustee Jerold Pauas of Chicago who was 
■ for the oBcasion, and Roger Vbakuyl of Washing*
of flmall Ctdlegea. Pictured above are, left to right. Dr. Am 
C. Adams; chairman of the Ricker Board of Trustees; Dr. 
Panas, Dr. Voskuyl. Dr. Libby, Ricker president C. Worth 
Howard.
(Photo by Eric Blaushlld)
Marshall B. Hammond will 
rejoin the staff of the Houlton 
Pioneer Times as editor and 
Sublisher effective September 
0 according to an 
announcement by Karl Hall, 
general manager of Northeast 
Publishing Company, parent 
organization of this newspaper.
Mr. Hall also announced that 
John R. Faulkner who has 
been editor and publisher since 
January 1, 1968 will transfer 
to the Presque Isle office of 
Northeast Publishing Company 
in an executive capacity.
Mr. Hammond has 
previously served as editor of 
the Houlton Pioneer Times for 
five years and as publisher for 
two of those years until 
January of this year when he 
accepted the position as 
executive director of the 
Houlton Regional 
Development Corporation, a 
position he has held for the 
past nine months.
An experienced newspaper 
man with 23 years in the 
profession, Hammond has 
edited weekly newspapers in 
Pittsfield and Limestone and in 
Teaneck, N.J., and has been a 
staff member of daily 
newspapers in Bath and 
Bangor. He has been business 
manager of the Bath Daily 
Times prior to coming to 
Houlton.
He is currently president of 
the Houlton Rotary Club and 
serves as commissioner of the 
town’s little league 
organization.
Mr. Hammond resides with 
his wife, the former Winnifred 
Ellingwood of Pittsfield, at 11 
Elm street. They have three 
children, Robert, a sophomore 
at the University of Maine, 
Marsha, a freshman at 
Farmington State College and 
Richard, a freshman at 
Houlton High School.
Mr. Faulkner will assume his 
new position with the parent 
company on September 30.
Mr. Faulkner is a native of 
Houlton, a graduate of 
Houlton High School where he 
was active in athletics, and a 
graduate of Colby College. He
is a past president of the 
Southern Aroostook Colby 
College Alumni Association
In addition to four years 
experience as advertising 
manager of the Pioneer Times 
prior to his appointment as 
editor and publisher, he has 
had newspaper experience as 
editor of the Maine Potato 
Councillor, official publication 
of the Maine Potato Council.
Mr. Faulkner is a member of 
the Houlton Lodge of Elks, the 
Houlton Rotary Club and of 
Masonic organizations. He has 
been active in the Houlton
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Council meeting of October 
14. This action took place at 
the Monday evening meeting of 
the Council.
Council agreed to the 
continuance following the 
appearance of attorney John 
(). Rogers, on behalf of 
Houlton Motors. Rogers stated 
that his interest in the zoning 
laws concerned the designation 
that would be applied to the 
area on North street adjacent 
to the business operations now 
occupied by Allied Sales and 
Houlton Motors.
Rogers stated that he would 
appreciate knowing more 
about the proposed zoning 
laws and had found it difficult 
to obtain copies of the 
proposed new laws.
Following a discussion. 
Council agreed that the 
townspeople should be macn 
aware that copies of the new 
laws were available at Cary 
Library or at the town office.
Attorney Rogers was the 
only person to appear at the 
hearing concerning the new 
laws.
Following a discussion of 
the progress of the land fill 
dump operation, Council 
agreed to seek bids for the 
construction of a building to 
be located at the dump for the 
purpose of housing th< 
equipment purchased to 
operate the land fill project.
Council also decided to 
request new bids on the 
repairing of the roof on the 
Gentle Memorial Building.
(Flease Turn To Page 2)
An honorary Doctor of
Saturday at
to Ricker’s Board of 
in June of 1967. Also 
honorary Doctor of 
hgreea were Ricker
>f students, I 
And friends d 
Kstitutiopt oi 
■bust prbvidt ________
Kat is^ relevant” and that 
> because. education to a 
;lwo-wajL8treet” the students 
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flege, to be aware of
college that 
r education 
“education
.aware ot those of the 
‘ Hf’CfeMewed the 
? Ricker has made in 
, and predicted it will 
Kake even greater progress In 
■be next few years.
J Dean David H. Cotton 
Winounced the following 
■wards to students based on 
*heir academic performance: 
Thi Gamma Omicron 
Scholarship Award, Richard 
Seen of North Vassalboro and 
Victor Schuster of Edison, 
Hew Jersey; the T. Barton 
'Akeley Award for Academic 
(Achievement 
Mn. Nancy 
Monticello; 
achievement
in Humanities, 
Hutchinson of 
Scholarship 
Award to the
“highest ranking student in his 
class,” Dale Lashnits of 
Lebanon, New Jersey, Rosanne 
Henderson of Littleton, and 
Mre. Nancy Hutchinson. The
Ricker College Fraternity 
Award to “the fraternity which 
has received the highest 
cumulative point index,” 
presented by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Heath, went to 
Lambda Chi fraternity.
At the cornerstone 
ceremony, college librarian 
(Please Turn To Page 2)
of the Houlton Trust C ompany. Mr. Wyndham will be In Hmilton Thursday
of each Month M the Red CHM- o«fl<* on M,dn dart .tnrtlng October h.^
Aroostook
Traffic Deaths
NEW EQUIPMENT INSTALLED — The current issue of the Houlton Pioneer 
Times is being prepared for publication by use of new type setting equipment man* 
ufactured by IBM. The equipment was installed last Friday and staff type setters Rose­
mary Condon, in the foreground, and Jerry Hutchinson are already producing copy with 
the new system. (Pioneer Times Photo)
Monticello Home
Leveled By Fire
A Monticello family of three 
was left homeless Tuesday as a 
fire of undetermined origin 
completely destroyed their 
home, as well as a garage and 
SBA Will 
Maintain 
Hours Here
Milton G. Wheeler, regional 
director of the Small Business 
Administration Augusta office 
announced recently the start of 
a SBA Management Counseling 
Service in the Houlton area.
In cooperation with the 
Maine Employment Security 
Commission and the Houlton 
Chamber of Commerce, a SBA 
Representative, Mr. Arnold 
Wyndham, will be available on 
the first Thursday of each 
month, beginning October 3rd, 
at the Red Cross office in the 
White Building on Main street. 
His office hours will be 9 a.m. 
to 12 noon.
The Small Business 
Administration offers several 
programs of management 
assistance, including; individual 
counseling by business 
specialists, research reports on 
management problems, 
management training courses, 
etc.
This service is free and 
available to any 
owner/manager of an existing 
business or those desiring to 
start a new business.
shed.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray 
Faulkner were both at work at 
the Houlton International 
Corp, when a fire broke out at 
their residence at 
approximately 3:00 p.m.
The two 
dwelling as 
adjacent 
completely 
fire.
Although 
origin, it was reported by 
witnesses that the fire was 
believed to have started in the 
rear of the building in the area 
of the garage.
A call was received at the 
Houlton Fire Department at 
2:50 p.m. and two trucks were 
dispatched to the scene of the 
fire. Officials reported that the 
building was completely 
demolished in less than 30 
minutes.
A ten year old son, Duane 
was at the home of neighbors 
when the fire broke out.
The loss was estimated at 
$7,500 by Mr. Faulkner who 
also stated that there was no 
insurance on the buildings and 
contents. Mr. Faulkner added 
that the buildings had been 
completely renovated with new 
wiring.
story, five-room 
well as the two 
buildings were 
destroyed by the
of undetermined
Temperatures
Do you have a comment or Question that you would like aired? If 
so, drop a note to Discover Houlton, % Pioneer Times.
High Low
Sept. 18 80 41
Sept. 19 84 46
Sept. 20 84 42
Sept. 21 86 47
Sept. 22 79 50
Sept. 21 66 51
Sept. 24 61 51
A......... I don't believe that your letter needs any more comment.
Sorry about your pet.
DISCOVER 
HOULTON
Q......... Is there any truth, to your knowledge, in the rumor that
there may be a bank located at the new shopping center? In my 
opinion, there is nothing this town needs worse right now than a 
food bank that would keep open on Saturdays and particularly at 
he shopping center. Many of us who get paid on Friday nights 
don’t get a chance to do our own banking. The stores often refuse 
to cash checks unless you are well known to them. Many of us 
have only Saturday to come in to town and if there was a bank 
open we could cash our paychecks, make a deposit on ou~ 
checking accounts, put a little each week in our savings account 
and then go to the grocery and dej 
With a bank, and perhaps a launc 
with the present establishments, 
shopping trip at the new center.
partment stores for our needs 
iromat and barber shop, along 
we could make a one stop
Just Wondering
A......... Yes, there will be a branch bank at the shopping center.
The First National Bank is planning to open a branch there 
around November 1. To date there have been no plans formulated 
in regard to hours but of course the downtown bank walk-up 
window is open each Friday night until eight o’clock and on 
weekdays until five o’clock. This enables citizens to cash their 
checks and do their banking late in the day. I am sure that bank 
officials will take the matter of hours under careful consideration 
when final plans are announced for the new branch.
LETTER RECEIVED......... Please tell “All Worn To A Frazzle”
to put bigger tires on the baby carriage. We pay enough taxes 
already.
One Who Knows
Q......... Can’t we bring it to the attention of the proper
authorities about the speed in the Cary’s Mills area. It Is a 
common occurence after dark to see cars ‘^dragging” two abreast. 
They, the officers, will pick up some old person without a 
taillight on their vehicle and most of these others get away 
without arrest. Recently, a speeder struck a poor old crippled cat 
of mine that couldn’t be accused of darting in front of a car if her 
life depended on it. She was aimed for and struck. I hope the 
person is sleeping well!!
Wants More Arrests (and) Convictions
AGE TWO A
| Obituaries
I Mildred Valentine
Caleb W. Scribner,
tow,i. j.i„ j i (1,1 imnun ji
• Mn. Mildred M. Valentine, 
F” 88, widow of Victor Valentine, 
F%dled September 18 at a 
Houlton nursing home after a 
long illness.
Sne was born at Carleton 
| County, N. B., on December 2r 
;• 23, 1879, the daughter of
L Shmuel and Mary Jane Swain 
Turner. She was a former 
resident of Bangor and Corinna 
and had attended the Corinna 
Methodist Church.
Surviving are several nieces 
■ and nephews, among whom are
> Percy Turner and Eugene
Turner, both of Westfield.
Funeral services were 
conducted Saturday from the 
F Graves Funeral Home in Mars 
| Hill with the Rev. Linwood 
p Welch, pastor of the Blaine 
Free Baptist Church, 
officiating.
Interment was in the
Marshall Cemetery in 
‘ Westfield.
Caleb W. Scribner, 86, of 
Patten, died Friday at an Island 
Falls hospital after a long 
illness.
He was born at Patten on 
March 1, 1882, the son of 
Daniel and Tenie Warren 
Scribner. He was a graduate of 
Patten Academy and attended 
the University of Maine.
From 1927 to 1947 he was a 
nrvisor of the Maine 
and 
in
and
Brewer; 23 grandchildren, 28 
great-grandchildren and several 
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were 
conducted Monday from the 
Stetson Memorial Methodist 
Church of Patten with the Rev. 
AT. Norton, pastor, 
officiating.
Interment was in the family 
lot in the Patten cemetery.
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Walter Ross
PLAZA PHARMACY
John Soovill
Americana are being wheel­
ed into the operating room at 
Che rate of about a million 
a month. However, the per­
centage of successes has never 
been higher. Even with these 
known tacts, the typical pa­
tient remains apprehensive 
and a little fearful. Modern 
advances in aneotbeoiology 
have transformed thia aspect 
of the surgical experience 
from a dangerous ritual crude­
ly performed into a complex, 
sophisticated art. Safety, 
which was once left mainly to 
luck, now gets first priority. 
The anssthettat’s second prin­
cipal goal is to provide the 
surgeon with optimum condi­
tions for ths procedure he un­
dertaken Comfort is the third
warden supei 
Inland Fish 
Department 
Penobscot 
Aroostook Counties. He was a 
member and past president of 
the Patten Academy board of 
trustees and a member and past 
ppresident of the board of 
trustees of the Patten Memorial 
Library.
Mr. Scribner was a member 
of the Stetson Memorial 
Methodist Church and a 
member of Katahdin Lodge of 
Masons and the Maine State 
Employees Association. He was 
an artist in water colors and 
pencil sketches. One of the 
latter is in the Colby College 
collection of works by Maine 
artists.
He was an active participant 
in the promotion of wildlife in 
the state and was especially 
interested in the life of the 
Caribou. He was also highly 
interested in the promotion of 
the 1.
Museum.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. 
Althea Bemis Scribner of 
Patten; two daughters, Mrs. 
Faustine Quint of Patten and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Largay of 
Bangor; one one son, Daniel of
Game 
upper 
lower
of
18,
Walter S. Ross, 79, 
Houlton, died September 
at a local hospital after a long 
illness.
He was born at Hodgdon on 
May 24, 1889, the son of 
William and Ann Doherty 
Ross.
Surviving are one son. 
Edmund Ross of Cary, one 
daughter, Mrs. Mose Morris of 
Houlton, one brother, Wilbur 
of Anson, one sister, Mrs. 
Melvina Friel of Houlton; four 
grandchildren, five 
great-grandchildren and several 
nieces and nephews.
F u neral services were 
conducted Friday from the 
Dunn Funeral Home with the 
Rev. Alton Hunt officiating.
Interment was in 
Hodgdon cemetery.
Frank McAtee
Clara McCluskey McAtee of 
Houlton; four daughters, Mrs. 
Ruth McGillicuddy and Mrs. 
Reta Benn, both of Houlton, 
Mrs. Isabelle Fitzpatrick of 
Presque Isle and Mrs. Virginia 
Smith of Portland; three 
sisters, Mrs. Alice Callnan and 
Mrs. Nellie Friel, both of 
Houlton, and Mrs. Clara Albert 
of Lewiston; 13 grandchildren.
A Requiem Mass was 
celebrated Saturday from St. 
Mary’s Catholic Church with 
the Rev. Francis J. Nelligan 
officiating.
Interment was in St. Mary’s 
Cemetery.
Dalton Cronkhite Jr.
the
wby yea'll find PLAZA PHAR­
MACY, Hoalton Shopping
KKjPVUL HINT: Save the 
• six pack carriers from soft 
; drinks to hold baby bottles 
filled with formala. Lift the 
'bottloa from the steriliser and 
•fit Ul carton. Place in refrif-
t
Patten Lumberman’s
Frank J. McAtee, 81, 
Houlton, died Thursday at a 
local convalescent home after a 
long illness.
He was born at Debec, N. B., 
on July 10,1887, the son of 
William and Ann Ducette 
McAtee. He was a member of 
St. Mary’s Catholic Church 
and of the Houlton Grange.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
of
Dalton M. Cronkhite Jr., 
year old son of Dalton and 
Mary Lou Tapley Cronkhite 
Sr., of Mars Hui, died Sunday 
at a presque Isle hospital after 
a short illness.
He was bom at Mars Hill on 
April 11,1958.
Surviving are his parents of 
Mars Hill; two brothers, John 
and Richard, both of Mars Hill; 
his paternal grandfather, 
Dawson
Funeral services were 
conducted Tuesday from the 
Graves Funeral Home in Mars 
Hill with the Rev. Harrison 
Tilley, pastor of the Full Home 
in Mars Hill with the Rev. 
Harrison Tilley, pastor of the 
Full Gospel Assembly, 
officiating.
Interment was in the Tapley 
Cemetery in Blaine.
10
Ricker Confers
(Continued From Page 1) 
George Rich spoke briefly on 
the ‘^challenge of the library.” 
He pointed out that the real 
challenge is in the use that is 
made of it since 
provided a record of past 
experiences that can 
the future of those 
advantage of it.
The capsules 
the cornerstone 
students 
mid-twenty-first 
picture of what was offered in 
colleges in the middle of the 
twentieth century, and what 
were the student concerns of 
that day. Presenting the 
capsules were Dean Cotton for 
the faculty, Robert Lehmann 
for the Student Senate, Joseph 
Barlock for the Interfratemity 
Council, Bernard Pettitt for the 
seniors, Robert Skeffington for 
the juniors, Richard Tharp for 
the sophomores, and Richard 
Ly cette for the freshmen. 
Honorary stonemasons were 
Dr. Asa C. Adams of Orono, 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees; Fred L. Putnam, 
reoresenting the alumni; 
William F. Turio, president of 
the Student Senate; college 
president C. Worth Howard.
Ricker’s new library is 
expected to be ready for use 
by September of 1969.
Area Ambulance 
Service Plans 
Are Initiated
THE GREAT PUT-ON
here is
influence 
who take
“for the 
future” which were placed in 
will give 
of the 
century a
Maine
AMBULANCE
MORTICIANS
DAVID DUNN
JOHN DUNN
IN?VR? AWtlNVT
ACCIDENTS.
F. A. PEABODY CO
MARKET SQUARE
INSURANCE-REAL ESTATE
Representing
THE TRAVELERS
Hammond
(Continued' From Page 1) 
Chamber of Commerce serving 
as administrative director 
is now president of the 
Aroostook Association 
Chambers of Commerce.
He resides with his wife, the 
former Esther A. Orr of South 
Harpswell, Maine and 
Winchester, Massachusetts on 
Brook street extension. They 
have three sons, Robert, a 
seventh grade student at 
Houlton Junior- Senior High 
School, John, a fourth grade 
student at Central Building and 
James, one year old.
Greaves Will
and
of
The University of 
Bureau of Labor Education 
has moved its offces from the 
Orono campus to the Portland 
campus and will operate from 
94 Bedford Street in that city. 
Roger V. Snow Jr., coordinat­
or for the bureau, says the 
move has been made because 
a major part of the bureau’s 
work will be in Southern 
Madne where there is a much 
larger work force.
Dr. John B. Madigan 
announced recently that an 
exploratory meeting had been 
- held in regard to an area 
ambulance service. 
Madigan, a member of the 
Houlton Town Council, was 
named by Council as chairman 
of an investigating committee 
to initiate an ambulance service 
to this area. The Dunn Funeral 
Home, who has been servicing 
Houlton and vicinity, will 
terminate its service February 
1, 1969.
Among those attending the 
meeting were hospital 
administrators, Sister Corinne 
of the Madigan Memorial 
Hospital 
Turney of the Aroostook 
General 
Woodhead and* 
representing the 
Police, Civil Defense Director 
George McGillicuddy, Police 
Chief Donald Dow, Fire 
Department Chief Bertram 
Wetmore and representatives of 
the Dunn Funeral Home, the 
Bartlett Funeral Home of 
Danforth and the Bowers 
Funeral Home of Island Falls.
The guest speaker was 
Richard Gerry, an employee of 
the State Department of 
Health and Welfare, whose 
primary concern is with the 
establishment of ambulances 
services throughout the state.
Dr. Madigan stated that 
another meeting is planned for 
this week and that the public 
would be notified of the 
progress during the next few 
weeks of the formulation of 
such an amublance service.
Dr.
and Miss Helen
Hospital, Lieut. 
Sgt. Brown, 
Maine State
If you find life is empty, try 
putting something into it.
(Continued From Page 1) 
Reouests for bids on a bonded 
roof will be solicited from 
' contractors and by 
advertisement.
In other matters, Council 
again tabled the request made 
by police chief Donald Dow 
for an additional vehicle and 
men tor the Houlton police
HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
announces
25% Reduction In 
Cost Of New Car 
Financing
- NEW CAR FINANCING -
Amount Number of Monthly Payments
of Loan
12 18 24 30 36
1,000 87.50 59.72 45.83 37.50 31.94
1,500 131.25 89.58 68.75 56.25 47.92
2,000 175.00 119.44 91.67 75.00 63.89
2,500 218.75 149.31 114.58 93.75 79.86
3,000
1
262.50 179.16 137.50 112.50 95.83
Equivalent 
Simple annual 
interest rate
9.23% 9.47% 9.60% 9.68%
Cost!
9.73%
Life Insurance At No Extra
Compare Our Finance Plan As Well As You 
Compare New Car Models In Order To Make 
Your Best Buy
What’s New in Men’s Fashions?
Suitings for Fall are bolder in pattern and brighter in color. Tweeds 
and tweedy types represent the growing trend, and can be found in 
mini-checks, houndstooth and shepherd checks, and plaids of all sizes. 
And the logical look in footwear is bold and brawny. Textured leathers 
in bronze tones that complement and coordinate so well with the new 
looks in men’s clothing. Like the good-looking group of Mansfield 
Shoes shown here. Mansfields are available at
BOSTON SHOE STORE
Market Square, Houlton
Chevrolet introduces 1969.
Caprice. Match this, you other 69’s!
There is no joy in the land of our competitors today.
But let us ask you this.
Should we have made Caprice shorter instead of 
the longest Chevrolet ever built? Or adorned it with 
flashy nicknacks to make it look less expensive?
Just because competition doesn’t, should we not 
have offered you washers to clean your headlights,
new variable-ratio power steering, liquid tire chain 
you can apply to your rear wheels at the touch of a 
button?
Should we have given you less power, instead of the 
largest standard V8 in its field?
Some people think
Our competitors.
so.
’69 Caprice Coupe
Camaro. Who needs to say “announcing” or “new”.
The Hugger.
And just look how it all hangs together. No ginger­
bread anywhere.
We’ve improved the interior, too. Quieted the ride. 
Made the Astro Ventilation ventilate better.
The power range is very impressive.
’69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment
Standard V8 is 210 hp. SS engines available up to 
325 hp. For added SS appeal: sport striping; power 
disc brakes; wide oval, road-hugging tires.
Your Chevrolet dealer offers this advice:
Go on, you other sportsters. Gnash your gears and 
look tough.
Maybe it will help.
Putting you first, keeps us first
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Engagement
Sheryl Lynn York
Barbara Bell Is Bride 
Of Benson B. Bennett
Miss Barbara L. Beil, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles H. Bell of Oakfield, 
became the bride of Benson B. 
Bennett, son of Mrs. Geneva 
Bennett of Houlton, and the 
late Arthur Bennett, 
September 7, at the Houlton 
Full Gospel Assembly with the 
Rev. Clarence A. Reed,
officiatinr
bridal
Notes Of / Social Activities
Miss Drew Is Engaged 
To Thomas Reynolds
Deborah Townsend Is 
Engaged At Mars Hill
Mrs. E. C. York of Fairfield 
is announcing the engagement 
of her daughter, Sheryl Lynn, 
to Timothy E. Fitzpatrick, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy 
Fitzpatrick of Houlton.
Miss York was graduated 
from Lawrence High School 
and is employed by the Federal 
Trust Company of Waterville. 
She is the daughter of the late 
Lindley F. York Sr.
Mr. Fitzpatrick attended 
Houlton schools and is a 1962 
gaduate of Houlton High 
:hool. He is employed by A. 
E. Staley Manufacturing 
Company at Houlton.
No date has been set for the 
wedding.
Mrs. Brian Tidd Is 
Honored At Shower
MARS HILL - Mr. and Mre. 
Harold Townsend have 
announced the engagement of 
their daughter, Deborah Joan, 
to Daniel Leighton McCrum, 
son of Mrs. Don McCrum Jr., 
and the late Mr. McCrum.
Miss Townsend, a graduate 
of Central Aroostook High 
School, attends the University 
of Maine, where she is a 
sophomore student.
Mr. McCrum was graduated 
from Aroostook Central 
Institute and the University of 
Maine where he was a member 
of Phi Eta Kappa fraternity.
Auxiliary met Friday evening 
at the Roosevelt School in 
Linneus for a pot luck supper 
and meeting. Guests were Mrs. 
Bessie Victory and Mrs. Etta 
Battaleno. The business 
meeting was conducted by Mrs. 
Hazel gover. The next meeting 
will be October 18 at Oakfield
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drew, 
Smyrna street, Houlton, are 
announcing the engagement of 
their daughter, Margaret Ann, 
to Thomas A. Reynolds of 
Naples, Fla.
Miss Drew is a 1967 
graduate of Houlton High 
School and is serving with the 
WAVES as a secretary at 
Norfolk, Va.
Petty Officer Reynolds is a 
1963 graduate of Winter Haven 
High School and is serving 
aboard the destroyer USS 
Mitchner out of Philadelphia
No date has been set for the 
wedding.
Mrs. Donald McDade 
Honored on Birthday
Miss Kathryn 
celebrated her ninth 
with a birthday party Saturday 
afternoon given by her mother 
at the home of her 
grandmother, Mrs. Robert 
(k>hen Games and presents 
were enjoyed tn the afternoon 
and refreshments and a 
birthday cake were served 
Guests were Kathryn Ludwig, 
Joseph Leavitt, Philip Leavitt, 
Mrs. Robert Cohen, John 
Fahey and Julie Johnson 
WWI Auxiliary Meets
The Elson Hosford WWI
Columbus Guild Meets
The Columbus Guild held its 
first meeting of the year 
Tuesday evening following a 
pot luck supper at 6:30 p.m. 
Grand Knight William Dunn 
was guest speaker He 
presented several ideas which 
would be of benefit to both 
the Knights and the Guild The 
Halloween UNICEF or treat 
program was discussed and 
decisions will be made at the 
next meeting. The meeting 
hour has been changed to 7 
o’clock. A rummage sale was 
planned for September 28, and 
the mystery box was won by
Johnson 
birthday
slice was cut by the 
couple.
The bride was graduated 
from Oakfield Community 
High School in 1966 and is 
employed by Sportwelt Shoe 
Co. of Houlton.
The bridegroom was 
graduated from Houlton High 
School in 1955. He is 
employed by the Duran Oil Co. 
of Houlton.
After a wedding trip along 
the coast of Maine the couple 
will reside at 19 Robinson 
street in Houlton.
g.
Miss Prudence Hersey was 
organist and soloist was Mrs. 
Galen Hogan who sang “I Love 
You Truly.”
The bride, given in marriage 
by her brother-in-law, wore a 
white lace gown. Her shoulder 
length veil fell from a crown of 
crystals and pearls. She carried 
a bouquet of sweetheart roses 
and white carnations.
Mrs. Ralph Elliott was 
matron of honor. She wore a 
lavender gown of nylon over 
satin and she carried pink and 
white carnations.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. 
Robert York and Mrs. Alevo 
Courturier.
Eldon Bennett of Houlton 
served as best man. Ushers 
were Reggie Corey and John 
Austin.
A reception followed at the 
Northland Hotel. Decorations 
were blue and white streamers 
and white wedding bells.
Assisting in serving 
Mrs. Eldon Bennett, 
Robert York, 
Courturier and Mrs. Ralph 
Elliott who also circulated the 
guest book. Presiding at the 
gift table were Mrs. Gary 
Bennett and Miss Prudence 
Hersey. The wedding cake was 
made by Mrs. Martha Scott and 
was cut and served by Mrs. 
Alevo Courturier after the first
HARVEST
made
reniwui
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY
BARGAINS
OPEN UNTIL -
9 P.MEVERY NIGHT
DURING HARVEST
Mrs.
SPECIAL
Friday and Saturday Only
were 
Mrs. 
Alevo 
DURING 
HARVEST
playboy man on campus
PMOC
OPEN
COLORS BROWN OR
REDUCED NAPKINS
THRU SATURDAY!
SAVE 1.06
SHIRTS, REG. 3.98, NOW
PANTS, REG. 4.98 NOW
NOW 1.99
HoultonMain St.
Rugged twill sets keep you looking neat 
while you’re working hardl They're Penn- 
Prest* to shrug off wrinkles while you 
wear 'em . . . wash, tumble dry, never need 
ironing. And Soil Release means most 
stains come out in just one washing. Shirt 
and pants are a hefty polyester/cotton 
blend Pants have permanent crease. 
Shirts have two button flap pockets, stay­
tuck tails. Keep you looking great on the 
job. Don't wait a minute longer! Buy a 
couple sets now . . . and save!
Sizes 15-16
Orig. $3.25
Misses’
ANKLE SOX
Colors only 
Orig. 3/11.39
NOW LOO
2 ..‘5
Fine quality combed cot­
ton knit turtleneck tops 
have long tapered 
sleeves and easy zip 
backs. Great with slacks 
and skirts. S, M, L.
Special savings 
on boys’ Acrilan^ 
turtleneck knits
166
Full and mock turtleneck 
style* of machine wash­
able, dryable Acrilan*^ 
acrylic. Lots of colors. 
Styled with long sleeves. 
Sizes 6 to 16.
S Mrs. Brian Tidd was guest of 
honor at a pink and blue 
shower Friday evening given by 
Mrs. Ronald Craigs at her 
home. Mrs. Tidd opened a
- variety of gifts and a social 
evening was enjoyed followed 
by refreshments, which 
included a baby cake made by 
Mrs. Craigs.
Guests were Mrs. Joyce session ol 
Kaiser and daughter Lynda, 
Mrs. Marion Gentle, Mrs. Reta 
Gentle, Mrs. Goldie Gentle, 
Mrs. Robert Foss, Mrs. Crete 
Gentle, Miss Luanne Belyea
Band Miss Lois Gentle.
Those who sent gifts but 
were unable to attend were 
Mrs. Dana Tidd, Miss Andrea 
Joslyn, Mrs. Joan Gentle, Mrs. 
Jack Hogan, Mrs. Holmes 
Gardner and Mrs. Susan Riley.
The moon is a quarter of a 
million miles distant.
Winners Announced 
At Duplicate Bridge
Eleven tables were in play 
Wednesday evening Master 
Point Night, at the weekly 
•I duplicate bridge at 
the Gentle Memorial Building. 
Winners at North-South 
were Mrs. Ervin Stone and 
Anthony McLaughlin; second,* 
Lester Baker and Harold 
Inman; third, Mr. and Mrs. 
Floyd Haskel).
Mrs. Ralph Grant and 
Mrs. Leighton Fortier placed
Harold Astle and Mrs. Wendell 
Guy placing second and Betty 
Anderson and Robert 
Anderson, theihird.
20% OFF on all
TURTLENECKS
1968
REDUCED
THROUGH
UNTIL
9 PM.
Great for fall 
... snappy turtle­
neck tops!
SATURDAY!
TUBULAR 
BRAIDED 
RUGS 
99% NYLON
WEARS LIKE IRON
GOLD SIZES
ORIG. 4.98
ORIG. 7.98
NOW 4.00
NOW 6.50
END-OF-MONTH
Clearance!
Misses’
RAINCOATS
Yellow and Light Blue 
Orig. $20.00
NOW 16.88
Misses’
CLUTCH PURSES
orig. 2.00 NOW 1.44
HANDBAGS 
orig. 2.99 NOW 2.44
Misses’
SANITARY
12 orig. 39c Now 28c
48 orig. 1.29 Now 99c
Men’s
CASUAL SLACKS
Permanently Press 
Sizes 29-42 
Orig. $4.98
NOW 3.99
Special
SPORT SHIRTS
Long Sleeve
Plaid
S-M-L-XL
NOW 2.99
Men’s
WORK SHOES
High Cut
71/2 to 11 D A EE
orig. 11 99 NOW 10.99
handsome new colors in
-ARROW- REVERE
Orlon Knits - Virgin Wool • 
Cotton - Lambs Wool - Acrylic 
Will be open Fri. A Sat. Nites
'Til 9:00 During Digging
Big Mac® twill 
work sets are Penn-Prest 
have Soil Release, too!
ON BOTH!
Misses’
CARDIGANS
Orig. $6.98
NOW 4.99
Men’s
TURTLENECK POLOS
S-M-L
Orig. $2.98
NOW 1.49
Men’s
SPORT SHIRTS
Long Sleeve
S - M - Only
Orig. $3.98
NOW $2.99
REMNANTS
30$
MEN’S WHITE
DRESS SHIRT
OFF
LIKE IT... CHARGE IT!
SPECIAL BUY! 
BRUSHED THERMAL BLANKET
With Nylon Binding 
72” X 90” 65% Polyester 
2y2 lbs. 35% Rayon
TABLECLOTH 
NAPKIN SET
Orig. $5.00
NOW 2.99
Men’s
COLORED POLOS
A Special
S-M-L-XL
66c
300 Sheets
orig. 88c NOW
KNITTING YARN 
Machine Wash
4 Oz. Skein 
99c
NOTEBOOK PAPER
TYPING PAPER
200 Sheets
orig. 88c NOW 66c
■ -' > ’ . .....
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By Larry Reece 
Sports Editor
Stock car racing is very pop­
ular in Aroostook County and 
Houlton has its share of top 
drivers taking part in the 
weekly action at the different 
raceways. Houlton’s Phil Wal­
lace started racing his own 
stock car two years ago and 
has now become one of the top 
■performers at the local speed-
taking 
Sunset 
a. N B
Wallace racing his car num­
ber 6-55 at Gallop’s during the 
season has compiled a record 
whdch may be hard to equal 
He has raced at least once a 
week during the season, eith­
er day or night, and has been 
tn the money every time ex­
cept once. This alone could 
be a ‘op record in stock car 
racing as many things can 
happen early in the race card 
to force the car and driver out 
of action.
Member Of Motorcycle Club
Wallace mentioned this 
week that he was a member 
of a motorcycle club in the 
Houlton area from 19 37 to 
1940 and enjoyed the pro­
grams. The events would con­
sist of different types of rac­
ing such as straight races and 
hill races. Other followers and 
members of this club would 
travel to Houlton or Easton as 
these were two of the sites for 
the motorcycle club to hold 
their summer activities.
Wallace, while visiting in 
New York state several years 
ego got interested in stock 
cars, but where there were no 
stock car speedways in Aroos­
took County, forgot the idea 
of building one and driving in 
these types of races. In 1966 
Gallop’s Speedway opened its 
gates and stock car racing was 
in the Shiretown to stay. This 
prompted Wallace after one 
year as a judge at the local 
epeedway to start plans for 
building his own stocker.
Wallace-is no stranger by 
any means to mechanic’s work 
as he has worked in the Shire- 
tcrwn at Cates* Motor Mart, 
Bob Ingraham’s Garage. Houl­
ton Motors. Crawford’s Motor 
•Mart and the North Road Gar- 
ago. Wallace purchased an 
old 195-5 Chev and then the 
work started at the Shiretown 
Auto Body Shop. This shop 
was made available to Wallace 
by owners Bud Taylor and 
Clarence Riordan. A lot of 
long and tiring hours went in­
to building his stock car num-
Presently Wallace is the 
pwner and driver of this top 
rooar which is sponsored by 
tbo Shiretown Auto Body 
Bhop of Houlton,
Wallace has raced thfig post 
season at Gallop’s Speedway
for ten weeks and was 
part in the action at 
Speedway in Tracy Mllli 
Races were held at Gallop’s 
Saturday nights and also at 
Tracy Mills, while a few race 
cards were held at Gallop s 
Speedway on Sundays. Wal­
lace a year ago look the third 
place honors for his driving 
performances during the rac­
ing season at the local speed­
way.
Wallace mentioned this 
week that he thought night 
racing would be popular next 
season as this gives the fans 
less heat during the events 
and also provides an excellent 
chance for the drivers to keep 
the motors cooler.
Wallace also mentioned this 
week that he plans to rebuild 
his stocker for next season. A 
lot of the parts, frames and 
safety devices will have to be 
checked again this winter dur­
ing the off-season. Wallace, 
who loves the repairing work 
on this type of a car, enjoys 
every minute he has put into 
building his Chev 655. He al­
so informed us that the fram­
es and spring have to be tight­
ened as there is a difference 
in racing on a dirt track or a 
hot topped one. The car re­
acts differently on dirt as this 
gives a cushion while the hot 
topped track is slick. Most of 
’the wEnter months will be 
spent by Wallace checking all 
the weak spots and reinforc­
ing bis racer for next season.
Next year when the racing 
season rolls around Houlton's 
Phil Wallace Is expected to be 
in the fight to the finish lines 
with his 1955 Chev number 
655.
Little League 
Team Members 
Are Named
This season a combination 
of little leaguers from the 
Smyrna and Oakfield area 
formed the first little league 
team in their section. The team 
coached by Gene Lawlor and 
managed by Ronnie Brown 
finished the season with a 10-8 
record.
This year’s team members 
were as follows: Everett 
Boutilier, Jr., Steven Wilmot, 
Kippy Adams, Kevin Brannen, 
Keith Robertson, Mike 
Crandell, Kemp McLaughlin, 
Randy Brown, Mickey Locke, 
Alston Crandall, Brian 
Wilmont, Kenny Locke, Randy 
Rockwell, Arnold Farrer, 
e Johnston, Mike 
, Gene I^wlor, 
Greenlaw and^eHnfl 
Dwyer.
CAR dftft — Houlton’s Phil Wallace is shown above 
with his 19.VS chev which he built over into a top racing 
car at the local speedway. Wallace has the trophy wliich 
was presented to him last year at Gallop’s Speedway for 
finishing as the third highest point driver for the racing 
season.
Highlights
Sports
JI
Plans Underway For New 
County Bowling Assoc.
Plans have been started for 
an Aroostook County bowling 
association by Larry Reece, 
manager of the Hilltop Lanes. 
The association would give 
candlepin bowlers in this area a 
chance for State Of Maine 
bowling titles in both the 
ladies’ and men’s divisions.
The association would 
become part of the Maine 
Bowling Association, which 
presently is divided into an 
Eastern and Western Maine 
district, this association in 
Aroostook County, would be 
named the Northern Maine 
section.
Presently no teams or 
individual bowlers in Northern 
Maine are members of this 
association, which gives 
members a chance to compete 
for State honors.
Towns being contacted to 
join this association are
Baseball Team 
Is Identified
VanPresque Isle, Caribou, 
Buren, Madawaska, Fort Kent 
and Houlton. Fort Kent’s 
former bowling chairman of 
that town’s league, Emery 
“Legs” Labbe, has replied to 
Reece that Fort Kent wants to 
join. Also Dick Forgemie, who 
owns and manages the
expressed a desire to join th|i 
association m Northern Maine. 
The formation of this 
association would give 
Aroostook County a chance to 
take part in all of the Maine 
Bowling Association’s title 
matches.
It’s expected in the near 
future that Presque Isle. 
Caribou and Van Buren will 
decide if they want to join this 
association. A meeting will be 
scheduled in October if all six 
towns express an interest 
this type of an association.
in
Maine Ski Areas To Offer 
More Skiing And Services
SPUD SPEEDWAY
STOCK CAR RACING
EVERY SUNDAY 2 P.M.
The old baseball team pic­
ture printed in last week’s 
issue of the Pioneer Times 
brought forth several com­
ments concerning the names 
of thde team that played 
around 1901. A Houlton 
reader, Jack McKay, came up 
with the names of the players 
on this team. One player has 
been identified as R. Andy 
Coackley or Frank Clayton. 
This player is still the only 
‘one not officially identified.
a* Checking the old pfctefit. 
which was loaned to the 
Pioneer Times by Houlton’s 
Joe Bar lock, Sr., we find the 
following players: front row. 
left to right. Rip 
“Hockey” Nightingale 
Ralph Good.
Middle row, left to 
Robert Lawlia, Alan Bamford, 
Tom Bridges, Arthur Putnam, 
R. Andy Coackley 
Clayton.
Back
Burpee Alexander, Murdock 
McKay, and Brago Ervin.
Now if you have last week’s 
Pioneer Times you can check 
this with the above names. 
Our thanks to Jack McKay.
Slimnastics 
To Be Offered 
By Rec. Dept.
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There will be a meeting of 
all women and girls that are 
interested in participating in a 
Slimnastic Class at the Gentle 
Memorial Building on 
Wednesday October 9th at 7 
p.m.
The class is available to all 
and there will be no charge. 
There is a possibility that each « 
jjerson -will be,, asked to* 
" purchase a book of exercises' 
that will be used in this • 
program, which will not exceed 
a cost of $1.00.
The starting date is set for 
October 16th at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Gentle Memorial Building. 
The class will be an 
introductory type with a three 
to five months plan for 
reducing being used, also the 
participants will become 
acquainted with the new 
exercising method, isometrics. 
The women will also be able to 
participate in both volleyball 
and badminton and other gym 
activities.
The dress for this weekly 
class will be that which allows 
freedom of movement and all 
will be required to wear 
sneakers while in the gym.
If you are interested in this 
type of a class be sure to 
attend this important meeting 
on Wednesday October 9th at 
the Gentle Memorial Building 
at 7 p.m.
Amateur boxing has been one of the main topics of dis­
cussion in the local area during the past week The location 
of the up-coming fight card will be announced next week.
• This fight card has two local amateur boxers matched in 
the feature bout of the night as Paul Cyr, who boxes out of the 
Woodstock Boxing Club, and Pal ‘‘Thunderbird’’ Davis, who 
will be fighting out of the Houlton Boxing Club, step ins-ide the 
ring ropes.
This will be their second meeting during the year as Cyr 
won a decision over Davis In July at Woodstock, N. B. Davis, 
who was a headliner in last winter’s fight cards had been out 
of the ring tor several months before the July fight in Wood- 
stock. This was Davis’ first loss insCde the ropes and hei s wait­
ing for the bell on October 12th to try and even the bouts with 
Cyr.
“Thunderbird’’, as Davis is better known in the amateur 
fight ranks, will have to display a lot of boxing talents to equal 
that of Paul Cyr who has been termed by some fight promoters 
as one of the classiest to come along in several years. “Thun­
derbird”, who possesses a hard right, has a quick punch and 
has never quite met his equal inside the ropes. Both have given 
boxing fans in Maine and New Brunswick a look at their styles 
and this fight rates as a toss up. Both fighters are good boxers 
and one thing for sure the feature bout will give the fight fans 
all the action they will want for the night.
The fight card listed this week by the Houlton Boxing 
Club has six bouts with at least two more and maybe some 
extras coming in to round out the night’s card before the Octob­
er 12th fights.
Deer Survey
The Pioneer Times will again this year send out deer sur­
vey cards to all the tagging stations in their coverage area. This 
will enable the weekly readers to find out the number of deer 
tagged at these different stations. Each week reports of the 
deer tagged at these stations will be submitted to the Pioneer 
Times and a list of the stations and their deer kill will be 
printed.
Last season 2.5 tagging stations in this area reported their 
weekly kill to the Pioneer Times and the figure was made pub­
lic each week. Towns reporting were Houlton, Littleton, Monti­
cello, Bridgewater, Mars Hill, Smyrna, Oakfield, Dyer Brook, 
Sherman, Patten, Stacyville, Benedicts, Wytopitlock, Hodgdon, 
Cary, Linneus, New Limerick, Haynesville, Danforth, Orient, 
and Weston. Some areas had two tagging stations reporting 
their weekly deer kill.
The biggest tagging station report of weekly deer kill is 
located in Patten at Giggey’s Esso. This tagging station used to 
be operated by Ira Myrick and in our last check with this 
Patten station, when Myrick was handling the deer reports, 
he shows us records of deer killed day by day. This report he 
stated really gives you a complete report, also including the 
weather conditions for that day. IT the deer kill was high the 
weather would be good, but a low kill showed in poor weather 
conditions. Myrick’s book went back over a five or ten year 
period, I don’t remember, but one thing I do remember was 
how accurate his reports were from day to day during the hunt­
ing season.
Some stations also failed to report their kill and this re­
sulted in a call to find out the information. One station report­
ed two the first week of the season and never sent another card 
in the next week, the call gave us the same information two 
deer. The season closed with this station still with only two 
deer tagged.
He stated I hated to keep sending the cards in with only 
two deer. I suppose in some places the deer just aren’t there, 
but regardless we like to know.
One tagging station; Galen Porter’s in Island Falls, In past 
* years had the totfii’of de^tagged at Ma station outside aa th®, 
building in big numbers.
Our weekly readers like to know the deer kill in the area, 
so that is why we send out these cards.
Basketball Schedules
The basketball season is just around the corner for the 
different high schools in the area. One new coach in the area, 
Larry Godsoe, a former basketball player for the Bangor Rams 
and a State of Maine foul shooting champion, is handling the 
coaching assignments at Katahdin High. Godsoe replaced Ron 
Marks who left to coach at Foxcroft Academy this tall.
This year as in the past the Pioneer Times will print a 
weekly schedule of all the basketball games during the week 
for the teams in the coverage area. Teams like Houlton High, 
Hodgdon, Oakfield, Island Falls, Katahdin High, Danforth, 
Mars Hill and Ricker College will be included.
Plans will be made if possible to take team pictures some­
time in November or December. Last year two of the team’s 
pictures weren’t taken, but this year we hope to make the 
rounds.
We would dike to have the basketball schedules from these 
different coaches just as soon as they can send them along as a 
weekly column entitled “Basketball Round-up” will be printed 
in the Pioneer Times when the teams start their winter’s * 
action.
Milan Wins On T. V.
After Frday night’s T. V. candlepin bowling show on 
gor channel 7 WEMT TV, not too many are wondering
Maine ski areas will have a 
well-groomed look and new 
services to offer patrons during 
the 1968-69 season.
Expected to offer some of 
the earliest skiing of the 
season, Saddleback Mountain, 
Rangeley, is installing 
snow-making machines that 
will service about 15 acres of 
skiing tarrain.
A 1,300-foot T-bar and 
1,400-foot double chair lift 
will be in this area, which 
includes four trails and the 
beginners, open slope.
A one-million gallon water 
storage pond is being built to 
supply water for snowmaking, 
and the management proposes 
to put this to use in winter as 
an ice-skating and curling rink. 
Then, too, it possibly will 
develop a Summer camping 
area.
Another major addition, the 
second year of a massive 
development project which last 
year saw the installation of a 
new double chairlift and a new 
base lodge, is the opening of a 
new expert trail from the 
summit. General Manager 
Bruce Johnson, also a new 
fixture this year due to a 
promotion from his public 
relations post last year, says 
the new trail will be named the 
“Golden Smelt” in 
conformance with 
Saddleback’s policy of naming 
new trails after fishing flies 
used for catching trout in the 
nearby Rangeley Lakes. The 
new trail is narrow and 
winding, but has banked curves 
and rolls for variety to interest 
the advanced skiers.
Saddleback, which operated 
its chairlift and a restaurant 
and lounge in the base lodge 
this summer, plans to open a 
cocktail lounge in the lodge 
during the ski season. Tn 
addition to naming former ski 
school director Harry Baxter as 
its new general manager,
Sugarloaf Mountain has placed 
major emphasis on its
summertime work program by 
continuation of extensive
trail-grooming.
Squaw Mountain 
Greenville, where last year 
there was a major expansion 
including a new double 
chairlift and base lodge, this 
year is offering a first in ski 
instruction.
General Manager Colby 
Russell announces that 
Squaw’s ski school, directed by 
Harvey Packard, is offering the 
first plan to guarantee 
beginnws ski' parallel results 
week, using the 
technique and 
length method.
hoop
To meet the national goal 
of 26 million new homes and 
apartments in the next 10 
years, the U. S. Department 
of Labor estimates that from 
400,000 to 600,000 new jobs 
in the construction trades will 
have to be created.
Ban- 
__ why 
Bangor’s Charlie Milan is the present state candlepin bowling 
champion. Milan in Ms first TV appearance this year defeated 
Merrill Barnes also of Bangor in a three string match by 90 
pins. Milan rolled 412 in his three strings which included 
a high single of 161, wMle Barnes collected only 322 pins 
during the match. This Friday on WEMT TV starting at 7:30 
p. m. Milan will meet Millinocket’s Charlie Noddin in what 
should be a real good match.
Short Sports
We would appreciate any old sports pictures . . . The 
Pioneer Times would welcome any old pictures of baseball, 
basketball or track teams in the early 1900*s .
DEAD RIVER OIL CO
Your Houlton Heating Specialists
Invite you to let our
Watch Dog Delivery Service 
over your Heating Problem* 
for the Coming Season.
take
Burner
Service
Factory 
Trained
" Licensed Burner Experts " 
Never A Service Charge 
On A Dead River Budget Plan
DEAD RIVER OIL CO
Bangor St.
Entire electrical circuits no 
larger than a pinhead may 
make it possible for each blind 
person to have his own radar 
system. These tiny “chips" 
could make possible a whole 
range of radar and electronic 
equipment for the consumer.
AT GIVING SERVICE 
HOW WE6MIME Z 
IT REALLV IS t 
JUST SUPER-FINE/
' i 
 m
within a 
American 
graduated 
Beginners start with short skis 
and are introduced to 
progressively longer skis as 
their ability increases.
Squaw’s trails have received 
an extensive general grooming 
during the Summer, and a new 
trail has been built to more 
conveniently link the T-Bar 
and chairlift areas of this 
uniquely divided development.
A class-A restaurant and 
cocktail lounge will operate 
this season in the chairlift area 
base lodge in conjunction with 
the existing cafeteria.
Two new motels, one in 
Greenville and the other in 
Rockwood, have been built 
this summer and are in 
operation. And builders have 
been busy constructinc a flock 
of new chalets and A-frames in 
the area surrounding Squaw, 
with much of the activity 
centered at nearby Harford's 
Point on Moosehead Lake.
Moving to ski areas slightly 
westward in Maine, Lost
BORDEttLMD
, Itnive <Jn
Friendly service is part of our 
stock in trade. We want you to 
like our service and our fuel oil 
so we do our best to please you.
GENTLE &
COLBATHNt at/ng on
....... -
BUCK NIGHT
“THE ALAMO”
John Richard 
Wayne Wldmark
Doris Day and 
Brian Krith
“With Six
You Get EggrolF 
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Showtime 7 M 
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has doubled 
base lodge. 
Pontbriant 
renovation 
new interior
Valley, Auburn 
the size 
Manager 
reports 
embraces____ ____ ______
designing, including new lift 
ticket and ski school sales 
counters to expedite customer 
service. Included in the new 
lodge is a large room which will 
be used for a nursery, with 
baby sitting*services offered 
Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday mornings.
The room will be available 
for reservation by clubs and 
other organized groups for 
meetings and banquets in the 
afternoons and evenings.
The parking area has also 
been enlarged, and work has 
progressed on several new trails 
which will eventually be 
serviced by a new chairlift 
planned for the near future.
Last but far from least 
important of the projects has 
been extensive trailgrooming 
and improvement of 
snowmaking equipment by this 
area which pioneered this - 
service in Maine.
Pleasant Mountain, 
Bridgton, according to Manager 
Russ Haggett, has continued its 
program of slope and trail 
improvements. Much of this 
year’s activity has been 
concentrated on Upper Jack 
Spratt, and the chairlift line.
of its 
Fern 
the 
much
Sno w Sled 
Regulations 
Liberalized
Maine’s new regulations for 
the operation of snow travel­
ing vehicles have been liberal­
ised to allow the issuance of , 
temporary permits to non-res­
ident owners of 
who wish to use 
State.
The new ruling 
ced this week by Secretary of 
State Joseph T. Edgar, follow­
ing a public hearing in Augus­
ta September 17.
The regulation now allows 
non-reeldent owners to secure 
a temporary permit from lic­
ensed dealers. Each permit, 
costing |2, is valid for 15 con­
secutive days following date 
of Issue.
Maine residents will still be 
required to pay the full |4 
registration fee and also pay 
a State excise tax or pereohal 
property tax to operate snow 
vehicles, except on land which 
they own and on which they 
are domiciled.
The pubtfc hearing was 
called after it had been deter­
mined that the new regula­
tions, which went into effect 
July 1, had made no provi­
sions for non-residents who 
bring their machines 
Maine for recreation 
compete in increasingly 
lar snowmobile races.
snowmobiles 
them in this
was announ-
into 
or to 
popu*
One of the country’s lead­
ing candy manufacturers con­
siders employment of the 
mentally retarded a wise in­
vestment. According to the 
U. S. Department of Labor, 
the company reports that 
these employees have a fine 
attendance record and better- 
than-average safety record.
TEMPLE 
CINEMA
A.1MZIOS
COLUMBIA PICTURES Prawntt 
A DINO DE LAURENTHS PRODUCTION 
Stamry
'MHIM" PANAVISION*
TECHNICOLOR* ®
rm:
MilUS
CHHlbyMu>
Starring 
William Holden 
Cliff Robertson 
Vinoe Edwards 
Gretchen Wyler
Bat. A Maa. Mat. ft o’clock < 
Kvenlags «:®O A 0:80 !
Regular Prteee 1
Even lags fi:ftO A »:ftO
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ELKS HONOR — The Houlton Lodge of Elks paid tribute to Rollin Smith, center, 
at a recent meeting. Rollin is retimg from the United States Custom Service and will 
be moving to the Boston area. David Dunn, left, spoke of Rollin’s 25 years as a mem­
ber of the Elks and presented him with a gift from the local lodge as Exalted Ruler 
Albert Daniels, Jr. looks on. (Pioneer Times Photo)
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Summer Sports 
In Review
Ricker Ties 
St. Francis 
In Soccer
The summer sports season 
has gone and taking a look at 
some of the highlights we find 
the following items.... In 
local little league news the Elks 
team managed by Carl Duff 
and coached by Fred White 
won the town championship 
by defeating O’DonneU s 
Express 13 to 2 ....
O’Donnell’s Express managed 
by Glenn Tidd and coached by 
Elwood Tidd won the National 
league honors for the first time 
since they joined the Houlton 
little league .... The Elks 
little leaguers will be honored 
at a banquet by the Elk’s lodge 
members on Tuesday, October 
8th at the lodge rooms .... 
Houlton this summer had a 
semi-pro baseball team the first 
In several seasons .... Cliff 
McQuarrie was the coach and 
the team finished with a 14-10 
record .... Spike Savage was 
the leading hitter with a .333 
average for the Houlton 
team .... Looking to hitting 
records, three little leaguers 
socked homers in the town 
championship game between 
the Elk’s and O’DonneU’s as 
Brent Haggerty, Tom Duff and 
Robert DeWitt hit round 
trippers in the final game for 
the town title ... .The local 
recreation department held a 
Personna Grand Slam baseball 
contest which produced a 
winner, Danny Albert, who 
won a trip to Boston .... a 
chance for National 
honors .... Horseshoe 
pitching at Linneus proved 
very popular with lights being 
erected so the players could 
play evenings .... Borderview 
Caress owned by Littleton’s 
Tom Schools paced a fast mile 
at Gorham in 2:04 
4/5 . . . .Clayton Dickinson of 
Debec, N. B. won top driving 
honors at Bangor Raceway 
during their three week race 
meet.. . .Asa Harvey of 
Monticello sold Connecticut 
Adios and Borderview Fonda 
after the Presque Isle 
Fair .. . .Harvey won a feature 
pace at Presque Isle during the 
fair with Connecticut Adios in 
2:07 2/5 .. . .John Charles 
owned by Houlton’s Ted Grant 
won six out of seven starts at 
race meets held at Woodstock’s 
Connell Park and during the 
Presque Isle Fair .... Local 
softball news found a record 
being set By Nason’s Station 
team In the receation 
department softball league as 
the team went through the 
season without a loss in local 
league play.... The team
compiled a 24-0 mark, which 
marked the first time a softball 
team in the men’s league have 
ever finished the season 
without a loss . . . .Pony 
pulling events were held at 
Merle Foster’s on the Foxcroft 
road and good crowds were on 
hand .... The first little league 
team ever formed with 
youngsters from Smyrna and 
Oakfield started their first year 
and finished with a 10-8 
record . . . .Paul Cyr won a 
decision over Pal 
“Thunderbird” Davis at 
Woodstock’s Old Home Week 
Celebration during the amatuer 
fight cards .... The local Fish 
and Game Club raised 400 
pheasants, which were released 
in September plus an 
additional amount from the 
State . . . .making around 800 
birds in the fields and nearby 
areas for the October 1st 
hunting season opener .... A 
four team ladies softball league 
was started and saw the league 
finish in a two way tie ... . 
Dennis Codrey handled the 
recreation program for 
Monticello and also the little 
league softball action for the 
summer.... Sherdian Fraser 
of Hodgdon won his first blue 
ribbon in pony pulling events 
with his team at 
Matawamkeag.... A highly 
sucessful horse show was 
staged at Camp Pondersosa 
which is owned and operated 
by Miss Ruth Mooers.... A 
new boxing club was formed in 
Houlton to help promote 
amatuer boxing once again in 
the Shiretown .... Stock car 
racing proves popular as Spud’s 
Speedway in Caribou gets a 
complete overhauling after Bob 
Knowles who operates unity 
Raceway takes over as the new 
owner .... Gallop’s Speedway 
on the Calais road in the 
Shiretown installs lights which 
allows them to bold Saturday 
night race cards .... Houlton's 
new recreation director is Bill 
MacManus . . . .Joe Edwards of 
Island Falls mentioned plans 
for a snow mobile race in 
January .... There the 
summer is gone.
The University of Maine 
has received a two-year 
$23,600 grant from the Na­
tional Science Foundation for 
research to determine what 
causes a fire to move as rapid­
ly as it does through a simple 
fuel bed. The research will be 
done by Dr. Ashley Campbell, 
the Arthur O. Willey Profes­
sor of Mechanical Engineer­
ing at the university.
The soccer season opened 
(Saturday afternoon at Houl­
ton’s Community Park for the 
Ricker College Bulldogs as 
they played host to St. Fran­
cis College of Biddeford. The 
game ended in a double over­
time tie at 3-3.
The local Bulldogs opened 
the scoring In the first period 
with a goal by Skip Harwood, 
but the St. Francis team came 
back Ln the second quarter to 
score two goals and take the 
lead 2-1. In the third quarter 
Ricker’s Hap Granquist scor­
ed to tie the game on a pen­
alty kick. St. Francis regain­
ed the lead again as Mardin 
booted in a score for the visit­
ors.
Ricker with only minutes 
remaining tied the contest as 
Bob Readde went straight 
down field and produced the 
tleing goal.
The two teams went into a 
double overtime with both 
squads failing to score in this 
opening game for Ricker’s 
Bulldogs.
Friday Night To 
End Woodstock 
Harness Racing
The officials of the 
Woodstock Driving Club at 
Connell Park announced this 
week that the final night of 
harness racing will be held this 
Friday night. The trotters and 
pacers will go to the starting 
gate at 7:15 p.m. American 
time in the final race card of 
the season.
Racing started at Connell 
Park in July and continued 
during their Old Home Week 
Celebration in July and 
August. After a few weeks 
lay-off the horses were ready 
to continue on August 22 and 
stopped briefly for a week for 
the Fredericton Exhibition in 
September. The fall race meet 
scheduled ten night race cards 
slated on Tuesday and Friday 
nights.
Next year plans have been 
mentioned of forming a Maine 
and New Brunswick racing 
circuit consisting of Presque 
Isle, Woodstock, N.B. and 
Fredericton, N.B.
Oysters and clams eat mi­
croscopic plants. llieseafloor 
has features comparable to th­
ose on land, including moun­
tains higher than Mt. Everest, 
basins, and trenches. Hie floor 
of the I’acific is believed simil­
ar to the surface of the Moon.
Ricker Wins 
At Soccer
The Ricker Bulldogs trav­
eled to Edrnunduton, New 
Brunswick, on Monday where 
they defeated the soccer men 
from St. Louis College by a 
score of 5-2.
Ricker led the entire game, 
scoring two goals in the first 
quarter by Hap Granquist and 
Skip Harwood. St. Louis scor­
ed one of its two goals In the 
second quarter by Garneau 
but failed to show much 
threat. The Bulldogs etruck 
again in the third quarter, 
scoring two more goals by 
Tim Diehl and Bob Readie. St. 
Louis scored its second goal 
at the end of the third period 
In the final quarter Bob Read­
ie scored his second goal of 
the twilight encounter putting 
the game on ice.
The Bulldogs are undefeat­
ed in two starts, with one vic­
tory and a tie.
Ricker plays hoet this com­
ing Saturday to Maine Mari­
time Academy in a cross-coun­
try meet at 11:30 a. m. At 2 
p. m., the soccer team will 
meet Fort Kent State College. 
Both events will take place at 
Bob Ruth Field.
Pheasants 
Released
The local Fish and Game 
Club announced this week that 
the pheasants from the State 
have been received by the local 
club and released in the area. 
President Bob English stated 
recently that these birds along 
with the ones raised by the 
local club members have been 
released making a total of 
better than 750 pheasants now 
in the fields.
The bird season will open 
Tuesday morning in Aroostook 
County and many of the local 
hunters will take to the fields 
with their dogs and shotguns in 
search of these birds.
Last year the local club 
released around 800 birds and 
the year before the same 
amount was also raised by the 
members. This shows a total of 
better than 2300 pheasants 
released in the nearby areas 
during the last three years.
HEALTH 
HINTS
KXVTBALL
Although football is con­
sidered an excellent "character 
builder” for youths, it can re­
sult in bodily impairment if a 
boy is not in good physical 
condition. Secure a medical 
clearance from your doctor be­
fore allowing your child to 
engage in this rough contact 
sport. Also, make certain he 
has the necessary equipment — 
helmet, shoulder, hip, thigh, 
and knee pads, and shoes — 
to afford maximum protection. 
Boys engaging in this sport 
should play in groups of sim­
ilar size and age.
To give windows a really 
elegant look, cover curtain 
rods with the same fabric 
that’s used for draperies. 
For rods, use the heavy 
wooden poles that are so 
popular now. The fabric can 
be stapled or glued around 
the poles.
Montreal Detroit Chicago
Juniper $13.20 $24.50 $33.30
Grand Falls $12.15 $23.05 $31.85
St. Leonard $11.60 $22.50 $31.30
Edmundston $11.20 $21.50 $31.30
Houlton Boxing Club Sets 
Plans For October 12 Card
The newly formed Houlton 
Boxing Club held a meeting 
Monday night to discuss the 
up-coming fight card on 
Saturday October 12th. The 
location of the up-coming fight 
card will be announced next 
week.
The members of this 
committee were assigned their 
duties as officials of the 
Houlton Boxing Club. Joe 
Barlock, Sr., and Ray Cunliffe 
will serve as fight promoters, 
Bill MacManus will be the 
club’s business manager, Bob 
Ivey will serve as secretary and 
treasurer, while Tom Ewing 
will handle the announcing 
duties during the fight cards 
and Larry Reece will handle all 
press releases.
At the meeting, the fight 
card for October 12th was the 
main topic of discussion by the 
members of the Houlton 
Boxing Club. The fight card 
has six fights presently slated 
as follows with Pal 
“Thunderbird” Davis and Paul 
Cyr, two local swingers, 
matched in the night’s feature 
bout. The semi-feature bout 
will pit Presque Isle’s Fred 
Wilson in action against “Kid” 
White from Newcastle, N.B. 
Other bouts listed show 
Houlton’s Tom Hanson in 
action against Jim Whelan of 
Woodstock, N.B., Mac 
Clendining of Woodstock, N.B. 
against “Wildcat” Grendall of 
Ellsworth, Blair Clendening of
Woodstock, N.B. against Henry 
Larry of Ellsworth and 
Woodstock’s Pete Porter 
against Billy Woodrow of 
Ellsworth.
Training Site
The Houlton Boxing Club is 
presently trying to find a 
suitable place to train the 
fighters from the local area for 
this fight card. Several places 
were mentioned at the meeting 
and at this time arrangements 
are being made to use one of 
the suitable locations 
mentioned by the members. 
Joe Barlock, Sr. and Ray 
Cunliffe, who are assisting in 
the training of these fighters, 
plan to start their training 
session just as soon as the 
location is found. Barlock 
presently has a top prospect in 
Houlton’s Tom Hanson who is 
scheduled to swap punches 
with Woodstock’s Jim Whelan.
Presque Isle’s Fred Wilson 
has been matched against a top 
performer from Newcastle, 
N.B. “Kid” White, in the 
semi feature bout of the night.
3 - D Magnetic 
Signs
For Cars & Trucks
Roger McBreairty
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Wilson, a hard hitting amatuar, 
won some top bouts on former 
fight cards in the Shiretown 
and from all reports will have 
his hands full with “Kid” 
White.
Main Bout
The main bout of the 
evening’s fight card on October 
12th will give the local boxing 
fans plently of action as 
“Thunderbird” Davis will try 
to stop Paul Cyr in a rematch. 
Cyr, who is presently boxing 
out of the Woodstock Boxing 
Club, has a top record to go 
with his clever style of boxing 
inside the ring ropes. 
“Thunderbird” Davis, a real 
crowd pleaser with the fight 
fans, will try to even the bouts 
as Cyr gained a decision over 
Davis in an earlier match in
July at Woodstock. N.B. davis 
is boxing out of the Houlton 
Boxing Club and will be 
handled by Barlock and 
Cunliffe for this encounter.
Reports have Houlton’s 
“Butch” Friel training a couple 
of top performers and he Is 
expected to have them ready 
for this fight card.
Another meeting of the local 
boxing club has been scheduled 
for Monday night and at this 
meeting the final program and 
arrangements will be settled. 
Anyone interested in fighting 
on this up-coming fight card in 
October should contact either 
Joe Barlock, Sr. or Ray 
Cunliffe.
The local club is planning on 
holding several fights during 
the year with October and 
November as the first two 
months of ring action.
JOHN’S AUTO SALES
Used Cars 
General Repairs 
Pickup & Delivery 
Military St- 2-6001
JUST ARRIVED
RED TAIL SHARKS Y
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL <
SERPAES 60c '
Marble Hatchets - Silver Dollars
Houlton Tropical Fish Supply
28 Sunnyside Houlton
Repeat of a Sellout!
GROSS MA N S
LUMBER • BUILDING MATERIALS# PLUMBING
AT OUR HOULTON STORE AND FOR 2 DAYS ONLY!
Attention Homeowners, Builders, Contractors . . . NOW, right at the start of the Home 
Insulating Season, we offer you specially reduced prices on this famous quality Insulation. AT 
OVR FRONT DOOR, you’ll find a huge trailer truck direct from the OWENS-OORNING CO. 
The following advertised price® are by special arrangement and for 2 days only.
FRIDAY NOON To 9:00 P.M. aid SATURDAY 7:30 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
OWENS - CORNING
TRUCKLOAD
SALE
FIBERGLASS With Aluminum Foil Face
INSULATION
Fiberglass insulation is very efficient. Millions of tiny 
air sacs actually trap the cold air and keep it out. TTie alumin­
um foil reflective face turns back radiant heat. So yon enjoy 
more comfort this winter and Bummer too! It won’t shrink and 
is fire and moisture resistant.
Standard Thickness, IS” wide with 140 Bq. Ft. per roll. Also 
available in 28” width.
Sq. Ft.
Standard 
Thickness
• MEDIUM THICK INSULATION „,y 4.4c * »
• FULL THICK INSULATION - ... 5.4c* n
POURING WOOL INSULATION
FAST. EASY, ECONOMICAL. Here’s the way to in­
sulate with an eye on yonr budget. Pouring wool covers 
80 sq. ft. at 8” thick. 88c Bag
NEW INSTANT ATTIC INSULATION!
GROSSMANS
I
Simply lay It in place. 
A bag covers 50 Sq. Ft. at 
4” thick. Each bag con­
tains 10 pieces, each 4” 
thick, 1” wide and 48” 
long. Quickly adds 4 extra 
inches to present attic ceil­
ing and floor.
99
Bundle
OPEN DAILY 7:30 A.M. To 5:30 — FRI. To 9 P.M.
HOULTON Bangor St. Call 2-2221 I
Credit Terms and 
Delivery Can •• 
ArrangedSPECIAL 2 DAY SALE - SEPT. 27th ari 28th
\\ |<l iX'KSDA Y. SKI'TE.UBER 25. I !>6K _____________HOULTON, MAINE. PIONEER TIMES ,
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Pink And Blue Shower
For Mrs. Foss
Mrs. Robert Foss was guest 
of honor at a pink and blue 
shower given Monday evening 
by Mrs. George McCain at her 
home. Mrs. Foss opened a 
variety of gifts and a social 
evening of games was enjoyed. 
Refreshments, including a baby 
cake made by Mrs. Thetis 
Churchill, were served.
Guests were Mrs. Miram 
Gentle, Mrs. Holland Taylor, 
Mrs. Chester Harris, Mrs. 
George Harris, Mrs. Maurice 
Colbath, Mrs. Gerald Dunphy, 
Mrs. Ronald Craigs, Mrs. Frank 
Beaulieu, Mrs. Holmes Gardner 
of Presque Isle, and Mrs. Obed 
Smith.
Those who sent gifts but 
were unable to attend were 
Miss Lois Gentle, Mrs. William 
Ford, Miss Margaret Dunphy, 
Mrs. Eugene Brown, Mrs. 
Gentle, Mrs. GlenArthur
Putnam, Mrs. Oren Gentle, 
Mrs. John Small, Mrs. Earl 
Leavitt, Mrs. Eva Putnam, Mrs. 
Gilford Colbath, Mrs. Harold 
Bickford, Mrs. Paul Belyea, 
Mrs. Dwight Webb, Mrs. G. E. 
Gentle, Mrs. Francis Grant and 
Mrs. Brian Tidd.
■ RUMMAGE SALE
17 Pearce Avenue
Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Clothes, furniture, dish- 
bw, odds and ends. 113 9*
Button Club
Coming Events
Thursday, September 26 
A Cub Scout meeting will be 
held at the Court Street Baptist 
Church at 7:30 p.m. This is the 
first meeting of the season and 
persons interested are invited 
to attend.
The Houlton Promanaders 
will have a regular square dance 
at the Gentle Building at 8 
p.m. Caller will be Cliff Long. 
Friday, September 27
The Golden Triangle Club 
will meet at the Gentle 
Building at 10:30 a m.
The Houlton Council of 
Catholic Women will have a 
food sale at Fogg’s starting at 
12 noon.
The Houlton 
will meet at 7 p.m. at the 
Gentle Building. Reports on 
the state button meeting will 
be given and on the Jacksonian 
and golden age buttons.
Saturday, September 28 
A rummage sale will be held 
at the Methodist Church at 1 
p.m.
There will be a rummage sale 
at the K of C hall at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, October 1
Senior Citizens, 55 and over, 
will meet at the Gentle 
Building from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Bring covered dish and 
place settings for pot luck 
dinner. Enjoy arts, crafts and 
many other activities.
Thursday, October 4
The Aroostook Hospital 
Alumnae Association will meet 
at the home of Mrs. Finley 
Mooers, 2 Franklin avenue.
FINAST — All Flavors
DRINKS
(ORD 6 1
SHOP FINAST FAMILY OF QUALITY FOODS
Reception Held
For New Pastor
Approximately 200 
members and guests of the 
First Baptist Church attended a 
reception for the new pastor, 
the Rev. Andrew Anderson, 
and Mrs. Anderson last 
Tuesday evening at the church, 
preceded by a supper under the 
direction of the church social 
committee.
Floyd Haskell served as 
master of ceremonies and 
welcomed the distinguished 
guests. The Rev. Anderson 
spoke briefly in appreciation to 
the members for the reception 
and their kindnesses.
Greetings were brought from 
the Maine Baptist Convention 
by Dr. Elmer Bentley, general 
secretary, and the Rev. Archie 
Craig, Eastern Maine Field 
Secretary. Members of the 
Houlton 
Association 
attendance, the Rev. Alton 
Maxell, the Rev. Francis J. 
Nelligan, the Rev. Robert 
Blake and the Rev. Gordon 
Buzza, also gave a welcome to 
the Rev. and Mrs. Anderson 
and their two daughters.
A book gift was presented, 
on behalf of the church, to the 
Rev. Maxell for his services to 
the church during the past 
several months, and a gift of 
money was presented to the 
Rev. Clovis Frame, interim 
pastor.
Ministerial 
that were in
•>y
Conservation Notes
BY NORRIS BRALEY 
USDA SOIL CONSERVATIONIST
Harvest time
Now that some of the crops 
have been dug, farmers who 
use a good plan of rotation of 
their crop fields seem to be 
getting the best crops. Beverly 
Rand, Sherman, feels he can 
produce potatoes of much 
higher quality and better yields 
per acre by using crop rotation. 
Some farmers and specialists 
feel that good rotation may 
increase a potato crop by 
25 30 barrels per acre.
District Supervisor
Arthur Crouse, Patten, a 
supervisor of the Southern 
Aroostook Soil and Water 
Conservation District, is a 
patient at the New England 
Medical Center Hospital, 171 
Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass. It 
is expected that he will be 
there for three or four more 
weeks. I am sure that he would 
be happy to receive cards from 
people in this area.
Conservation Work
Persons who plan to 
conservation work this 
such as drainage, erosion 
control and ponds, and who 
would like technical assistance
do 
fall
>**■ 
FINAST —Layer
(RHE 
RUNES
RICHMOND FROZEN
ORRUCE 
JUKE
through the Southern 
Aroostook Soil and Water 
Conservation District should 
contact our office just as soon 
as possible. We are somewhat 
short-handed this fall and in 
order to help as many people 
as possible we need to do a 
good job of scheduling. You 
may contact our office at 
Market Square in Houlton, 
phone 532-2087. We usually 
are in the office between 8:00 
and 8:30 each morning. Also, 
if you are interested in 
cost-sharing on Your 
conservation work you should 
contact Mrs. Lambert at the 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation office in Houlton 
and make application before 
the work is started.
In the largest cities, espec­
ially in their central sections, 
unemployment rates are gen­
erally higher than in medium­
sized cities, the Labor Depart­
ment's Manpower Administra­
tion reports. Hourly earnings, 
on the other hand, are typical­
ly highest in cities with over 
1 million population.
Sheriff Darrell Crandall was 
in Caribou Sunday to attend a 
Democratic County Committee 
meeting held at Hotel Caribou. 
Attend Funeral In Portland
Mrs. Harold Fitzpatrick of 
Littleton, Mrs. Frederick 
Spellman of Houlton and Mrs. 
Elmer Snell of Ludlow were in 
Portland recently to attend the 
funeral services of their uncle, 
William McAfee. Mr. McAfee 
was a resident of Portland but 
had formerly resided in 
Houlton. They were 
accompanied to Portland by 
Mrs. Lewis Emery of Houlton 
who visited with her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mooers, 
also former residents of 
Houlton. While away she also 
visited with her brothers, 
Charles and Edwin, and her 
sister, Sandra Moulton, and 
their families of Portland.
Michael L. O’Hara, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy G. O’Hara 
of 9 Alfred street, has been 
accepted as a freshman at 
Bryant and Stratton, a 
co educational junior college of 
business in Boston. He 
major in scientific
will 
data
processing.
Mrs. Edith Nickerson has 
returned after spending a week 
in Bedford, N.H., where she 
visited with her daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Beauvais. Mr. 
Beauvais are 
congratulations on 
a daughter,
and Mrs. 
receiving 
the birth of 
Chan telle,
September 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Syivio 
Raymond Jr. and Syivio, III, 
spent the weekend with his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Syivio 
Raymond.
Mrs. William Coleman of 
Bangor spent last week with 
her son and daughter-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coleman.
Miss Yvonne Comeau of 
West Arichat, N.S., is visiting 
with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Barlock.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis 
are spending a few days at their 
home on Park street.
Guests At McCormack Home 
Mr. and
McCormack
Debbie and
Mrs. James 
and children, 
Scottie, of 
Baltimore, Md., are visiting his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar 
McCormack.
James Russell is visiting his 
sister, Mrs. Carrie Allen in 
Kittery.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Leahy 
of Dover, N.H., spent the 
weekend with her father, 
James Rush.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Johnson and children, Julie 
and Kathryn, spent the 
weekend with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Cohen.
Paul Reece of A Ilan dale, 
Va., spent the weekend with 
his father, Laurel Reece, and 
grandfather, Nelson Reece.
Miss Elsie Brown of Augusta 
has returned home after 
spending a few days recently 
with her cousin, Mrs. Wendell 
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray White 
spent last week visiting in New 
Hampshire, Vermont and 
Canada.
Mrs. George Deeb of Troy, 
N.Y., has been visiting two 
weeks with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Emmons Whittier.
Medical Patient
Mrs. Nelson Reece is a 
medical patient at the 
Aroostook General Hospital.
Mrs. Bessie Victory is 
visiting Mrs. Ernest Anderson 
for a few days.
Mrs. Lila Hanson had as a 
guest last week, Mrs. Ora 
Billings of Milo, and upon her 
return home she was 
accompanied by Mrs. Hanson.
Mrs. Elsie Langley has 
moved from Connecticut to 
Houlton and has moved into an 
apartment on School street.
William J. Callnan, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Callnan, 
left Thursday for Boston 
College where he will be a 
sophomore.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney 
McCormack of Presque Isle
Brian S. Bell 1 
Starts Junior 
Academy Year
Cadet Brian S. Bell
Cadet Brian S. Bell, son of 
retired U. S. Army Master 
Sergeant and Mrs. Horace A. - 
Bell of 112 Court St., Houlton, 
is one of more than 775 cadets 
who have entered their junior 
year at the U. S. Air Force 
Academy.
Cadet Bell will serve during 
the fall term as a squadron 
clerk with the rank of cadet 
technical sergen with the rank 
of cadet technical sergeant. He 
was selected for the position 
because of his demonstrated 
leadership abilities and 
effectiveness ratings.
During the past summer, 
Cadet Bell served as an 
instructor in a rigorous basic 
training course for members of 
the academy’s incoming 
freshman class. The training w 
prepares basic cadets for entry 
into the cadet wing.
He also completed three 
weeks of special duty at Tinker 
AFB, Okla., in Operation 
“Third Lieutenant,” a program 
which gives cadets a first hand 
look at Air Force operations 
and provides 
opportunity to 
junior officers.
Cadet Bell 
commissioned 
lieutenant and received his B. 
S. degree upon graduation 
from the academy. He lettered 
in lacrosse and basketball.
He is a 1965 graduate of 
Houlton High School, where he 
was a member of the National 
honor society.
anthem 
perform as
will 
second
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sytvio 
Rayrrond and with his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar 
McCormack.
----- "" Shelves of savings, aisles of
values ... and S&H Green Stamps, too!
First National is fussy about value, too. So 
they always price their own brands lower ... 
so low, in fact, an average family can realize 
substantial dollar savings over the year buy­
ing First National’s own quality brands! _
Finast Quality Foods!
FINAST PRESERVES
Stnatenyer O 11 U COC
tMpteny jF U U
FABRIC SOFTENER
FHUST CQc
Uta Hartle BetOa O Jj
FINAST BLEACH 
e** one CmrtMMr Q JI
TOMATO SOUP
FIMUT |Q ■«- $|
ONAST SPAGHETTI
GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS
FINAST QQt
SPECIAL
UIISK
UQUID f»n( 
DETERGENTOjM' 
n u *«M b*t w S
TiatawO.
CHICKEN PARTS SALE 
CHICKEN BREASTS I 
DRUMSTICKS I 
CHICKEN THIGHS I 
WINGS 35: LIVERS
69:
69:
65:
59:
USDA CHOICE GRADE BEEF 
chuck nun steak i 
TOP CHUCK STEAK 
BEEF SHORT RIBS 
CALIF. CHUCK STEAK 
BONELESS BEEF CUBES I
CALIF. CHUCK ROAST I
Flimt Frozen Food Veined
POT PIES
4H.7Q(CNKKEN W m
IHent Slices 
finast iiqn
Gravy with sliced beef er ■ 
turkey with gravy.
2-lb pkg ■
fmatt laiii!
FINAST INSTANT
DRY MILK - ‘1
IICNMONS etc er DRIP M
COFFEE -• 59‘
TEA BAGS 69‘
BREAKFAST 49*
ruuST
figdars2-39*
APWAMf
CLEdRnNCE
One Price Only Center Cut
PORKCHOPS llQc
PORK CUTLETS 99$ Oil11* 
corned "’‘“EnCZrnc 
BRISKET Ogib f Jib
ErBSK'IB
COUNTRY STYLE
Spare Ribs 59$ 
SAUERKRAUT X 17*’4 29* 
Sliced Bologna uL"XU. 
CotatalBacH 
SHcH Beef Liver "TET
GREENLAND 
HALIBUT FILLETS
VMta 49^
so; is
_  q. qnt 'ttT
Fancy Bag |
FRESH SPINACH S - 29‘
3
■ Margarine c~6 *■ $1
SO Cream Cheese "£27c
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
SPECIALS
It M I0TTU FHIMY
MOUTHWASH
FIMST 7 M MINSK.
DEODORANT
KNMST It u *•««■
SHAMPOO
FNMtT It M ho*
SHAVE BOMB
IHttST 1J M MrMtf CM
HAIR SPRAY
29
39
39
39
49
BAKERY SPECIAL
Cherry Pie
...... ent
RAISIN BREAD 29‘ 
COFFEE RING W 391
'Finest' Cooking Companions I 
FINAST FLOUR 
5 ■■■ 39‘ 
SHORTENING
Z 3 55‘
FINAST BRAND: THE BEST WAY TO CUT COSTS WITHOUT CUTTING QUALITY! GET S&H GREEN STAMPS TOO!
Your search is over
Heritage 40”
CALORIC RANGE
“Novent” Auto.
WALL HEATER
Caloric (Top units, Fan)
BUILT-IN OVEN
Warm Morning
INCINERATOR
PHILCO LP GAS
DRYER
Philco Electric 30”
RANGE
Philco
WRINGER WASHER
PHILCO DUOMATIC
WASHER
DRYER
Comforter (Invented Was
HEATERS 17.95 24.95
Was
429.95
Was
199.95
Was
429.95
Was
149.95
Was
219.00
Was
249.00
Was
179.00 
Was
Was 329.95
Was 499.00
$M 
$150 
$17^ 
$125
SP
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 4
1 PIERCE STREET. HOULTON, MAINE i 
Telephone j-6575
church. Head table guests Included, from left to right: Archie Craig, Eastern Maine 
Field Secretary of the Maine Baptist Convention; Mrs. Archie Craig; Floyd .Haskell, 
Master of Oeremones; Mrs. Andrew Anderson; the Rev. Anderson; Mrs. Elmer Bentley, 
Dr. Elmer Bentley, general secretary, Maine Baptist Convention; Roger Randull, pulpit 
committee chairman; the Rev. Clovis Frame, interim pastor; Mrs. Clovis Frame.
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Local Items of Interest
Mr. and Mrs. Qeorge Parlee 
of Bangor spent last weekend 
in Fredericton. They were 
accompanied by Mrs. Partee’s 
sister, Mrs. H.F. Allen.
Gary Shea, 19, USA, 
stationed at Fairbanks, Alaska 
has been promoted to 
Specialist^ Fourtn Class. Shea is 
serving in the 171st Support 
Battalion. He is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Shea.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lyons of 
Washington, D.C. were 
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Boulter.
Those attending the Frank 
McAtee funeral from out of 
town were Mr. and Mrs. Floyd 
Smith and family of Falmouth, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Fitzpatrick 
and family of Presque Isle, 
Maude Bums, Bums Antworth, 
Maurice Bums, Adeline Glew 
of Bancroft, Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
McCluskey of Danforth, Mr. 
and Mrs. Steve Albert of 
Lewiston, Paul Friel of 
Waltham, and Fred Rudge of 
Woodstock.
Mrs. Ethel Searway of 
ST* Ashland returned home 
Sunday after spending two 
weeks with Mrs. Vera 
McGowan and Mrs. Gladys 
Alward.
Maryadele Lynds, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. William R. 
Lynds, North road, is enrolled 
in the freshman class at 
Westbrook Junior College.
Paul Friel of Newton, Maas., 
-and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Albert 
•t>i Lewiston are visiting Mr. 
^Friel’s mother, Mre. Nellie 
^Frfel.
** Mrs. Jean Dickison spent last 
• week visiting her daughter and 
rfeon-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Thornton, in 
Woodstock, and her son and 
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Clayton Dickison, in Debec.
Miss Lynda Ivey of Bangor 
spent the weekend with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 
Ivey.
Mr. and' Mrs. Norman 
Preston of Prince William, 
N.B., spent Sunday afternoon 
with their nephew and niece, 
Mr. and Mrs. David Ballanger. 
Visit In New Brunswick
Mrs. Cyril Hogan and 
children, Cannel and Veronica, 
spent the weekend in Renous, 
N.B., visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
Vincent Sullivan and they also 
called on friends in New Castle 
and Chipman.
Major Mildred Cates of Fort 
Devens, Mass., has been 
Eromoted to the rank of 
leutenant Colonel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boulter 
of Marysville, N.B., are guests 
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Ora 
Mooers of New Limerick and 
other relatives in Houlton. 
Guests From California
Mr. and Mre. Reginal Parsons 
of Woodland Hill, Calif., were 
guests of Mr. and Mre. Roy 
Jarvis and Mr. and Mre. Frank 
Jarvis. They were accompanied 
home by Mrs. Martin Leighton 
of Woodland Hills who has 
been a guest of her brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Jarvis.
Bruce- McKay left last­
weekend for Princeton 
University, Princeton, N.J., 
where he entered as a 
freshman.
Mrs. Fem Joy is visiting her 
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. 
and Mrs. Emerson Joy, in
PLATEX LIVING GLOVES
— We Give Top Value Stamps —
Don't Miss This!
“FREE” 
An Extra 
Right Hand 
With the purchase 
of a pair of
PLAZA PHARMACY
Topsfield, Mass.
Mrs. John 0. Willey returned 
Thursday after visiting her 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. 
and Mrs. Prescott Keyes, in 
Winchester, Mass.
Miss Dorothy McCain is 
visiting her sister and 
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Welch, in Wellesley, 
Mass.
Serving With ROTC
Cadet Major Michael 
Carpenter is serving on the 
staff of Cadet Col. Mark Bastey 
for the First Maine Cadet 
Brigade, University of Maine 
Reserve Officers Training 
Corps, and Cadet Captain Mark 
Fauk is serving on the staff of 
the First Battalion, 
commanded by Cadet 
Lieutenant Col. Michael Willey. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Callnan.
Jeffrey Bossie, a student at 
the Southern Maine Vocational 
Technical Institute in Portland, 
spent the weekend with his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Bossie.
Mrs. Margaret Greenier of 
Pleasant Lake spent a day last 
week visiting Miss Elizabeth. 
Callnan and Mrs. Gertrude 
Vander Werker.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Porter 
of Melrose, Mass., and Miss 
Dianne Porter of Chicago were 
guests the past week of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Jarvis.
Attends 
Convention
Dr. Milton Downing spent 
the weekend at Meadowbrook 
Inn in Portsmouth, N.H., 
where he attended the Maine 
Chiropractic Convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana 
Nickerson were called to 
Concord, N.H., by the sudden 
death of their nephew, Curtis 
Foster. They attended his 
funeral Tuesday.
Sgt. Maynard Bradley of 
Vietnam is spending a 30 day 
leave with his parents, Mr. and 
Mre. Donald Bradley, and on 
October 7 will return for his 
second tour of duty in 
Vietnam.
Mrs. Doris Harbison spent 
last week with her daughter 
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Scott Searway in Lawrence, 
Mass. She was accompanied by 
her granddaughter, Kelley 
Lynne Fitzpatrick.
To Visit In N.H.
Mrs. James Cole and Mrs. 
Alton Gray left Saturday to 
spend a week with Mr. and 
Mrs. Lawrence Ferguson in 
Concord, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coleman 
and Timothy spent a few days 
last week in Montreal and 
Quebec City.
Housewarming 
Party Honors 
The Tingleys
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Tingley 
were guests of honor at a 
housewarming party 
Wednesday evening given by 
Mrs. Gus Porter, Mrs. Robert 
Palm and Mrs. Laurel Gove. 
Mr. and Mrs. Tingley were 
presented with a money tree 
and a social evening and 
refreshments were enjoyed.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. 
Steve Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. 
Terry McGillicuddy, Mr. and 
Mrs. Melburn Cole, Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. 
Elson Blood, Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph Reed, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Little Mr. and Mrs. 
George Sherman, Sonny 
Jeffrey, Freda Wiggins, Mr. and 
Mrs. George Jeffrey, Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Henderson, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lawrence Blake and 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hogan.
Also Mrs. Roscoe Tingley, 
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Tingley, 
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Tingley, 
Jr., Mrs. Audrey Gove, Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Tyrell, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gerald Jackins, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert McDaniels, Annie 
Faulkner, Guy Tingley, Mrs. 
Emily Myshrall, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Tingley, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Tingley, Mr. and Mrs. 
William Tedford, Mr, and Mrs. 
William Tedford, Mr, and Mrs. 
Donald Shurtleff, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Clarence Bull of 
Woodstock.
Teachers Plan
Policy Change
At Conventions
Coordinated Sportswear
By
I '
ialkritlj
Of England
Longer
SLACKS - 100^ Virgin Wool 
SWEATERS Machine Washable
I have a Sweater Mate 
of whom I am truly fond.
The 66th annual teachers 
convention in Portland Octob­
er 3 and 4 may be the last one 
held in the traditional way. 
Action on a proposal to make 
drastic revisions will be taken 
by the Representative Assem­
bly, policy-making body of 
the Maine Teachers Associa­
tion, which is scheduled to 
meet in Westbrook High 
•School October 3, during the 
convention.
The proposed change would 
dispense with general sessions 
and a central convention city 
Instead specialized meetings 
dealing with different educa­
tional topics would be held 
simultaneously at a score of 
locations across the state
The recommendation has 
been made up by a special ad 
hoc Committee on the Future 
of Convention made up of rep­
resentatives of administrator 
and classroom teacher groups 
within the MTA It has been 
endorsed by the MTA execu­
tive committee.
The Assembly will vote in 
the rnidst of the parking, traf­
fic, and accommodations prob­
lems caused by the attempt to 
hold a central convention of 
the 11,000 - member MTA — 
problems that led to recom­
mendations for change.
The proposal now before 
the Assembly would place res­
ponsibility for organizing the 
dispersed convention meetings 
on the MTA ‘'departments," 
which are groups organized to 
Improve teaching of specific 
subjects such as science. Eng­
lish, home economics, and dri­
ver education. The proposal 
contemplates the addition of 
groups representing reading, 
and primary, and higher ele­
mentary grades In addition to 
the existing 29 departments.
Department officers plan 
meetings in the present con­
vention system, but the pro­
posed change would greatly 
Increase their responsibility. 
The two-day meetings would 
lean heavily toward use of 
consultants and participation 
of teachers in workshops and 
discussions, with less reliance 
on formal speeches.
Philip A. Gonyar, Bangor, 
president of MTA, said that 
schools are closed for two 
days in October so that teach­
ers can meet to improve their 
knowledge and skills. “MTA 
has the responsibility to or­
ganize teachers convention in 
such a way that teachers can 
get the greatest possible ben­
efits. The entire purpose of 
closing schools for two days is 
to give teachers the opportu­
nity to hear new ideas and 
techniques. We want to take 
full advantage of this time.”
This is not the first time ef­
forts have been made to re-
Talk On Conservation 
Feature Of Garden 
Club Meeting At Lake
The Houlton Garden Club 
met with Mrs. Donald Ellis at 
her cottage at Grand Lake last 
Tuesday tor a picnic luncheon 
meeting There were 31 present 
including seven members of the 
invited Danforth Garden Club
The meeting was conducted 
by the president, Mrs Percy 
Campbell Mrs. Angus 
Tomilson and Mrs. Benjamin 
Sweet reported on a trip they 
had taken with the Soil 
Conservation group, visiting 
farms in the area, showing soil 
erosion, tree farms and 
beautification projects under 
construction with the help of 
federal aid.
Mrs. Campbell reported on 
the Presque Isle flower show 
and Mrs. Millard Fairley 
reported on the picnic at Squa 
Pan under the auspices of the 
Presque Isle Garden Club She 
told of a very interesting 
lecture on “Fiddleheads.”
Lewis Berce Extension 
Agent, introduced the speaker 
of the afternoon, Norris Braley 
of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, who is working on 
soil and water conservation in 
Southern Aroostook County
Mr. Braley told of research 
conservation projects on the 
St. John River, covering 2.7 
million acres. He advised the 
club that one of his jobs was to 
cooperate with town and club 
groups in working out projects 
tor the benefit of controlling 
water pollution and those plans 
being made for beautification 
and recreation facilities. He 
spoke about the possibility of 
the airport lake in Houlton, 
and a swimming pool at B 
Stream.
Luncheon committee was 
Mrs. Clayton Riley and Mrs. 
E.A Grant
Anna Broad Engaged 
To Pvt. Jon Turner
MARS HILL - Mr. and Mrs. 
Roy Mersereau are announcing 
the engagement of Anna Marie 
Broad to Pvt. Jon R. Turner, 
son of Mrs. Kenneth Irvine and 
the late Rellan V. Turner of 
Mars Hill.
Miss Broad, daughter of the 
late Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Broad, 
was graduated from Aroostook 
Central Institute of Mars Hill 
and is employed by 
O’Donnell’s Express in Presque 
Isle.
Pvt. Turner, a graduate of 
Aroostook Central Institute 
and the Univerity of Maine, 
also attended the University of 
Connecticut. He is serving with 
the U.S. Army at Fort Dix, 
N.J.
lieve the problems of crowded 
conditions. The convention 
was split into eastern and 
western divisions for several 
years, but the experiment did 
not meet with general approv­
al within the MTA and the 
Representative Assembly lat­
er voted to revert to the sin­
gle convention.
DORIS GORHAM’S 
BEAUTY SHOP 
will be closed
Oct. 1 thru Oct;. 9
Miss Noonan, Donald Adams 
Are Wed In Patten Rites
PATTEN Miss Linda L. 
Noonan, daughter of Mrs. Clara 
Noonan of Patten became the 
bride of Donald L Adams, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams, 
September I 4, at the Stetson 
Memorial Methodist Church 
with the Rev AT. Norton 
officiating. Miss Marilyn Hall 
of Falmouth was soloist and 
Mrs. Wendall Hall was organist.
Given in marriage by her 
brother-in-law, Fred Bragg of 
Yarmouth, the bride wore a 
floor length gown of bridal 
taffeta fashioned with a lace 
coat effect arid a full 
detachable train of several tiers 
of lace
Miss Paulette McManus of 
Patten was the maid of honor 
Her gown was light blue 
covered with lace.
Glenn C. McGraw of Patten 
was best man and ushers were 
William Finnemore of Presque 
Isle and Earl Eagers of
Cumberland Center
The reception was held at 
Birch Point Lodge at Island 
Falls. Assisting were Mrs. 
William Finnemore and Mrs. 
Earl Eagers.
Mrs. Adams was graduated 
from Patten Academy in 1964 
and Husson College in 1965 
and is now attending Fort Kent 
State College.
The bridegroom was 
graduated from Patten 
Academy in 1963 and attended 
the University of Maine at 
Orono and Aroostook State 
College, Presque Isle He is 
presently serving in the U.S. 
Army
SOCIAL SECURITY
A representative of the 
Social Security Office will 
maintain office hours at the 
Red Cross Chapter Room in 
Houlton on Wednesday, 
October 2, between the hours 
of 10:30 am. and 2:30 p.m.
Pink And Blue Shower 
Honors Mr?. Astle
Mrs. Harold Astle was guest 
of honor at a pink and blue 
shower Thursday evening, 
given by Miss Lynda Viola, 
Mrs. Gerald McGillicuddy and 
Mrs. Bernard Broder at the 
Broder home.
Mrs. Astle opened a variety 
of gifts and a social evening 
was enjoyed followed by 
refreshments which included a 
baby cake, made by Mrs. 
Broder
Guests were Mrs. Kenneth 
Varney, Mrs. Wendell Guy, 
Mrs. Willard Putnam,, Mrs. 
Leroy Crane, Mrs. Paul 
Fitzpatrick, Miss Beatrice 
Broder, Mrs. Harry Gillis of 
Danforth, Mrs. Ray Astle, Mrs 
E. S. Barton, Mrs. Lorin 
Beverly and Mrs. Cyril Hogan
Those who sent gifts but 
were unable to attend were 
Mrs. Robert English, Mrs 
Evelyn Denham, Mrs. Gerald 
Nickerson, Mrs. I>eo Spain, 
Mrs. Fred Camp, Mrs. Delmont 
Cumming and Mrs. Wayne 
Porter.
To Our
OPEN HOUSE
Fri. and Sat Sept 27 - 28
— Several Door Prizes — 
Jig Saw, 30 Cup Coffee Maker, Radios Etc.
THE NEW
’69 FORDS 
ARE HERE
FREE COFFEE i DONUTS
OPEN FRI. and SAT. NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00 o'clock
YORK FORD SALES
BANGOR ST. _________________HOULTON
Potato Pickers Harvest Of Values
EXCLUSIVE AT
S & H Green. Stamps With Cash Sales
BTsEIW
PAPERBACKS
NEW RELEASES
At His Outdated
The Virgin And The
Gypsy .78
The Admiral .98
Michel Michel 1.28
A Modern Priest lx>oks
ALL REA DI Nti LISTS 
AND STUDY GUIDES . . . 
IN STOCK!!!
Church .98
The Way Our People 
Lived .78
The Gabriel Hounds .78
8 In The Attic .78
More Press Boners .60
Short End Of The 
Htick .00
YORK’S
SWEATERS
Cardigans 
Pull - Overs 
Turtlenecks
For
Ladies'
Ladies’ Fall & Winter
COATS
All Sizes Reduced To
$17.77
Rack of Ladies*
FALL DRESSES 
$3.77
Boy's 
Men's 
$2.98 up
Rack of Ladies*
FALL SHOES 
$2.00
Boy's Zip - off
JACKETS
Quilted Lining
$5.33
Oriignal Price $8.00
Mens Winter Jackets $5.00up
Hood
This Store is Jam 
Packed with Family
CLOTHING 
SHOES 
RUBBER FOOTWEAR
OPEN 'TIL 900 EVERY 
NIGHT THRU DIGGING I
MARKET SQUARE
CHAIN APPAREL SHOPS
“The Family Outfitters”
TEL. 532-3412
Ji
XJE EIGHT A
rtter To The Editor Safe Harbor
f.
1968
Sir:
recent demonstration 
some of our fellow students 
de the theater in Houlton 
received a good deal of 
ty. Many of us feel that 
should be allowed to 
r publicly the fact that 
demonstration was not 
resentative of the student 
as a whole. This week 
hundred and thirty-one 
:ker 
ition 
iriy:
We, the undersigi 
students of Ricker Colli 
wish it 
although we respect the rights 
of other students on our 
campus to peacefully 
demonstrate their dissent and 
‘express their views on national 
and private issues, the opinion 
presented by the dissenters 
who picketed on Wednesday, 
September 18,1968, as the 
opinion of “We, the assembled 
students of Ricker College . . .” 
is not necessarily the expressed 
view of ALL the students of 
Ricker College.
Stephenson Is 
Appointed To 
Planning Comm
students signed a 
that states this very
 si ned 
_ lege, 
to be known that
(Signed)
Richard D. Sullivan 
William F. Turio
Lions Club Members 
Hear Talk On Dowsing
Charles Heath. business 
manager of Ricker College, 
was the guest speaker Monday 
evening at the local Lions 
Club meeting. His topic for 
tike evening was the ancient 
art of water dowsing followed 
by an exhibition Many of the 
chib members present tried 
their hand at this ancient art 
aad a few proved quite suc- 
ceeaful.
"006813 for the evening meet­
ing were Ivan Bubar and Mal­
colm Norcross. The next meet­
ing will be held October 14 
and will be followed by a 
board of directors meeting.
William E. Stephenson
lighthouse on the 
Gulf Coast.
years this famous 
has guided thous
Historic 
Mississippi
For 120 
lighthouse
ands of ships into the safe part 
of Biloxi.
Located on scenic U S High 
way 90 overlooking the Gulf of 
Mexico, this is one of the most 
photographed landmarks in 
America. Legend has it that 
this lighthouse was painted 
black when Lincoln was as­
sassinated.
Mississippi Gulf Coast his 
tory dates back 300 years, yet 
today it is one of the South­
land’s most modem seashore 
resorts. Known as "America’s 
Riviera ”, it offers visitors com 
plete vacation facilities, includ­
ing a 28-mile long beach, fine 
accommodations, excellent 
restaurants and year round 
goll.
Ricker College Receives 
Muslim World Study Grant
Ricker College has received 
assurance of a grant of fifty 
thousand dollars from the 
Saudi Arabian government fr. 
the development of its program 
in Muslim World studies. 
Ricker’s president, C. Worth 
Ho ward, made this 
announcement today at a 
convocation held at the college 
in Houlton. He.noted that the 
grant is the result of a 
presentation made to King 
Faisal by Dr. Abdulmunim 
Shakir, director pf the program 
at Ricker. He added that this 
grant may well pave the way 
for support coming from other 
Arab countries and from 
American foundations,
RICKER GIVEN GRANT
world studies at Ricker College, is shown having an audience with King Faisal of Saudi 
Arabia. As n rvmiit of this meeting with the King in his summer palace, Ricker College 
has been assured a grant of $50,000 from the Saudi Arabian government for the devel­
opment of its program in Muslim world studies.
corporations and individuals 
with interests in the Middle 
East.
In July, Dr. Shakir was 
granted an audience with King 
Faisal in the summer palace in 
Taif, and the King expressed 
his strong approval of this 
program of study which is 
‘’designed to build a bridge of 
understanding between the 
American people and those of 
the Muslim World.” As a result 
of the King’s support, Dr. 
Shakir was widely interviewed 
by the press and on television 
and radio, and he has been 
officially invited to go to Saudi 
Arabia next summer to help 
that government in its 
campaign against ^illiteracy by 
demonstrating his method of 
teaching the reading and 
writing of Arabic.
The program of Muslim 
World studies was initiated at 
Ricker in the second semester 
of the 1966-67 year, and the 
college already has a 
substantial library collection 
for its courses. Must interest 
has been shown in the program 
by educators and others who 
have a special concern with 
that area of the world so far 
removed from our western 
culture.
Newfoundland. He werved as 
Operations chief and Traffic 
Analysis Supervisor for the 
Relay station in 
Newfoundland, and upon the 
installation of automated 
equipment at that station, he 
called upon his past experience 
at The Pern 
Operations 
and became assistant Training 
NCO. He was assigned at 
Loring AFB, Limestone, for 
several months prior to his 
discharge as Staff Sergeant in 
1956.
Stephenson received his 
Bachelor of Business 
Administration Degree in 1959 
at Woodbury College in Los 
Angeles. He and his wife, 
formerly Dolores Baker of 
Ashland, reside at 
street in Presque Isle. They 
have six children ranging in age 
from 4 months to 10 years.
William E. Stephenson of 
Presque Isle has accepted a 
newly created position with 
the Northern Maine Regional 
Planning Commission. The 
appointment was announced 
today by James A. Barresi, 
executive director, 
Cyr, chairman, 
commission.
The new assistant director 
will assist Mr. Barresi in 
projects of the commission 
which is composed of some 70 
communities in Aroostook and 
Penobscot Counties. The 
commission was formed in 
1966 through Federal, state 
and local funding. It is 
primarily involved with the 
economic development of the 
area it serves and performs 
extensive research and planning 
assistance for regional projects 
of the many load committees 
in that area.
The commission maintains 
offices at the Northeast Air 
Terminal in Presque Isle and is 
currently much-publicized for 
its work on ways and means to 
solve water pollution problems 
of our local rivers ana streams. 
In addition to numerous other 
activities, the commission is 
also involved with plans for a 
regional airport serving the St. 
John Valley.
Stephenson resigned as 
Advertising Research and 
Development Director WAGM 
Radio and Television in 
Presque Isle to accept the new 
challenge which he describes as 
“ .. .in many ways, cloeely 
related to what I have been 
doing .. .except for topic 
material.”
The son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Stephenson of Belfast, 
he was born May 3, 1934, 
attended schools in Presque 
Isle, Crouseville and Washburn, 
and was
and Alban 
of the
itagon to write an 
Training Manual
31 Parson
A recent study of manpow­
er requirements for the 1970’s 
made by a private research 
firm for the U. S. Department 
of Labor’s Manpower Admin­
istration, forecasts a national 
work force of 90 million peo­
ple by 1975 — up from the 
present 70 million.
Sp/4 Thomas Connors
Army Specialist Four 
Thomas R. Connors, 22, who is 
the son of Raymond D. 
Connors, Reservoir Hill, 
Houlton, and a jeep driver with 
the 4 th Armored Division, 
‘ participated in a seven-day 
field training exercise last week 
in Southern Germany.
The maneuver, named 
“schwarzer loewe”, or “black 
lion”, involved West German,
Training In Germany
French and American soldiers. 
According to Lieutenant 
General Karl Wilhelm Thilo, 
commander of the II German 
Corps, approximately 40,000 
men, 1,400 tanks and artillery 
pieces and 12,000 wheeled 
vehicles took part in the 
operation which covered 
several thousand square miles 
of Bavaria and Baden 
Wuerttemburg.
HICCUPS
Practically everyone experi­
ences an attack of hiccups at 
one time or another. While 
ordinary hiccups are not con­
sidered a medical problem and 
usually subside of their own 
accord, you may obtain faster 
relief with such remedies as 
sipping water, breathing deep­
ly, holding your breath, or deep 
exhaling and inhaling into a 
paper bag. If hiccups persist 
for protracted periods of time, 
consult your physician.
NOTICE
graduated from
W. 0. Grimm - Chairman
Specials IHarvest
He served 
Force as a 
Center Sped 
until 1956 
assignments at
Presenting Cadillac for nineteen sixty-nine
SrSrSSs
L
I-. ♦ WANTEDR-. , ■ Draftsman
Experience not required. 
Apply
5 WARD CABIN CO.
.. Houlton Airbase
T»l. 532-6531
SCH(X)L SAFETY
Impress upon your 
especially smaller children — 
the importance of observing 
all safety precautions during 
the school year. Parents should 
instruct their children on the 
proper crossing of streets and 
intersections. Crossing guards 
are stationed there for the 
child’s protection and should 
be obeyed. Other safety re­
minders should cover proper 
deportment on the school bus 
and the rules of bicycle safety.
Houlton Voters Board Of Registration 
Will Be In Session At Town Office Oct. 16,17,
i 18 & 21, 1968 for the Purpose of Registering 
♦
v All Voters Desiring To Do So. Office Hours
* from 1 to 5 & 7 to 9 P.M.
Algernon Holden
Mary Dobbins
in the U. S. Air 
Communications 
alist from 1952 
with major 
the major 
teletype relay stations at the 
Pentagon in Washington, D. C., 
and Harmon AFB,
Table Model
TRANSISTOR RADIOS —1 __ Reg. Price $16.00
While They Last!
16 Transistors
POCKET
TRANSISTOR
$4.98 op
8 Transistors
S. L WHITE 
DRUG CO.
Even Cadillac has never built one like this I
The craftsmen who engineer and build Cadillacs are ac­
customed to creating the finest of motor cars, but they take 
special pride in these brilliant 1969 models.
A single glance at this automotive masterpiece reveals 
striking poise and beauty, dramatically new, yet unmistak­
ably Cadillac. For 1969, Cadillac’s traditional dignity is com­
plemented by youthful styling unique in the luxury field.
New concepts in comfort and convenience.
The 1969 Cadillac Is completely new Inside, with major 
Innovations in design, convenience and decor. A newly 
contoured "control center" instrument panel makes controls 
even more accessible, and virtually surrounds passen­
gers with luxurious protection and convenience.
Above, the i960 Fleetwdkd Eldorado. Below, the 1969 Hardtop Sedan daVlIle. Cadillac Motor Car Division.
A smoother, more responsive engine.
Cadillac s great 472 V 8 engine—the largest V 8 ever to 
power a production passenger car—Is smoother, quieter 
and more responsive. Never before has power been em­
ployed so efficiently in the operation of a car and Its equip­
ment. And for 1969 front disc brakes are provided.
Your judgment is invited.
There are eleven different models ot the 1969 Cadillac, 
more than is offered by any other luxury car manufacturer. 
Each is truly a masterpiece from the master craftsmen.
Your authorized Cadillac dealer welcomes your personal 
Inspection of this once In a lifetime motor car. Stop by and 
drive one at your earliest opportunity. We think you’ll agree 
that this Is the greatest Cadillac ever built
THE NEW 1969 CADILLACS WILL BE ON DISPLAY TOMORROW AT YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER’S
- - - - - - - —
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jMost Improved” Claim By 
^)odge For Polara, Monaco
most improved” 
tenders in the traditional 
dard and medium priced 
ts of the automobile 
et receive brand new
in 1969.
he Dodge Polara and 
*naco get everything changed 
t the wheel-base for the 
ning year, including the 
^go distance between the 
wheel housings on station 
wagons.
I ''There is “integrated total 
form,” moulded air spoilers,” a 
“tuck under” sill. , “hidden 
windshield wipers,” “ventless 
windows,” and “Super-Lite” to
“The Dodge Monaco has 
Keen making steady progress in 
the medium priced market and 
Polara in the standard 
priced segment,” said R.B. 
McCurry, Dodge general 
rpanager. “They were on the 
plus side of the sales chart in a 
declining auto sales market 
dUring 1967 and they 
continued their momentum 
through the 1968 model to 
show the greatest improvement 
of any car in their field.
; “For the 1969 model year 
the Dodge Polara and Monaco 
have been redone completely. 
New exteriors, high styled 
interiors, and new options 
enhance and 
position these two cars enjoy 
ih this highly competitive 
segment of the automobile 
market.
The new Dodge Polara and 
Monaco feature aerodynamic 
styling themes accentuating the 
exterior form and driver 
oriented cockpit interior 
treatment.
" The dash on both the Polara 
aqd Monaco is completely 
driver oriented with all 
cdntrols mounted on a panel 
directly in front of the driver 
and protected from impact by 
extended dash padding. The 
ignition key has been moved to 
the lower left of the dash to 
remove it from the area of 
impact by an unrestrained 
center front seat passenger.
The exterior styling concept 
of the basic car is completely 
aerodynamic with a family hint 
^of the highly successful Dodge 
"Charger.
The aerodynamic theme of 
the Polara and Monaco, 
according to Dodge stylists, is 
carried out through a 
“moulded, integrated form” 
giving a rounded fuselage effect 
to the overall appearance of 
the car.
■ The construction is
improve the
ASCS Office To (Hose Two Davs
live sodent- 
avoid over- 
on hunting 
Maine Heart
leather interior
FAMILY-STYLED SPORTS ('AR — The Dodge Charger has exciting in-mo­
tion look. Divided grille, near wall-to-wall tail lights and full gauge instrumentation 
an1 featured. Charger’s unique wedge-form design is retained. Plush 
“Special Edition” and 500 models are added to the popular Dodge line for 1000.
PAGE ONE D
in six models for 1969. The 
Polara 500 in two. The Monaco 
will be available in five models 
with special Monaco Brougham 
and Monaco 500 packages 
offered for the new model 
year.
Both model lineups will 
feature a two-door hardtop, 
four-door sedans, four-door 
hardtops, and two and three 
seat station wagons. The Polara 
and Polara 500 include 
convertibles, and Monaco, the 
new high luxury Brougham.
Interior appointment levels 
on Monaco have moved into 
the high fashion, high luxury 
category with definite accent 
on driver and passenger 
comfort.
The Brougham package has a 
“split bench” front seat with 
fold down armrests built into 
individually adjustable seats for 
driver and passenger and a 
recliner on the passenger seat. 
A vinyl roof and exterior 
“Brougham” nameplate are 
also a part of this package.
In the Monaco two-door 
hardtop version the customer 
has an option of taking the 
standard bench seat with 
fold-down armrest or the 
“500” package which features 
individually adjustable bucket 
seats and either console or a 
fixed center seat with pull 
down armrest.
Function in design has been 
added to the exterior of Polara 
and Monaco cars with the 
addition of a grille mounted 
driving lamp called 
“Super-Lite.”
An exclusive optional item 
on Dodge Polara and Monaco 
models for 1969, Super-Lite is 
a new high-powered 40,000 
candlepower light developed in 
conjunction with Sylvania 
Lighting Products.
It is an auxiliary light 
designed to bridge the gap 
between conventional high - 
and low-beam lights used on all 
standard American cars.
Super-Lite provides an 
intense beam of rigidly 
controlled light which will 
improve visibility on the road 
at night for today’s higher 
expressway speeds. Its night 
driving vision improvement 
properties do not cause 
excessive glare to oncoming 
drivers.
Ventless 
added to 
two-door 
aesthetics 
visibility 
elimination of the wing vent 
window. The ventless window 
was confined to 
air-conditioned two-door 
hardtops because in non-air 
conditioned can the vent wings 
are still the most practical way 
to circulate the proper amount 
of air in the car under general 
conditions, according to Dodge 
engineers.
A unique air spoiler 
integrated into the roof 
construction of the Polara and 
Monaco wagons keeps the rear 
window clean while allowing 
ventilation to continue through 
the tailgate window.
The station wagon door-gate
previously confined to the 
intermediate Dodge line has 
been extended to Polara and 
Monaco wagon as standard for 
1969. 'Fhe electrically operated 
tailgate window is also 
standard. The tailgate window 
washer is an option.
Warning Given 
To Hunters By 
Heart Assoc.
Madeleine Lambert, chief 
clerk for the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation 
Service announces that the 
ASC office will be dosed 
Thursday and Friday of this 
week.
Mrs. Lambert and her 
assistant, Mrs. Betty Pray, will 
join members of the Maine 
State ASC Department, 
together with the ASC staffs of 
the 16 Maine counties, who 
will tour Aroostook County 
and the St. Jbhn Valley.
They will meet the r
They will meet the group at 
Island Falls and travel the 
scenic route to Houlton. Stops 
will be made at Potato Service, 
Maine Sugar Industries,
Sal-Mor, watersheds and other 
projects sponsored through the 
government in the county. 
Many calls will also be made on 
individual farms. The 
agricultural tour promises to be 
very interesting and instructive 
for the group. The ASC Office 
will reopen September 30th.
While more and more em­
ployers are hiring the handi­
capped in spite of their dis­
abilities, some hire workers 
because of their handicaps, 
said the U. S. Department of 
Labor. A Florida chemical 
firm employs the blind as 
taste and odor judges; it has 
found them four times more 
effective than sighted workers 
on this job.
,‘Persons who 
ary lives should 
exertion while 
trips”, warns the 
Association.
Jacob B. Dana, M.D., presi­
dent of the Association, stat­
ed that “many desk workers 
and other persons who are not 
accustomed to physical exer­
tion risk heart attacks when 
they try to haul deer out of 
the woods, carry heavy packs 
or do too much hiking. The 
sportsman should observe the 
rules of moderation to help 
avoid this catastrophy. These 
rules should be observed es­
pecially by the middle-aged or 
older male who, on the aver­
age, is slightly overweight and 
has had little exercise for the 
past year. Unusual exercise 
unquestionably puts enormous 
demands on the heart muscle 
which may not have been used 
In this manner for years and, 
combined with a tendency for 
the disease, may be enough to 
trigger a heart attack”, Dr. 
Dana said.
“The hunter should avoid 
exercise for which he is not 
prepared. He may either grad­
ually condition himself before 
hJs hunt or use good sense In 
the amount of exercise he 
permits himself while hunt­
ing”. Dr. Dana also advised 
the wives of potential nim- 
rods, whose most strenuous 
exercise during the past year 
has been watching television, 
to have the “old man” take a 
long walk ‘prime time’ or even 
try a Ittle jogging each 
ning before the hunting 
son opens.
Dr. Dana suggested
cerned wives write the Asso­
ciation, 20 Winter Street, Au­
gusta, for the free booklet 
entitled “Hearts and Hunt­
ing”. The publication outlines 
how to protect the heart be­
fore and during the hunting 
trip. The free leaflet "Physi­
cal Activity and Your Heart” 
is also available, he conclud­
ed.
AT AROOSTOOK STATE
ton unpacked their suitcases 
the freshman year at Aroostook State College.
— Lynn Lister, left, and Susan Ix>ndon, both of HouJ- 
in their dormitory room in preparation for the start of 
(Star Herald Photograph)
r so that the overall 
the car lo reduced in
eve- 
soa-
windows were 
air-conditioned 
hardtops for 
and to improve 
through the
con-
one light: your sentinel al flight
HOULTON WATER CO
BANGOR ST. HOULTON
authorized dodge dealers 5% CHRYSLER 
MOTORS CORPORATION
NO WONDER
DODGE BOYS’ SALES
ARE AT A
created.
Although both cars have the 
same basic body design, the 
styling of the grille, rear end 
^nd exterior bright work as 
Wvell as interior appointments 
exhibit the distinct difference 
between the two.
The Polara will be available
1969 DODGE POLARAJ
Big, luxuriousand totally new- 
With such standard items as foam* 
padded seats, carpeting, concealed 
windshield wipers and a 230-hp V8. 
All this at a surprisingly low price.
Like a sentinel standing watch, outdoor lighting will help protect your home— 
from dusk to dawn. And it will welcome your guests, too, throwing a bright glow 
of cheery welcome around your home.
Outside lighting is growing in popularity each year, so make this the year to 
join the trend to outdoor lighting—the watchman, and welcomer. See us for 
more facts about outdoor lighting—another way to live better, electrically!
1969 DODGE CHARGER
Dodge Charger’s the car with a 343% increase in sales. And you 
can’t do much to improve on success. But look what we’ve done. Made 
Charger still sharper-looking, front and rear. With a new grille and 
new taillights. We also added a new model. A Charger Special 
Edition with splashes of genuine leather.
1969 DODGE DART
A brand-new edition of America's 
favorite compact. Dodge Dart for 1969.
Built for the young and the young at 
heart. It doesn't look, ride, perform or squeeze 
you like a compact. Then why do we call it a compact7 
The price. Compact all the way.
1969 DODGE CORONET
Some people buy Coronet because it’s a good-looking car. Others buy 
it because it’s a nimble, easy-handling car. But Coronet appeals to more 
people because it’s the car that’s very big for its price. One look 
proves it. At the Dodge Boys’.
FEVER PITCH.
EASTERN MOTORS, INC.
BANGOR STREET AT FLORENCE AVE., HOULTON Telephone 2-2724
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^Chevrolet Offers Widest 
Choice In Their History
Chevrolet introduces in 
1969 a new Turbo Hydra-Matic 
three-speed automatic 
transmission specially designed 
for six cylinder engines* and 
V-8 engines up through 350 
cubic inches. Teamed with the 
regular Turbo Hydra-Matic 
offered on larger displacement 
V-8’s, this gives virtual
* across-the-board availability of 
this highly advanced
transmission, Estes said.
Chevrolet also introduces a 
new heavy duty, three-speed 
fully synchronized manual 
transmission. Others in the 
wide transmission selection are 
the standard three-speed, 
optional four-speed, 
Powerglide two-speed 
automatic and Chevrolet’s pace 
setting Torque-Drive 
“clutchless” transmission for 
four and six cylinder equipped 
Chevy Novas and the six 
cylinder Camaro.
Safety and security advances 
on the 1969 Chevrolets range 
from an 
energy-absorbing 
column, contoured 
headers and front 
restraints to an 
ignition, 
transmission lock mounted on 
the steering column.
Estes said there is also an 
all-new outside and inside look 
for Chevrolet’s sporty Camaro 
in 1969, plus exterior and 
interior styling improvements 
in Chevelle, Nova and Corvette
improved 
steering 
windshield 
seat head 
anti-theft 
steering and
and continued Corvair 
individuality.
Use of computer selection to 
get the best spring combination 
tor each individual car 
increases Chevrolet vehicle 
quality in 1969. Each customer 
order is analyzed with high 
speed data processing 
equipment to determine the 
front and rear weight of ail 
equipment and the proper 
springs to carry it. The result is 
carefully tailored, more 
consistent trim heights which 
insure a good ride as well as 
correct appearance.
Other quality improvements 
include stronger V-8 engine 
construction for greater 
durability, smoother, quieter 
engine drivelines to help reduce 
noise and vibration, a new air 
cleaner snorkel design that 
makes six cylinder engines 
quieter and new accessory 
drive system of V-8 engines 
give improved durability and 
quieter operation. Frame and 
sound isolation improvements 
give better ride.
Advanced, power-assisted 
front wheel disc brakes are 
available for any Chevrolet, 
Chevelle, Nova or Camaro and 
are standard on SS-equipped 
models. Finned front wheel 
drum brakes and heavier duty 
finings at al) four wheels are 
standard on all regular models 
in Chevelle, Nova and Camaro 
lines.
Chevrolet station wagons in
Quiet luxury found in
’69 Chevrolet Impala Custom Coupe
CHEVROLET FOR *69 — Sparkling with new Ntyling refinements are the 1969 
Chevrolets. New grille design, new placement of front lights and rectangular rear tail­
lights are a few of the many changes to be found in the Impala Custom Coupe as 
shown above. Again Chevrolet offers an army of comfort and convenience options that 
line of passenger cars will
Starbird Named As Commander
personalise a car to the individual taste. The new Chevrolet 
be on display September 26.
1969 are regrouped into a 
single line on two wheel-bases 
for easier customer choice. A 
new rear design makes them 
“walk-in wagons.” Using 
Chevrolet’s new dual-action 
tailgate with a step built into 
the bumper, a passenger car 
step easily in an upright posi­
tion into the passenger com­
partment, turn and sit in Chev­
rolet’s rear-facing third seat 
The dual-action gate is offered 
on all wagons.
There is sporty SS 
equipment for every coupe and 
convertible model of the big
Chevrolet, Chevelle, Nova and 
Camaro. Besides a big V-8 
engine and power disc brakes, 
special identification and 
suss pension are included.
SS cars in Chevelle, Nova 
and Camaro lines also hjive a 
special hood and wide oval 
tires on seven-inch wide wheels 
• one inch wider than in 1968.
are 
and
White lettered tires 
included on Chevelle 
Camaro SS cars.
An exclusive headlight 
washing system is among the 
newest of Chevrolet’s more 
than 400 options and
isaccessories for 1969. It 
on Corvettes, 
on Caprice and
standard 
included 
Camaro models with concealed 
headlights, and optional on 
nearly all other models.
When the wiper-washer 
control is held depressed by 
the driver, the headlights, outer 
lights only on four headlights 
systems, are washed by jets of 
windshield washer fluid. This 
removes accumulations of road 
dirt, giving improved 
illumination.
Chevrolet’s exclusive “liquid 
tire chain” dispensing system
Col. Parker F. Hennessey, 
Maine State Police, has 
announced the promotion of 
Sgt. N. Douglas Starbird, 43, of 
York Beach, to lieutenant and 
his assignment as new 
commander of Troop F at 
Houlton. He replaces Lt. 
Francis J. Woodhead who has 
been transferred as commander 
to Troop E at Orono.
A native of Dover-Foxcroft, 
gives increased rear traction on 
ice-surfaced roads. Activated 
by a button on the instrument 
panel, dispensers mounted at 
the top or rear wheel housings 
spray the chemical against 
tires. The four-ounce dispenser 
cans are replaced when empty 
through the trunk 
compartment, line on two 
wheel-bases for easier customer 
choice. A new rear design 
air-flow through larger ducts 
and 
compartment outlets. An 
improved AM-FM stereo radio 
combination has all controls 
mounted on the radio.
Power door locking is 
offered in 1969 on Chevelle 
models as well as on the big 
Chevrolet. Chevrolet’s 
exclusive light monitoring 
system that tells when front 
and rear lights and signals are 
operating is again offered on 
Chevrolet, Chevelle and 
Camaro and is standard op 
Corvette.
Chevrolet offers 15 exterior 
colors for 1969, nearly all new. 
suspension are included, three 
convertible top colors.
Starbird has been superv 
the Kittery scales since 
Enlisting in 1955, he patrolled 
Route 1 from Scarboro to 
Brunswick for a year and the 
Maine Turnpike in Troop G for 
three years before moving to 
the Route 1 patrol in York in 
1958. .
He was promoted to 
sergeant in 1962 and assigned 
patrol supervisor in Troop G 
on the Maine Turnpike. Lieut. 
Starbird is married to the 
former Vicki Wright of 
Dover-Foxcroft and they have 
two children.
 
added passenger 
Marshall Is Aboard 
Destroyer Waddell
Fire Control 'Technician 
Third Class Joseph C. Marshall, 
Jr., USN, 20, son of Mrs. Lloyd 
G. Stahrs of Route 1, Houlton, 
is serving aboard the guided 
missile destroyer USS Waddell.
The ship has returned to the 
gunline off the coast of North 
Vietnam for the third time.
The day of the Waddell’s 
return to the combat zone was 
the fourth anniversary of the 
ship’s commissioning.
To start the day off the ship 
fired at a causeway linking an 
enemy transportation network. 
Aerial observers reported the 
approaches were chewed up 
and the causeway itself 
sufficiently damaged for the
RECEIVES DEGREE — 
Rodney Kervtn, son of Mr. 
and Mre. Alston Kervtn of 
Linneus, received his Mas­
ter's Degree in History and 
Education from the Univer­
sity of Nebraska August 
18. Mr. Kervin, a graduate 
of Ricker College, is cur­
rently teaching in the so­
cial studies department of 
the John F. Kennedy school 
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Waddell to withdraw.
As the guided missile 
destroyer headed for sea and a 
breather from the operations 
of the day, a fourth 
anniversary birthday party was 
held on the ship’s mess deck.
WOOLWORTH'S
•HUM
Liverwurst
Sweet, Jetey
Super-Right” Quality Meats1
FRESH
Chicken Livers 691
Bologna r£?"E£*79<
20~99*
Pink Salmon -79‘
Salad Dressing 39*
Nestle Morsels 49*£49*
Mayonnaise T 88 Our Own Tea £ 99*Haddock Fillets 59; Fish Fillets
39*
beta
CHERRY
2^.55*
Your AaP features a wide variety of fish. 
Our own CAPN JOHN’S line at frown fish 
and fish dinners is unsurpassed for quality, flavor and value.
PEACH, PINEAPPLE or APRivOTAWAKE 
00
FISH STICKS
49*
No other food provides so much protein 
with so few calories, yet is so satisfying.
naalaW chh boyardh KWWiail CHICKIN or CHEESE
Star Kist‘X'Tooa
Hsh 
IteBraiilM?
Fish ■ very good for you.
The smartest of the smart serve CAPN JOHN'S— 
available only at A*P.
Seafood Dinners Rrick*FraMi
BIRDS EYECAULIFLOWER or
BROCCOLI 
SPEARS 
4^89*
VIENNA 
BREAD
SMI
SUNK PORTION
39
FULLY-C
MCEI
BOTT PORTION
49
lOOKED
3 HA
woou ^.aair
59*
MS
CBfTfRCBT SUCKS
99i
DISTRICT
SALE
Ground Cl 79
Fish Sticks
Beans ‘IT 3-1.00
Choose from pale or frost 
lipsticks, eye-liner, eye­
lashes, shadow, mascara, 
cover stick, pressed pow­
der, lipstick brush. More!
Swordfish 89
Stewing Beef
Tokay Grapes s 19i Potatoes
facuuhssks
White, lilac, pink or yellow in 
lx*tuitif«illy decorated 4-seasons 
Imix. 2<M) 2-ply tissues per box.
)< OFF LABELIwll-A PUDDING AND 
Pit RULINGS
MILD AND MELLOW
Eight O’clock Coffee
Chuck Fillets 
iniim bmp OA<
STEAKS 07^ Chicken 
Parts
CAULIFLOWER 
n 39*
KELLOGG’S
Corn Flakes
BeadyTeUt 1l«.
Cereal pkg. <3 <3
Cookies *
FRESH CREAMERY
Siteorbrook Batter
WELL AGED
Wisconsin Cheddar Choose 89 fc*
Motley Margarine 5 89*
Ternate Sood ann rAtl 1 41*
.‘.?35*
W’.-3V
Toostettes TOASTER PASTRIES '£39* 
PreoiieM Seltiaes £35*
OX Light Belta -30*
BARTLETT PEARS
10 69* comm mie
Dog Chow “2.79
IN HANDY 4 PACK
ARP Evaporated Milk 4 98«
YUKON CLUB—AB Hover*
Bead's “X" ShethlM 3 £ 1.00 
Ewtaoiil or Similec 2'1:49*
Nostlo Chocolate Delk 2^
a-------------u- AND ANN rASi
Batty Cracker Layer
Cake Mixes
AH 11K. QQ<
Flmn pkn- KJ Jr
Chowder 4-1.00
HERSHEY'S
45*
BATH HAP
French milled...lathers luxur­
iously. Pleasantly scented in 
choice of fragrances. Stock up.
Fnritt Pools LIBERTY BRAND
SOOW’S Fish or CLAM CHOWDER **3B«
doxo Sherteaing 3 
MP Instant Rico PRECOOKED 
MP Pink Dotergent
VALUABL^OU^^^^^^J
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
£ £ lew ■ WITH COUPON ANO
3AwB III PURCHASE OP H or MORE
CRISCO OIL
r OHLY 39*
1 teepee Per Fealty—VelM Hint Sept >ttk
A
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
! 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1!
f RUF 1 Ac WrrM COUPON ANO DATE IM PURCHASE OF IIor MORE
J IF PEAHUT BUTTER 
@ “OHLY 49*
1ieepea For FaaHy—VaM Mm lepL Ittk
HniHUHH
FOR CHILDREN
Snack Pies 5-59 711 ot
43e
MONEY’S WORTH MOM ATYOUR
FLUORIM
AAP Tooth Paste
ASP ANTIStFTtC
Worsted in a tangle-proof pull 
skein. For afghnns, fashion ac­
cessories, sweaters. Mothproof.
Our quality frames in sizes and 
styles for every photo. Gold or 
silver colors. Non-glare glass.
sr 59‘ KHnmiMM
I GRAIN—U.S.P.
ARP Aspirin
Ate DAILY MULTIPLE—Fro* PU-or
Children's Vitamins
PACE THREE B
4E’Try The Keep Maine Scenic
4500,000
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Law Officers 
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THAT'S MAINE'S LITTER BILL! 
THERE'S HOPE FOR THE FUTURE 
IN EPUCATIOH. GOOP 
HABITS MAKE LIFE MORE PUN!
EQUIPMENT CURBS
LITTER. EVERY CAR NEEDS 
A LITTER 3AG...AND YOUR 
COMMUNITY NEEDS AMPLE 
TRASH BARRELS, TOO !
IF YOU WANT TO
THE LITTER PROBLEM, 
SET an EXAMPLE 
FOR OTHERS. TAKE PR I PE
IN OUR BEAUTIFUL STATE!
News Items And Social 
Events In Patten Area
WSCS Meets
The WSCS met Thursday at 
the Methodist Church vestry 
with Mrs. Amy Curtis and Mrs. 
Abbie Gomme as hostesses. 
Fifteen members attended. The 
meeting was conducted by Mrs. 
Mertice Crouse. It was decided 
to observe World Week of 
Prayer and Self-Denial on 
October 24 at *2 p.m. The next 
meeting will be at the vestry on 
October 10 with Mrs. Lillian 
Guptill and Mrs. Mertice 
Crouse as hostesses.
SP/4 Ronald Howes, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Howes, 
has received his discharge from 
the U.S. Army. He has just 
returned from one year in 
Vietnam.
To Work For Sen. Muskie
Charles Lander, son of Mrs. 
Lona Lander, has been 
appointed to work for Edmund 
Muskie on his campaign for 
vice president of the United 
States. Lander, an official for 
the telephone company in 
Portland, will be in charge of 
the telephone installations on 
Muskie’s campaign airplane.
Mrs. Arthur Crouse, Sr. is a 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Waterhouse and Mrs. Molly 
Wescott in Melrose, Mass., 
while her husband is a patient 
at the New England Center 
Hospital in Boston.
Mrs. Glennie Olsen and Mrs. 
Helen Kennedy entertained the 
Past Matron’s Club at Mrs. 
Olsen’s home Monday. The 
business meeting was 
conducted by Mrs. Faustina 
Quint, followed by a social 
afternoon.
Mrs. Virginia Cameron has 
returned home after 
accompanying her sister, Mrs. 
Gladys Brennan of York 
Beach, on a trip to Muncie, 
Ind., where they were guests of 
Mrs. Brennan’s daughter, Mrs. 
Ann Stewart, and family. Mrs. 
Stewart and children 
accompanied her mother and 
aunt back to York Beach. Mrs. 
.Camberon also visited her 
niece, Mrs. Terry Stratton and 
family at York Harbor.
Celebrates Birthday
Robbie Merrill of Presque 
Isle celebrated his second 
birthday with a party at the 
home of his grandparents, Mr. 
and Mrs. George Merrill, on 
Saturday night. Guests were 
Mrs. Jeanette Pennell of 
Limestone, Mr. and Mrs. Toby 
Porter of Houlton, Mr. and 
Mrs. Kenneth Desmond and 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Merrill of 
Presque Isle, Mrs. Gertrude 
Desmond, Lynn Marie 
Desmond, Miss Ella Kelly, Mr. 
and Mrs. Maurice Anderson, 
Mrs. Betty Perrin, Vicki, 
Ginny, Steven and Peggy all of 
Island Fails, Mr. and Mrs. 
Herbert Perrin, Mr. and Mrs. 
Carl Perrin, Dorinda, Jerice, 
Cindy and Clint of Sherman 
Mills, Mrs. Mae Merrill and Mr. 
and Mrs. George Merrill.
Mrs. Ruth Waters and Mrs. 
Eva Robinson spent a week in 
Old Town with Mrs. Waters’ 
daughter and family, Mr. and 
Mrs. Thomas Byther, Beth and 
Matthew.
Mrs. Jeanette Pennell of 
Limestone spent the weekend 
with her mother, Mrs. Mae 
Merrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Watson 
of Upper Kent, N.B., and their 
son, Perry Watson, and his 
daughter Heather of Ontario 
were Sunday visitors of 
brother-in law and sister, 
and Mrs. Frank Donovan, 
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Guptill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen 
and children, Mary Carol and 
Tommy, of Groton, Conn., and 
Mr. and Mrs. William 
Finnemore and daughter Mary 
Anne of Presoue Isle, spent the 
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Adams and attended 
the wedding of the Adams’ son 
Donald to Linda Noonan.
Water fowl
Regulations 
Clarified
In the interest of safety, the 
1968-69 Federal waterfowl 
regulations, which become 
effective with the opening of 
the fall hunting season, modify 
past restrictions on the use of 
motorboats.
The new regulations permit 
the hunting and shooting of 
migratory waterfowl from a 
boat with motor attached, 
provided the motor is not in 
operation and the forward 
motion therefrom has ceased 
to exist.
Although this change does 
not permit hunting or shooting 
from a boat under motor 
power, it does differ from 
previous restrictions. The old 
restrictions prohibited the 
taking of waterfowl from a 
motorboat unless the motor of 
such boat was detached, or the 
boat was beached, resting at 
anchor or tied within 
immediately alongside 
stationary blind.
In commenting on
change, William D. Snow, U.S. 
Game Management Agent, 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife, Augusta explained 
that the new regulations will 
not permit the shooting of 
ducks and geese from a 
motorboat under power, but it 
will eliminate the hazard of 
removing the motor from such 
a craft while afloat for those 
who wish to propel them with 
oars or paddle or just drift.
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In the northern part of 
Florida is a small community 
called Two Egg. This name, it 
is said, was given to the ham­
let by two brothers who 
agreed to name the crossroads 
country store after the item 
purchased by their first cus; 
tomer.
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SINGER 
SALEATHON 
It's the biggest sale of the year1
ol phon* book under SINGER COMPANY
&AVE1 ON SINGER CLEAN TEAM 
Two SINGER* vacuums
• Canister for above the floor 
cleaning, plus 
upright for 
rugs and carpets.
*•88
Richard C. Engels 
Joins PI Law Firm
The lawoffices of Bishop 
and Stevens, 428 Main Street, 
Presque Isle, have announced 
that Richard C. Engels is now 
associated with that firm.
Mr. Engels was born in 
Rochester, N. Y. and attended 
public schools in that city. He 
graduated from Bowdoin 
College, and received his LLB 
degree from Columbia 
University Law School, New 
York City.
Mr. Engels was admitted to 
practice before the Bar of the 
State of New York in 
December, 1966 and to the Bar 
of the State of Maine in 
August, 1968. He served for 
two years on active duty with 
the United States Army, 
including one year in Vietnam. 
Upon separation from active 
duty, he was a captain in 
Military Intelligence.
Mr. Engels is married to the 
former Jane S. Johnson of 
Houlton.
630/351
Buy the most exciting SINGER* 
sewing machine eve — the newest 
Golden Touch & Sew* machine—in 
attractive contemporary cabinet.
• New BuMt-in Buttonholer makes perfect 
buttonholes.•Exclusive Push-Button Bobbin.
• Electronically adjusts sewing speed to 
fabric thickness.
Why
The
Christian
Science
Monitor 
recommends 
you read 
your local 
newspaper
Your local newspaper keeps you in­
formed of what’s happening in your 
area — community events, public 
meetings, stories about people in 
your vicinity. These you can’t — and 
shouldn’t — do without.
HOW THE MONITOR COMPLEMENTS 
YOUR LOCAL PAPER
The Monitor specializes in analyzing 
and interpreting national and world 
news . . . with exclusive dispatches 
from one of the largest news bu­
reaus in the nation's capital and 
from Monitor news experts in 40 
overseas countries and all 50 states
TRY THE MONITOR —ITS A PAPER 
THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL ENJOY
M,
SINGER
Ask about our uadit plan—designed to fit your (Midget
The Christian Science Monitor
One Norway Street
Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 02115 
Ple«»e start my Monitor subscription for 
the period checked below. I enclose 
$_____________ (U.S. fundi).
( 1 i YEAR $24 ( ) 6 months $12
I I 3 monthi $6
Name
Street
City
State. ZIP Code
Smyrna Mills
Supper guests Saturday of 
Mr. and Mrs. George Graham 
were Edwin Nickinson and 
Paul McCullough of Portland. 
Guests At Edwards Home
Mr and Mrs. Earl Noyes, 
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Mitchell of Spokane, 
Wash., and Lt and Mrs. 
Gordon Mitchell and son 
Douglas of Long Island, N. Y., 
Were Friday supper guests of 
their daughter and son in law, 
Mr and Mrs. Joe Edwards, at 
Birch Point.
Mrs Gail Penrose of Bangor 
was a weekend guest of her 
aunt Mr and Mrs. Joe Alien.
Mrs Lizzie Peters left 
Sunday for Meriden. Conn., for 
her 
Mr 
visit 
and 
m>ii in law . Mr. and .Mrs. Joesph
Mrs Inez Roberts of Orono 
and
Mrs 
and 
and
Mrs
IS visiting her sisters 
brothers in law , Mr. and 
Wendell Corliss and Mr 
Mrs Wallace Townsend. Jr 
also another sister. 
Florence Botting
Mr and Mrs Harold Dui
The fall 
I n t e r n a t 
Enforcement 
held at the Canadian Legion in 
Hartland, N.B., Wednesday, 
September IB, 196S with vice 
president George U Humphrey 
presiding in the absence ot 
president Edward A Kukurski.
There were 1 1 members and 
guests present. Hosts tor the 
occasion were lown Marshal 
John A. Cameron and motor 
vehicle inspector James A. 
McQuarrie Mayor Arden 
Nevers extended a welcome on 
behalf of the lown ol 
Hartland
The guest speaker was 
William H . Kirk. 
Administrator, Highway Safely 
for the Province ot New 
Brunswick. Mr. Kirk’s address 
stressed the role of the driver 
license authority >n the 
protection of citizens when 
using the highways. He brought 
out that it was the duty of 
enforcement officers to bring 
to the attention of the 
authority those* drivers who are 
believed not qualified to 
operate motor vehicles in a sate 
manner.
His talk was followed by a 
short film entitled "Post 
Mortem”. The film showed 
that drugs commonly in use 
today often are labelled with a 
warning that it is unsafe to 
operate a motor vehicle or 
machinery after use Failure to 
heed this warning max result in 
a traffic fatality.
A roast turkey supper was
DON'T DO IT! LITTERER5 
VIOLATE MAINE LAW. THEY
MAKE ENFORCEMENT
NECESSARY• a few weeks visit with daughter and son-in-law, 
and Mrs Joseph weeks 
with her daughterCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
I he 1969 Buick XX ildcat. XX it h more Buick luxury
1 SO cubic
"And Abram said unto Lot. 
Let there be no strife. 1 pray 
thee, and between my herdmen 
and thy herdmen, for we be 
brethren
This verse from the Book of 
Genesis is part of the Lesson 
Sermon titled "Reality” to be 
read in all Christian Science 
churches this Sunday. At First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, 2 
High Street, services will begin 
at 10:45 a.m.
Related passages from the 
denominational textbook also 
will be read. Among these will 
be the following. 
"ABRAHAM. Fidelity, faith in 
the divine Life and in the 
eternal Principle of being" 
(Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures” by Mary 
Baker Eddy).
The 1969 Buick GS 400.
Mrs
the guests of the 
daughter a nd 
law. the Rev and Mrs 
.* Estabrook, and family
served by the Ladies' Auxiliary 
of the Canadian Legion.
Frank Mitchell of Spokane, 
Wash . tailed Saturday on 
Iatov Gardner Springer and 
Mrs Pearl Orser of Waterville, 
\ B . motored to
Dover Foxcroft. Springer and 
Mrs Pearl Orser of Waterville, 
\ B . motored to
Dover.Fox croft Sunday where 
they calk'd on their brother, 
Mr and Mrs Alton Boyle, and 
on their mother. Mrs. Ida 
Boyle, who is a medical patient 
at t he Mayo Hospital
Miss Nellie Botting of Patten 
is a guest for a few days of Mr. 
and Mrs Delmont Noyes, Sr.
Mr and Mrs. Rodney 
Willette and son of Portland 
are al the home of her parents, 
Mr and Mrs. Horace Russell, 
lor a few weeks.
The 1969 Buicks
The 1969 Buick Electra 225. \eu Bcautilully new
£
I here are mans new features on exert 1969 Buick Manx features you'll like See them Sceifthex xton'i turn you into a Buiek owner And a Buick salesman
No wonder Buick owners keep selling Buicks for us. gu
Wouldn’t you really rather have a Buick?
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First Meeting Of New
Year Held By Sodality
Monticello Patten Social Activities; Local News Of The Area
' MUnreality” is the subject of 
the Bible Lesson-Sermon in 
Christian Science churches this 
wtek. The Golden Text, from 
the Gospel of John, is “Judge 
not according to the 
W earance, but judge 
righteous judgement.”
Among related passages to 
be read from the 
denominational textbook, 
Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures by Mary 
Biker Eddy, is the following: 
“Human thoughts have their 
degrees of comparison. Some 
thoughts are better than 
others. A belief in Truth is 
better than a belief in error, 
but no mortal testimony is 
founded on the divine rock. 
Mortal testimony can be 
shaken. Until belief becomes 
faith, and faith becomes 
spiritual understanding, human 
tnought has little relation to 
the actual or divine.”
Services at First Church of 
Qurist, Scientist, 2 High street, 
begin at 10:45 a.m. All are 
welcome.
SHERMAN STATION - Our 
Lady of Good Counsel 
Sodality held its first meeting 
of the season at the 
Community Hall in Sherman 
Station on September 17. Nine 
members were present. The 
Rev. Leonard Frechette, 
spiritual advisor, opened the 
meeting with a prayer.
Officers were elected for the 
new year as follows: president, 
Mrs. Freda Stubbs; vice 
president, Mrs. Isabelle 
McAvoy; secretary, Mrs. Helen 
Lewis; and treasurer, Mrs. 
Viola Bragg.
A letter from Thomas 
Vadaket, correspondent for 
Indo-Amcrican Friends, was 
read to the group and plans 
were made for the annual fall 
bazaar with the date to be 
announced.
Refreshments were served 
by Mrs. Laura Sirois and Mrs. 
Minnie Stubbs at the close of 
the meeting.
MONTICELLO - S/Sgt. and 
Mrs. Richard E. Jewell of 
Colorado Springs, Colo., are 
receiving congratulations on 
the birth of a son, Shawn 
Richard, September 11 at the 
Air Force Academy hospital. 
Paternal grandparents are Mr. 
and Mrs. Erwin Jewell of 
Monticello. Richard is 
currently on active duty with 
the U.S. Air Force assigned to 
the 14th Aerospace Force, Ent 
Air Force base, 
Springs.
Mrs. Vere Bean, 
Mills, Mrs. 
Cowperthwaite and Mr. 
Trecartin are patients at the 
Aroostook General Hospital 
and Mrs. Clarence Faulkner is 
hospitalized at the Madigan 
Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Wilde are 
announcing the birth of a son 
September 22 at the 
Aroostook General Hospital.
Colorado
Mrs. Hazel 
Mattie 
ShawPATTEN-Miss Donna 
was guest of honor at a 
going-away party at 
Pentecostal parsonage.
New England has 2161 Tree 
Farms totaling 3,773,680 acr­
es.
To protect young workers, 
the Department of Labor has 
set an 18-year age minimum 
for employees operating pow­
er-driven meat grinders and 
slicers.
the 
Miss 
Shaw will begin her studies at 
Zion Bible Institute at 
Providence, R.I. Guests 
attending were her mother, 
Mrs. Ethel Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. 
Adrian Carver, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Giles, Mr. and Mrs. 
Orlando Carver, Mrs. Iola Giles, 
Mrs. Laura Mitchell, Mrs. Lois 
Pelkey, Mrs. Virginia Brownlee, 
Mrs. Ruth Grass, Mr. and Mrs. 
Peter Carver, Mrs. Carolyn 
Lord, Mrs. Doris Grass, Mrs. 
Nancy Dauphinee, Mrs. 
Dorothy Hunter, Mrs. Glade 
Shaw.
Also, Beth Nicholson, Elsie 
Lord, Rebekah Lord, Michelle 
Lord, Sharon 
Lord, Rebecca Pelkey, Danny 
Carver, Andy Carver, Faith 
Pelkey, Brenda Grass, Dana 
Carver, James Carver, Kenny 
Pelkey, Violet Brownlee, 
Bobby Grass. Faith Brownlee, 
Stephanie Mitchell, Michael 
Dauphinee, Roger Carver and 
Nancy Rhodes.
Weekend Guests 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Merrill
Carver, Bert
and son Robbie of Presque Isle 
spent the weekend with his 
Barents, Mr. and Mrs. George 
lerrill. Robbie will remain 
with his grandparents during 
the potato harvest.
Mi/'' and Mrs. James 
MacArthur of Bangor were 
weekend guests of her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Cunningham.
Saturday callers on Mr. and 
Mrs. Ivory Guptill and Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Donovan were Mr. 
and Mrs. Theodore Giggey of 
Monroe. They also called on 
other friends and relatives in 
town.
Entertains At Cookout
A cookout was held for the 
workers of the Bishop’s 
Campaign at True Sleeper’s 
cottage at Mattawamkeag Lake 
on Sunday. Hosts were the 
Rev. Rene Lavoie, pastor, and 
True Sleeper, chairman of the 
campaign. Vardis York was in 
charge of the cooking. Others 
present were John York, Leo 
Michaud, Rene Michaud, 
Michael Ryan and Eli Brooks 
of Island Falls and Wallace 
McCourt, Kermit Howes and 
Thomas Lawler of Patten.
Lincoln, district deputy grand 
matron, were present. Also 
attending were guests from 
Molunkus Valley Chapter, 
Sherman Mills; Onawa Chapter,
Millinocket; Nonpariel 
Chapter, Danforth; Fidelity
of
Accountants 
Hear Talk On 
MSESC Purpose
aad Lubrication
BONUS
Regular Scissors
59c
49.95
No Money Down 
$7.00 Monthly
prt Af No Money Down 
□“.“j 00 Monthljr
OPEN ’TIL 9:00 P.M. FRIDAY
SPECIAL!
Scissors Sharpened
SPECIAL
HOOVER PORTABLE
DUNN
▼er Bpindry wash­
er. Washes a 24- 
pound load in 80
Hoover washer 
demonstrated. Try 
one in your home. 
Spins clothes so 
dry that many 
items are ready to 
iron. Buy now and 
eave at Dunn’s 
during the Hoover
HOOVER SERVICE CLINIC
2 Days Only! Thurs. & Fri. - This Week
Have Your Hoover Cleaner Serviced
Here is your opportunity to be sure that your 
Hoover is running at peak effciency. The factory 
trained service people from Hoover and Dunn’s 
service personnel will be on hand to check each and 
every working part of your Hoover. The tiny charge 
of $2.99 is a small price indeed. If new parte are 
needed you will be charged only with the parte.
Get the most from your Hoover by insuring 
that it Is kept In top condition. Come in to Dunn’s 
durng the Hoover Service Clinic, Thursday and 
Friday of this week.
For Only
299
INCLUDES:
Dana Brown, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Manley Brown, a 
representative of the Union 
Mutual Insurance Company has 
been made a member of the 
Headlight Club for his work 
during his second year. He 
attended the Headlight 
conference at Black Point, 
Prout’s Neck. He is married to 
the former Brenda McFarland 
of Crystal.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pope of 
Deal, N.J., have returned home 
after spending several days 
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Quint, 
Sr.
Mrs. Ida Harrington and Mrs. 
Helen Kennedy have been 
overnight guests of Mrs. Noia 
Wilson and Mrs. Mae Brisley in 
Old Town.
The Rev. and Mrs. George 
Broadbent of Fairfield were 
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralpfh Cunningham.
Attends Wedding
Theodore Theriault
Winterport was a Saturday 
guest of his sister-in-law, Mrs. 
Clara Noonan, and attended 
the wedding of her daughter, 
Miss Linda Noonan to Donald 
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Woody 
Woodrow of East Bridge water, 
Mass., have spent a week with 
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Sargent.
David Broadbent of Lee 
spent the weekend in town and 
attended 
wedding. He was accompanied 
home by Mrs. Laura McLean, 
who will visit her daughter in 
Lee. Mrs. McLean had been a 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Cunningham and also visited 
her sister, Mrs. Effie Huston.
Mr. and Mrs. George 
Woodard and daughter April of 
South Portland have spent a 
week with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Lawrence Gerow. They 
also visited his sister and 
family, Mr. and Mrs. Waldo 
Harvey.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bragg and 
children, Debbie, Fred, 
Michael, 
Yarmouth, Mr. and Mrs. Earl 
Eagers of Cumberland, and 
Mrs. Henry Campbell of 
Brewer were weekend guests of 
Mrs. Clara Noonan and 
attended the Noonan-Ada ms 
wedding.
Guest Officers Night Heid
At the last meeting of 
Pleiades Chapter, OES, Guest 
Officers Night was observed. 
Stanley Maragus of 
Millinocket, grand sentinel, and 
Mrs. Evelyn Jenkins of
the Noonan-Adams
and Paula of
Chapter, 
Chapter, 
Chapter, 
Lincoln Chapter, Lincoln.
A program was presented 
under the direction of Mrs. 
Tressa Townsend, which 
included piano selections by 
and 
Carolyn 
Deborah 
seniors at Katahdln 
High School, who attended the 
special session for high school 
juniors at the University of 
Maine this summer. 
Refreshments were served by 
Mrs. Nettie Shorey and Mrs. 
Annette Noyes.
Receives Word of Death
Mr. and ■ Mrs. Raymond 
Porter have received word of 
the death of Tom O’Brien at 
Pawtucket, R.I. Mr. O’Brien, 
who was 81 had spent several 
summers with the Porters at 
Shin Pond and with Mr. and 
Mrs. Chub Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Boardman 
Harvey have visited with their 
son and family, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wendall Harvey, Rhonda and 
Rowena, in West Harwich, 
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Jones 
and children, Deborah, 
Wendall, Karlene, Preston, and 
Paul of Ellsworth, have been 
guests of her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Gilbert Brown.
Mrs. Jeanne Violette and son 
Norman of Prospect, Conn., 
are visiting her son and family, 
Mr. and Mrs. George Violette.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hadley Coolong have been her 
sister and family, Mr. and Mrs. 
Sammy Martin, Jeffrey and 
Lori, and Cpl. and Mrs. Michael 
Martin and son Barry of 
Caribou. The Martins were 
accompanied home by her 
father, James Cunningham, 
who will spend some time with 
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Pike 
of West Scarborough and his 
mother, Mrs. Evelyn Abbott of 
Skowhegan, have been 
overnight guests of Mrs. Pike’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis 
McKenney.
Houlton; 
Island Falls:
Brownville;
Loyal 
Echo 
and
Mrs. Virginia Fifield, 
readings 
Nightingale 
Harris,
by 
and
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The first meeting of . 
Aroostook County Chapter, ; 
National Accountant's 
Association was held Tuesday, . 
September 17 at the • 
Northeastland Hotel in Presque • 
Isle. ;
A directors meeting was held ' 
at 7 p.m. Dinner and a short ' 
business meeting followed In 
the Gold Room at 7:30 
o’clock.
Speaker for the evening was ; 
Elliot Barker, office ¥ 
and Director of
Employment Division of the 
local office of Maine State , 
Employment Security 
Commission. Mr. Barker gave 
an interesting talk on the 
history of the local office, it’s 
purpose 
?question and answer period 
olio wed.
The 
report for the first quarter of 
the new year was read and filed 1 
by chapter secretary, Maurice 
Morin of Fort Kent. President * 
Peter McConnell appointed a 
nominating committee for 
1969-1970. All three members 
of this committee are 
past-presidents of the local 
chapter of N.A.A. Committee 
chairman is Richard Blanchard 
of Presque Isle and members 
are Arnold Beaulieu of Presque 
Isle and Richard Thomas of 
Caribou.
The next meeting will be 
held at the office of Chester M. 
Kearney and Co. on October 8. 
Officers and directors will meet 
at 7 p.m., with a general 
meeting of all members at 
7:30. Earl Carlson, CPA will 
conduct this meeting which 
will be a member workshop. 
Each member is to bring copies 
of their own journals.
and functions. A
chapter treasurer’s
Starter 
set.
HOOVER COMPACT 
WASHER with the 
SPIN DRY ACTION
Pinking Shears
79c
HOOVER VALUES FROM DUNNS
Carries Its 
Own Took
with
No Money Down 
$8.00 Monthly
This Hoover cleaner 
has storage space right 
inside for all of its at­
tachments. There’s an 
adjustable floor nozzle 
that cleans carpets, 
then adjusts for hard 
surface floors. There is 
a crevice tool for hard 
to get at corners. 
There’s an upholstery, 
brush for furniture 
and mattresses. TTiere 
Is a dusting brush, and 
extension wand for 
reaching high plac*w, 
disposable bags, and 
the case is made for 
hard use. Bee this out­
standing value during 
the Hoover Clinic at 
Dunn’s...............................
HOOVER 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
UPRIGHT
The smallest, most light 
weight Hoover upright 
cleaner on the market today. 
TYie exclusive beats, as it 
sweeps as it cleans action. 
This Hoover cleaner wll gen­
tly lift your carpet and tap 
the deep down dirt to the 
surface. Then the Nylon 
Brushes will sweep it clean. 
Powerful vacuum action aids 
deep cleaning. Save now at 
Dunn’s.
169.95
YOU ARE WELCOME ANY EVENING
BY APPOINTMENT...CALL COLLECT
B32-2246 rURNITUPE COMPANY
Here’s a Welcome
Donald Lebeau of 
Haydenville, Mass., has been a 
giest of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert 
rown and Mrs. Mabel Philpot.
When the kids go away to
SCHOOL
for Only $475
This Offer For Students Only-
They’ll appreciate
A letter from borne in their 
home town newspaper every 
week . . . Nine months of the
HOULTON PIONEER TIMES
Call 2-2281 to leave your order 
or write Pioneer Times Office 
Houlton
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Mercury Will Feature New
Look; Additional Power
The Mercury Montego 
intermediates, which are 
setting new sales records in the 
current model year, present a 
fresh appearance and 
additional power throughout a 
spectacular new engine line-up 
for 1969.
From a larger standard 
250-inch six cylinder to a 
muscular 335- horsepower 
CJ428 with Ram Air 
induction, the Montego line 
makes significant performance 
improvements a certainty.
There’s new appeal too in 
the Mercury Montego MX 
station wagon which now can 
be had with optional 
woodgrain “yacht deck* body
Legale
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS, George F. Mac­
Donald, of Maaardis in the 
County of Aroostook and 
State of Maine, by bis mort­
gage deed dated the eigh­
teenth day of November,
1947, and recorded in the 
Southern District of the Aro­
ostook Registry of Deeds in 
Volume 584, Page 249, con­
veyed to Newell D. Smith, of 
Ashland in said County and 
State, the following described 
real estate, to wit:
A certain piece or parcel of 
land, together with the 
buiddinge thereon, situated in 
said Masardis in the County 
of Aroostook and State of 
Maine, being a part of lot 
numbered twenty-seven (27) 
in said Masardis, bounded 
and described as follows, to 
wit: Commencing at the 
' northeast corner of said lot 
numbered twenty-seven 
(27); thence south along 
the line of the Ashland-Ma- 
sa rd is Road, so called, to the 
northeast corner of land now 
or formerly owned or occur 
pied by Glenn Porter; thence 
west along the north line of 
said Porter land to the right 
of way of the Bangor and 
Aroostook Railroad; thence 
north along the right of way 
of the Bangor and Aroostook 
Railroad to the south line of 
land now or formerly owned 
or occupied by Clair Pollard; 
thence east along the south 
Mne of eaid Pollard land to 
the place of beginning.
And, also, a certain piece or 
parcel of land sdtuated in 
said Masardis in the County 
of Aroostook and State of 
Maine, bounded and describ­
ed as follows, to wcit: Com­
mencing at the southwest 
corner of lanji now or form­
erly owned or occupied by 
iClair Pollard; thence south 
.along the Hne of the Ash- 
land-Masardis Road, eo call­
ed, to the northwest corner 
of land now or formerly own­
ed or occupied by Fred 
Greenlaw; thence east along 
the north line of said Green­
law land for a distance of 
one (1) mile to a stake and 
stone; thence north to the 
northeast corner of sadd Pol­
lard land; thence west along 
the south Mne of said Pol­
lard land to the place of be­
ginning. Containing eighty 
(80) acree, more or lese.
AND WHEREAS the said 
Newell D. Smith, by Me deed 
of assignment dated July 2 6,
1948, and recorded in said 
Registry of Deeds in Volume 
1030, Page 702, assigned and 
conveyed to Keith H. Mac­
Donald sadd mortgage, the 
debt thereby secured, and all 
right, title, and interest in the 
premises therein described, 
acquired under and by virtue 
thereof.
AND WHEREAS, the con­
ditions of said mortgage have 
been broken.
NOW, THEREFORE, by 
reason of the breach of said 
conditions, the said Keith H. 
MacDonald claims a foreclo­
sure of said mortgage and 
gfrves this public notice for 
that purpose.
Dated at Fort Fairfield, 
Maine, this twelfth day of 
September, 1968.
KEITH H. MacDONALD 
By: Walter S. Sage
His Attorney Duly Auth­
orised 3t38
NOTICE
The selectmen of Hammond Pit. will receive 
sealed bids for plowing and sanding 6.36 miles of 
road for the 1968*1969 season, including the erection 
and removal of 4400 feet of snow fence and mixing 
and stock piling 150 yards of salt sand. All bids must 
be in the selectmen's office not later than 12 noon 
October 16,1968. The selectmen reserve the right to 
accept or reject any or all bids.
Board of Selectmen 
Hammond Plantation 
8t89
Sealed bids will be received at the office of First 
I Selectman Elton R. Harris, Moro Plantation for the 
sale of the Batesville School building situated in 
Moro Plantation.
Mailing address for bids is Smyrna Mills.
Bids will close at 5:00 p. m., October 2, 1968.
The Selectmen of the Town of Moro reserve the 
! right to accept or reject any or all bids.
Signed
side paneling.
There are nine models of 
two-door hardtops with formal 
roof, four- door sedans, 
convertible and station wagon 
in the line-up of Mercury 
Montego MX, Montego MX 
Brougham and Comet Sports 
Coupe.
Front and rear styling 
refinements and new levels of 
interior luxury continue 
Montego’s vigorous challenge 
to the entire intermediate 
market..
The new 155 horsepower, 
2 50-cubic-inch six-cylinder 
engine provides more 
acceleration and power and 
improved durability, yet 
retains comparable economy. 
Two new 351-cubic-inch 
displacement V-8 engines give 
sparkling power with either 
two-barrel or four-barrel 
carburetion. The two-barrel 
version has a compression ratio 
of 9.5:1, uses regular fuel and 
is rated at 250 horsepower. 
The four-barrel version has a 
compression ratio of 10.7:1 
and is rated at 290 horsepower. 
These optional engines are of 
lightweight cast iron, as is the 
Montego’s optional base 302 
V-8.
A big 390-cubic-inch V-8 
with four-barrel carburetion is 
rated at 320 horsepower and 
has a compression ratio of 
10.5:1.
For top street performance 
the CJ 428 V-8 can be ordered 
either with the conventional 
hot and cold dual air inlet air 
cleaner or with Ram Air 
induction through a functional 
hood scoop that force-feeds 
the carburetor with cooler, 
denser air during high power 
operation.
The CJ 428 option is 
available only with four-speed 
manual or Select-Shift 
automatic transmission. It 
comes with dual exhausts, 
engine dress-up, front fender 
CJ 428 decal, competition 
handling package and 7.75 x 
14 4-ply black sidewall tires.
The CJ 428 option with 
Ram Air induction includes a 
functional hood scoop in black 
or silver, center hood tape 
stripe in black or silver, 
competition handling package 
and hood lock pins. The hood 
tape stripe runs from the front 
back to the air scoop. This 
Ram Air option gives the car 
the flair of the sports/specialty 
field.
Most other Montego engines 
can be " teamed ' with 
fully-synchrqpized tf^ee-speed 
or four-speed manual or 
Select-Shift automatic 
transmission and a wide 
selection of rear axle ratios to 
provide top performance under 
all driving conditions.
A Traction-Lok Differential 
option available with all 
models with 351-inch and 
higher displacement engines is 
an improved limited-slip unit 
which tends to lock both axles 
together, more positively as 
power is added.
The unitized construction of 
the 1969 Montego class cars 
provides “guardrail” safety for 
driver and passengers. 
Galvanized steel is used 
extensively for vital parts of 
the underbody and cowl for 
maximum protection against 
corrosion.
All Montego models have an 
energy-absorbing front-end 
structure. This concept of 
crush control in the event of 
impact is aimed at retaining 
passenger compartment 
Integrity and providing a more 
uniform deceleration for 
occupants in the event of a 
forward crash.
A full complement of Ford 
Motor Company Lifeguard 
Design Safety features is 
incorporated in the Montego 
line, including dual hydraulic 
brake system, energy-absorbing 
steering column and steering 
wheel and armrests with 
safety-designed squeeze-type 
door handles.
Elton R. Harris
First Selectman
Moro Plantation
RECORD MAKER — The Mercury Montego car line which is setting new sales rec­
ords in the current mode] year, presents a fresh appearance and additional power 
throughout a specatcular new engine line-up for 1009. A bigger six-cylinder engine of­
fers new acceleration and power and improved durability yet retains comparable econ­
omy. A wide selection of V-H options includes new 3.51-cubic-inch engines with both two- 
barrel and four-barrel carburetion and a sporty new CJ 42H rated at 33.5 horsepower 
for outstanding street performance. The Mercury Montego two-door hardtop, above, is 
one of the full line which includes sedans, two-door hardtops a convertible and a sta­
tion wagon.
A three-spoke steering wheel 
with rim-blow horn feature is 
standard in the Montego MX 
Brougham and optional in 
other models, the conventional 
hot and cold dual air inlet air 
cleaner or with brakes (front 
discs), power steering and 
power seats. Power windows 
are optional on all except the 
Comet Sports Coupe and the 
base Montego models. Many 
extras are available for 
performance, visual aid 
equipment, appearance, seating 
and convenience. AM push 
button radio and AM/FM 
stereo radio are optional. 
Whisper-Aire Conditioning is 
Introducing the new Lincoln-Mercury cars. 
Three different cars you’ve never seen before, 
for people who have never 
been in our showroom before.
"four Mercury dealer leads the way with the most exciting new cars intown.
LINCOLN MERCURY LONDON MOTORS
Corner Kendall & Military Streets, 
Houlton, Main
an increasingly popular 
comfort option.
Ludlow
LUDLOW — .Mrs. Thomas 
Hunt of Milburn. N. J., re­
turned to her home Friday af­
ter spending two weeks with 
her brother-in-law and sister. 
Mr and Mrs. James McCain
Miss Kathryn McCain visit­
ed Friday with her sisters, Pa­
tricia and Barbara at the Uni­
versity of Maine In Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sand­
ers of Tucker, Ga , have spent 
the past week with his par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin 
You won't see a medium-priced cor Tke this m any other showroom Marques has o dramat c elegance a n o er* c beauty “at c' / the creators 
of the Continental Mark III could make With ’h s $ty! ng ord the surprising price, you *~ave no excuse •: se" e ‘or a d_ ' “ e car.
New American Cougar with a continental accent.
Cougar owners will tell you how much fun they ore to drive That hasn t changed. But the looks hove. Compare it to the foreign sports cars. 
Anything the Europeans can do we can do better Cougar is now available as a convertible And Cougar continues to be the be'-t-equipped luxury 
sports cor m its class A big 351-cubic meh V-8 is standard So are concealed headlamps, sequential rear turn signals and bucket seats.
A full-size road car with more thrills per inch than anything that has ever been in our showroom You get a choice of bench, Twin-Comfort, or bucket 
seats.- styled aluminum wheels, a horn that blows by squeezing the steering wheel rim, a 429-cu. in., 4-barrel V-8 and rakish fender skirts—all standard.
Fleming. Saturday they ac­
companied Mr. and Mrs Ger­
ard York to Saint John where 
they visited with Mr and Mrs 
Frank Fewer.
Mrs. John Fleming, who 
spent two weeks in Needham 
Heights. Mass., as a guest of 
Mr and Mrs. Phillips Hand, 
returned home Saturday Mr 
Fleming went to Boston by 
plane Friday and accompan­
ied Mrs. Fleming and their 
son Stephen home Stephen 
had been a patient at Child 
ren's Hospital for three weeks
Production of lumber tn 
1967 was 34 6 billion board 
feet.
Social Events Of Sherman; 
Other News Of Interest
Miss Charlene Smith, who 
has e mp Io \ ment in 
Millinocket, spent Sunday and 
Monday at her home here Her 
sister and her husband, Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Ingraham of 
Bangor, were also weekend 
guests of her parents, Mr and 
Mrs Essek Smith
Mr and Mrs. Darrell Seavey 
have spent several days at 
Newport, NIL, with their 
son in law and daughter, Mr 
and Mrs John Kvetcovskv 
Will Return To Mass.
Mr and Mrs Cecil St John 
have closed their camp at 
Mattawamkeag Lake and are 
spending a few days with his 
aunt, Mrs. Nina Giles, before 
returning to their home in 
Halifax. Mass
William Seavey has returned 
to the University of Maine for 
his senior year
Mrs. Delmont Tilley and her 
daughters. Mrs Harriett St 
Pierre and Mrs Louis Dumais, 
all of Van Buren, and Mrs Guv 
Violette of Caribou, were 
Wednesday visitors of their 
sisters in law and their aunts, 
Mrs Effie Bragdon. Mrs Alice 
Hagerman and Mrs Ida Swett 
Mrs. Tilley remained for an 
extended visit 
Hospitalized
William Cameron Sr . has 
been hospitalized at the 
Milliken Memorial Hospital for 
more than two weeks with 
injuries from a fall
Mr and Mrs. Clayton Osnoe. 
Natalie and Kevin, were in 
Waterville Friday They were 
overnight guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Renee Roy and family in 
East Corinth, returning home 
Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Philip Joyce 
and son Patrick and her sister. 
Miss Kathy Robinson of 
Bangor, were weekend visitors 
of her parents, Mr and Mrs. 
Eugene Robinson and family. 
To Serve In Vietnam
Sp/4Arthur T. MacArthur, 
U.S. Army, has completed 
basic electronics at Fort 
Huachuca, Ariz., and after a 25 
day leave he will be going to 
V ietnam. A 1966 graduate of 
Sherman High School, he is the 
son of Mrs Eva Perry of 
Southington, Conn.. and 
Robert Mai Arthur of Patten.
Mr and Mrs. Nelson 
Hancock and daughter Beverly 
and Miss Royena Heath of 
Nobleboro have recently 
visited here with the latter’s 
parents. Mr and Mrs. James 
Heath
Mrs. Frederic James. Kathy 
and Paul, are spending this 
week in Auburn with her 
husband
Receiving Congratulations
Congratulations are being 
extended to Mr and Mrs 
James Hunt of Millinocket on 
the birth of their second child 
a son. Kevin Jerrv . September 
13 Mrs. Hunt is the former 
Bonita O’Roak.
Mrs Pauline Kinney . Sherry. 
Donald and Philip, and Mrs. 
Linda Guiggey . all of Easton,
Smyrna Mills
SMYRNA MILLS - Mr. and 
Mrs. Elbridge Rockwell of 
Danvers, Mass., were Monday 
evening callers of Mrs. Minerva 
Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Scott 
Nevers and Glenn Tibbetts and 
Rena Stevens.
A Monday afternoon caller 
of Leroy Gardner was Rodney 
Bowers of Sherman Mills.
Mrs. Claudia Jones and 
Victor Goodwin of Monarda 
were Saturday evening callers 
of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Graham.
Miss Ellen Gardner was a 
Thursday dinner guest of Mrs. 
Shirley Allen and sister, Miss 
Nattie Daggett.
Leo Peters of Milford, Mass., 
was a weekend guest of his 
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Peters. 
Medical Patient
Mrs. Jennie Grange is a 
medical patient at the Milliken 
Memorial Hospital in Island 
Falls.
The Rev Allen Norton of 
Patten was a Friday afternoon 
caller of Leroy Gardner and 
Mr and Mrs Earl Noyes.
Miss Nettie Daggett returned 
to her home in Bangor Friday 
after a three week visit with 
her sister and brother in law, 
Mr and Mrs. Joesph Allen.
Mrs. Hugh I>ake was a 
Sunday caller of her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. John Barrows, in 
Woodstock.
were Sunday visitors of their 
mother and grandmother, Mrs. 
Mary Neal, and their sister and 
aunt, Mrs Jerry O’Roak and 
family.
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Hunting Could Be Restricted
Next Tuesday, October I, the 
1968 hunting season will be 
officially under way for thousands 
p of residents and visitors to Maine.
It has always been our policy to 
urge caution throughout this season 
r and many times in many
publications the age old warning of 
t “be careful of what you shoot” has 
been editorially expressed
This year we urge you to take 
[ the same care while hunting. This 
I year we also urge you to take care 
L and take an interest in what the 
federal government might possibly 
do to the right of bearing guns in 
regards to your right to hunt.
There has been an outbreak of 
I hysteria in the United States 
directed at guns in general due to 
the unfortunate assassinations that 
[ have taken place. The loss of 
h national leaders is indeed a serious 
thing, and there should be an 
[. attempt to provide for the safety of 
those in high places.
If the feeling of the majority of 
| people is that some form of control 
I is needed, then by due process of 
I our democratic form of 
| government, this control should be 
I effected. But the controls that 
apply to New York City, to Dallas 
afcd to Los Angeles can hardly be
the needs of 
should be 
legislation is
to be best 
the state 
protected, 
not the
gave this 
for the 
today in 
Gun laws
acceptable for the State of Maine 
and many other states.
The right of the states to pass 
legislation that they feel 
suited to 
involved 
Federal 
answer.
Prohibition did not stop the sale 
of liquor to those that wished to 
acquire it. In fact prohibition 
created a situation that was more 
profitable for crime and 
country the basis 
underworld that is still 
operation coast to coast,
will not prevent the criminal or the 
person who wants a gun from 
acquiring one. This was proven by 
the Robert Kennedy assassination. 
There were gun laws in effect, but 
they did not affect the demented 
mind of a man intent on 
committing a murder.
If you as a hunter want to 
protect your right to hunt with a 
gun, and by gun we mean shotgun, 
rifle, pistol or revolver, than now is 
the time to express your feelings to 
your legislators at both the state 
and national level. Organized fish 
and game clubs, rifle and pistol 
clubs and hunting clubs must pull 
together to express their opinions.
('• Views 0/ Other Editors
The Visage
COMM//WSW
& J
The Editor's Corner
This will be the final editorial effort to be offered by this 
writer. During the past nine months it has been a pleasure to let 
my opinions on matters both serious and trivial occupy this 
space. In all truth, there have been times when the temptation to 
speak louder in the vein of Theodore Roosevelt has caused me to 
take a second and sometimes third look at what I might have 
either done or wished. But the belief that the louder voice should 
also be accompanied by the big stick has caused me to reconsider, 
and perhaps this was a fortunate result.
However, it can not go without saying that the Town of 
Houlton has some of the most obvious assets for a community of 
this type. It must also be said that the Town of Houlton has not 
used these assets to its best advantage in the past few years. To 
list these failures is of no purpose.
It is certainly my hope that the future of this community will 
be brighter and it is my belief that this will become so.
History records its failures and success, and a newspaper is a 
chronicle of history. This newspaper has a history itself of 110 
years of recording the history of Houlton and the results of the 
history' recorded have provided all of us that have lived here with 
a most favorable heritage.
It is my sincere hope that the next 110 years will provide the 
readers with an honest history that will strengthen the heritage of 
those that will reside in this community.
The Pioneer Times is in the process of learning how to use 
three new type setting units. Our latest equipment was installed 
last Friday and our operators are learning fast. However, like 
anything new, there will be problems. There may be a capital 
letter missing, a word meaning what it might not even resemble, 
but the intent to improve the readability of the publication to 
sincere. Bear with us and we promise to improve.
And for a parting remark ... .it is rumored that another of 
Houlton’s foremost and long-established businesses has been or 
will recently be sold.
Main Street, U. S. A. By Bert Mills
Why Vote For Wallace ?
Washington Highlights
A Department Of Peace?
In dressing down Chrysler 
r Corporation for its price boost on 
r its 1969 line of cars, President 
Johnson was really looking over 
F Chrysler’s shoulder at General 
|. Motors, which is to announce its 
r *69 model rates next week. As 
tiappened the past two years, 
Chrysler’s prices are not expected 
* to hold If GM-which pockets more 
than haff the sales of U.S.-made 
& cars - comes out withlower price
this time is justified, 
this case, if
followed Chrysler’s 
add % of
the other
a billion 
consumers
I' ** Thus, if a rollback takes place, 
> Chrysler on the surface will be 
I Responding to a competitive move 
r, by the industry’s goliath and not to 
L government pressure. That is how 
R the game is played. GM, perennial 
| target of antimonopolistic charges, 
I will have the chance “to play the 
• hero again,’’ as one industry analyst 
E Put it.
I Books On Review
The President’s pressure for price 
restraint at 
Inflation in 
automakers 
lead, would
dollars to the amount 
would have to pay for a product 
not % of a billion dollars improved.
At this same time, this 
newspaper has argued, as with the 
recent steel- price showdown, that 
wage-price control which means 
only price control is one-sided and 
in the end unworkable. The 
government’s stem visage, in this 
case in order, should turn alike 
toward labor and management 
when such critical matters as 
inflation and stability of the 
economy are at stake.
(Christian Science Monitor)
Two New Mystery Stories
Helen K. Atchison, Librarian 
Cary Free Public Library
house. And what 
An ugly and not too
Two of the best of the recent 
L crop of mystery stories feature 
L elderly ladies as heroines. Both of 
these women are proof positive that 
r the older generation is a good 
| sturdy breed.
“Goodbye, Aunt Elva” is by 
! Elizabeth F enwick, a specialist in 
I portraying the quiet horror that can 
j develop in a seemingly normal 
L domestic setting. Her elderly 
£ heroine, timid and fragile, one of a 
t multitude ol anonymous retired 
jr persons getting along on little 
E. money, suddenly finds herself in 
the midst of a criminal conspiracy. 
|g» . Miss Violet Besserman starts out 
LC one day to shop for groceries and 
f ends up an unwilling guest at a
neighbor’s 
neighbors’ 
bright mother-and-son team have 
decided to use Violet to take the 
place of another old woman in an 
attempt to fool the lawyer in an 
estate case.
Woosie with drugs and scared 
nearly into senility, Violet manages 
to find help in an unlikely manner 
and bumbles her way to a most 
amazing and believable conclusion.
“Too Old To Die’’, by Gretchen 
Travis, features a nasty, 
cold-blooded jewel thief who gets 
what is coming to him from a 
grandmother. The thief coshes a 
victim and, leaving him to die, takes 
flight across 
accompanied by 
woman friend.
Traveling by
couple meet up with a bright little 
boy who is 
grandmother’s 
Christmas.
Did you ever stop to think 
that there is nobody in this 
country officially in charge of 
peace?
Of course, we expect the 
President to do everything he 
can to achieve peace and there 
are thousands of people in 
government who are doing one 
thing or another designed to 
end the war and restore peace.
But a Director of Peace? 
There simply is no such job.
Well, a bill has just been 
introduced to create a 
Department of Peace. A great 
idea but it probably won’t get 
anywhere. A rather pessimistic 
view but you have to be a 
realist in this town.
This idea’s beer kicking 
around for a long, long time 
but it can’t seem to catch hold.
Remember the great patriot 
Thomas Paine who put out 
that famous pamphlet 
“Common Sense”? His good 
friend, Dr. Benjamin Rush, 
probably was the first man to 
come up with the idea of a 
Department of Peace. In 1799 
he wrote an essay titled “A 
Plan of A Peace Office for the 
United States” in which he 
advocated 
promoting 
perpetual 
country.”
Dr. Rush
and suggested a sort of official 
seal to go along with the office. 
An Official Peace Seal
The seal was to show a 
collection of ploughshares and 
pruning- hooks made out of 
swords and spears, a picture of 
“an Indian boiling his venison 
in the same pot with a citizen 
of Kentucky,” a St. Domingon 
planter, a man of color, and a 
native of Africa, legislating to 
either in the same colonial
an 
and 
peace
office for 
preserving 
in our
went even further
assembly, as well as “a lion 
eating straw with an ox, and an 
adder playing upon the lips of 
a child.”
You have to admit this 
carries a powerful message of 
peace.
During the past 35 years 
hardly a session of Congress 
has gone by when some 
member hasn’t proposed a 
peace agency. Congress even 
went as far as holding hearings 
on the proposals both in 1945 
and 1947. That was 
immediately after World War II 
when everybody had a stomach 
full of war. But no soap. The 
bills never became law.
In 1960, when Hubert 
Humphrey was a senator, he, 
too, sought an agency devoted 
solely to the pursuit of peace. 
Such an agency was needed, he 
said at the time, “because of 
the need for emphasis on peace 
by this Government, not peace 
as a byproduct of defense or as 
a byproduct of the State 
Department, but rather as a 
concerted, determined effort 
by the government of the 
United States to dramatize our 
sincere dedication to the cause 
of a just and enduring peace.”
Sen. Vance Hartke of 
Indiana, who is the latest 
advocate of a peace agency, 
would place in one government 
office every activity bearing 
even remotely on the matter of 
peace.
He would place in the 
Department of Peace
Agency for International 
Development, the Peace Corps, 
the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency and even 
the International Agricultural 
Development Service which is 
now part of the Department of 
Agriculture.
No third party 
has ever succeeded 
two party system 
and until the
the
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
jQQHZSCnZBEIEini
the country 
a rather stupid
bus, the wicked
en route 
house
isn’t 
many 
create
Since the Atomic Energy 
Act has as one of its stated 
purposes the promotion of 
world peace, some of the 
functions of the Atomic 
Energy Commission would be 
transferred. Surely the 
development of peaceful uses 
of atomic energy is one of the 
functions that rightfully 
belongs in a peace agency.
Since Congress has declared 
it to be the policy of the 
United States that “activities in 
space should be devoted to 
peaceful purposes for the 
benefit of all mankind” why 
not transfer part of the 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Agency to the proposed 
Department of Peace. 
Sen. Hartke Proposes
Senator Hartke 
discouraged that so 
attempts in the past to
such a department have failed. 
He thinks this is an idea whose 
time has come.
“I believe at least part of the 
answer is in the changed nature 
of our world. More 
particularly, and in addition, 
there is today the 
overwhelming demand of this 
nation that something must be 
done to save us from any more 
Vietnams.
Maybe if we go ahead with 
this idea it might really show 
the world we mean business 
when we say we really believe 
in peace.
Perhaps the day will come 
when we’ll achieve philosopher 
William James’ moral 
equivalent of war, “something 
heroic that will speak to men 
as universally as war does, yet 
will be as compatible with their 
spiritual selves as war has 
proved itself to be 
incompatible.”
Washington, D.C. -- George 
Wallace is getting more 
publicity than any other third 
party candidate ever received 
and it is possible he will win 
more electoral votes than any 
of his predecessors.
But all the evidence shows 
that Wallace cannot be elected 
President, 
candidate 
since the 
developed
impossible happens it must be 
considered beyond the realm 
of possibility.
Wallace to not stupid so you 
may be sure he knows he will 
not be elected. Then why to he 
running? Tbe answer has to be 
that he knows he represents a 
lot of people who are 
disenchanted with the major 
parties and who are determined 
to register a protest. Wallace is 
the candidate of the fed-up 
voters.
By piling up millions of 
protest votes, Wallace hopes to 
influence the policies of the 
nation, no matter whether the 
next administration is 
Republican or Deme cmtic. 
And if the Democratic party 
should be so badly bruised in 
this election that a major 
patch-up job to required, the 
Alabama ex-governor hopes to 
play a part in that operation.
Wallace is no longer a mere 
regional candidate. He has 
supporters all over the nation. 
He might poll enough votes in 
northern industrial states to 
determine the winner in some 
of these states. This might 
happen if the election is close 
and if Wallace gains as little as 
10 percebt of the popular vote 
in a particular state.
question, whether a vote for a 
sure loser is wasted. In one 
sense it is, and in another it is j 
not. On the one hand, since 
either Hubert Humphrey or y 
Richard Nixon is going to * 
become president, the voter 
should make a choice between 
the two, even if it is a case bf , 
picking a second choice over a *. 
third choice. t
On the other hand, some 
Wallace backers are out to 
destroy the two party system. 
They cannot support either the 
Democratic or Republican ; 
party today or in the 
foreseeable future. They want 2 
a political revolution and they 0 
are willing to be on the losing. M 
side this time to help bring it •’ 
about at some future time.
In the latter sense, a Wallace '- 
vote in 1968 may not be ’ 
entirely wasted. This assumes 4 
that the Wallace total of votes ; 
will be high enough to at least ; 
open the door to reform of the - 
major parties in some » 
subsequent year.
History Vs.
From Our Files
15 Years Ago • 1953 25 Years Ago - 1943 40 Years Ago • 1928
Is A Wallace 
Vote Wasted?
According to national polls, 
19 out of 20 voters agree 
Wallace will not be elected 
president. This raises the 
question why so many more 
people than one out of 20 
expect to vote for him in 
November. Do these people 
deliberately plan to waste their 
vote in order to register their 
protest?
This suggests another
If the past is any guide to 
the future, third parties not 
only do not elect their 
candidates, but they do not 
persist long enough to have a 
lasting effect. The particular 
circumstances which bring 
about the movement disappear, 
and the next time around it is 
the same old story of 
Republican versus Democrat.
The Wallace campaign is 
essentially a one-man 
operation. Wallace is the party, 
and it even operates under 
different names in different 
states. A few candidates for 
other offices will run under the 
Wallace banner in certain 
places, but only a relative 
handful. To succeed over the 
long haul, a political party 
needs a broader base.
George Wallace is a 
phenomenon this year. He has 
gone farther than most people 
thought possible in even 
getting his name on the ballot 
nationally. But whether he can 
translate all of his protest votes 
into a permanent movement to 
a very large question. History is 
betting against him.
John R. Faulk ner 
Virginia Hiitz 
&L Bobert ■ Harrigan 
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A switch in luggage 
takes place and the boy arrives at
his grandmother’s carrying a 
fortune in jewels.
The thief, who is not silly, does 
not care 
u nderwear
sweatshirt, and he 
friend track down the boy. They 
hole up in (he grandmother's house 
holding the old 
prisoner as they 
plan.
(Grandmother 
completely dotty 
who, through one 
another,
Christmas dinner. Alter what may 
be the wildest holiday meal on 
record, right wins over might (The 
jewel thief would never have been 
himself again anyway).
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out an escape
a clutch of 
acquaintances 
mistake after 
arrive at her home for
Fred Greaves, president of 
the Maine State Municipal 
Association, attended a 
director’s meeting Tuesday at 
the municipal offices in 
Hallowell.
Joel Stinson, Paul Adams, 
Glen Larson, Lloyd Chase and 
Miss Barbara Berce left 
Thursday for Orono to register 
as freshmen at the University 
of Maine.
Woodrow Peabody is the 
proprietor of a new concern 
here dealing in farm machinery 
and to be known as the Farm 
Implement Company. 
Peabody purchased
business conducted for the past 
20 years here by A. L. Lunn 
and will operate it henceforth 
under the new name.
Mrs. Eugene Brown was 
elected Noble Grand of Portia 
Rebekah Lodge at an election 
held Wednesday evening at the 
100F hall on Main street.
Mr. 
the
•A
Arthur West, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Garry West, and John E. 
Richards, son of Mrs. Halson 
Richards, left Tuesday for a 
visit of several weeks in 
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Beatrice Palmer, wife of 
S/Sgt Edwin L. Palmer who 
was killed in action July 15 in 
the southwest pacific area, has 
received word that he has been 
awarded the Purple Heart 
posthumously in recognition 
for “gallantry and devotion.” 
Friends of Mrs. Fred Hall 
will be pleased to learn that she 
can now get around her home 
with the use of crutches. It has 
been nearly a year that Mrs. 
Hall has been confined with a 
broken hip.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Carr 
and Miss Virginia Vose have 
moved in from their cottage at 
Nickerson Lake to their home 
on High street.
Mathius Hutchinson, who 
declares he feels as young at 90 
as he did at 20, is the new 
holder of the famous Boston 
Post cane, awarded by the 
selectmen to the oldest citizen 
of Houlton. He atributes his 
longevity to the fact that he 
never, “drank tea, coffee or
rum.
Miss Agnes Abernethy has 
accepted a position in the 
accounting department of the 
Aroostook Tel. and Tel. Co.
A neglected cough can lead 
to a lot of trouble. But if you 
use Adamson’s Balsam the first 
thing, there is no danger. 
Adamson’s
Balsam contains no dope or 
anything harmful and it sells 
for only 35 cents and 75 cents.
Marion Dobbins, who is 
teaching in Presque Isle, spent 
the weekend with her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dobbins.
Sunday Sermon
The weather has been hot. 
But the crop is a good one this 
year. The bam will be full. The 
heart and soul, however, let’s 
face it, are empty and reaching 
for reality. I mean here in the 
Houlton area.
What is the trouble? Well, 
it’s not that we don’t “attend 
church”, we are doing that. 
But somehow we’re not getting 
on through it all to God 
Himself.
The Bible is on the book 
table. But “peace with God”? 
Very little of that. And we’ve 
had our problems: 
denominational pride; 
“Christian” wranglings and 
misunderstandings. Dear me, 
what a time!
But the residents of this area 
are ready now to learn that 
“God Is”. They are sick of 2
“Churchianity” which 
produces nothing but a grand 
crop of weed and thistle. 
People are tired, down in the 
“deep- inside”. And God is on / 
the Scene.
“God is love”. How long do 
you suppose love can keep 
from pouring Itself on its 
beloved object? Not much 
longer. “Surely His salvation to 
nigh them that fear Him, that 
glory may dwell in our land.” 
(Ps. 85:9)
We have a good potato crop. 
But many of the townspeople 
realize we need something 
more substantial. Yes. A revival 
of vital and personal religion! z 
It is coming.
Rev. Daniel W. Evans
Pastor, „
The Christian and Missionary 
Alliance Church
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Pontiac To Provide New
<____________________________ WEDNESDAY, SE1*TEMBER 25, 1968
Pontiac Reveals 1969 Firebird, LeMans
jfityling From Ground Up
New styling from the ground 
up, the latest engineering 
innovations and added safety 
are all a part of the 1969 
Pontiac story.
Styling highlights include a 
new split bumper look to 
complement Pontiac's 
traditional split grille, new roof 
lines and the removal of vent 
windows from all Catalina, 
Executive and Bonneville 
models adding picture window 
uriribility.
r Sixteen models, offered in 
three series, go on sale 
September 26.
The Bonneville series has 
been given specific treatment 
in 1969 and features a separate 
and distinct grille, a rear 
bumper with a rubber-like pad 
and a 428 cubic-inch V-8
engine as standard equipment.
The 1969 Pontiac interiors 
present a pleasant and safer 
environment with molded 
instrument panels of a 
sweeping one-piece design with 
heavy energy-absorbing 
padding, a new 
instrumentation arrangement 
and complete upper level 
ventilation.
‘The styling and engineering 
design of these new cars will 
bring to Pontiac an even 
greater amonut of attention 
and admiration from the 
automotive public,” John Z. 
DeLorean, a General Motors 
vice president and Pontiac 
general manager said.
The front of the new 
Pontiacs is striking in 
appearance and functional in
A center section of a
rubber-like plastic material, 
called Endura, splits both the 
grille and the bumper setting a 
dominant theme, ft is painted 
in body color. Parking lamps 
are below the massive bumper 
at the outboard ends of the 
valance panel and dual, 
horizontal headlamps complete 
the wide clean look.
Bonnevilles have a die cast 
grille separate and distinct 
from the other models.
The new side appearance 
emphasizes full length side 
peak line and new roof lines. 
The sides are accented with 
^vinyl plastic moldings which 
"are thicker and contain both 
the front and rear side markers 
integrated at each end of the 
molding.
Executive station wagons 
have an exterior walnut wood 
design which extends from the 
front fender rearward over the 
doors and rear quarter panel. A 
border of wide, lighter tone 
teak, grained vinyl is used to 
complete the design.
A major advance in Pontiac’s 
built-in safety is a steel beam 
within each door which will 
provide greater protection 
against passenger compartment 
penetration in case of a side 
collision, box-like steel beam 
positioned horizontally within 
each door plus additional 
^box-like steel beam positioned 
^horizontally with each door 
plus additional door-pillar 
reinforcements.
The beam is designed to 
reduce the possibility of the 
striking vehicle riding over the 
rocker panel and penetrating 
into the passenger cause a 
deflecting action and is so 
doing, both vehicles will escape 
the lull impact of the collision.
Pontiac rear ends have new 
wide tail lamps incorporating 
back-up
Pontiac rear ends have new 
wide tail lamps incorporating 
back-up lamps and renex turn 
signals.
The Bonnevilles have a 
special energy-absorbing body 
color insert on the rear bumper 
for added protection to impact 
surfaces.
Another new feature on the 
Pontiac station wagons is a 
swing gate. The tailgate may be 
lowered in the conventional 
manner or may be swung open. 
A special cut-out on the right 
side of the bumper provides a 
built-in step for easier entry 
into the load area.
The 1969 Pontiacs ride on 
longer wheelbases, 122 inches 
for Catalinas and station 
wagons and 125 inches for 
Executives and Bonnevilles. 
This is a one-inch increase over 
last year.
Catalina models have also 
increased one inch in overall 
length to 217.5 inches, 
Executive models remain at 
223.5 inches and Bonnevilles 
are increased one-half inch to 
224.0 inches overall.
Overall width is 79 inches 
and overall height 54.8 inches.
In addition to styling 
characteristics, the Bonneville 
has been set apart in the 
performance department also 
with a 428 cubic-inch, 360 
horsepower V-8 engine as 
standard equipment.
Standard engine for the 
other models is 400 cubic-inch, 
V-8 with the 428 cubic-inch 
V-8 as optional, a three-speed 
manual transmission is 
standard with the automatic 
Turbo Hydra-matic and 
four-speed manual optional.
All 1969 Pontiac engines 
have as standard equipment 
closed crankcase ventilation, 
thermostatically controlled 
carburetor air preheater and 
emission control and a 
redesigned water pump for 
greater coolant flow efficiency.
All Pontiacs have 15-inch 
wheels for improved brake 
cooling and to accommodate 
the optional disc brakes. Tire 
sizes have also been increased 
to 8.55-15 except station 
wagons which are 8.85-15.
The high quality of pontiac 
interiors has significantly 
improved in 1969 through the 
utilization of new materials 
and methods.
The instrument panel has 
added thick foam padding that 
sweeps the entire width and 
blends into the windshield 
pillars as well as framing the 
instruments.
Instruments and controls are 
purposely grouped for easier 
reading and reach. An all new
PONTIAC OFFERS — Both the 1969 Pontiac Firebird and the LeMans models 
combine sports car design and big car luxury. The Firebird represented above by the 
hardtop coupe, is also available in a convertible model. A choice of five engines and now 
a three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic transmission option make the Firebird one of Amer­
ica’s most popular sports cars. The LeMans convertible, along with the two-door sports 
coupe, two-door hardtop coupe, four-door hardtop and station wagon feature new in­
terior fabrics and colors, draft free ventilation and additional padding for safety and 
comfort.
systems monitoring panel is 
located at the left of the 
speedometer. It consists of a 
small rectangular section that 
houses four telltale lamps.
All accessory control 
switches are of a rocker action 
flush design which simplifies 
their operation. The rear 
speaker control has been 
integrated into the right hand 
radio control knob rather than 
having a separate switch 
located apart from the radio.
Steering wheels have a new 
shallow dish design and the 
anti-theft steering column lock 
is standard equipment. Front 
door lock buttons have been 
moved forward for easier 
access by front seat passengers 
and as an added deterrent to 
theft.
An upper ventilation system, 
which provides draft-free 
circulation of air with the 
windows closed, is standard on 
all models except those 
equipped with air conditioning, 
wn;eh already have similar air 
distribution characteristics.
Pontiac seats are tastefully 
trimmed in the highest quality 
doth and vinyl materials with 
two front head restraints 
standard.
The Bonneville Brougham 
option gives an exclusive 
interior including special 
biscuit design seats of molded 
foam rubber. This molded 
vinyl theme is carried to the 
doors and quarters for an 
exclusive rich look. Power 
windows are standard with the
Brougham.
Available on all Catalina 
models except the convertible 
is the Ventura Custom option 
featuring interiors in Expanded 
Morrokide or cloth and 
Morrokide. Door trim panels 
are all vinyl with carpet in the 
lower area. Accenting the door 
panels is a full length strip of 
wood grain insert matching the 
instrument panel insert.
All 1969 Pontiacs will be 
equipped with newly designed 
ignition s ystems to 
significantly reduce radio 
frequency interference. Among 
the changes are new spark 
plugs which contain a 
resistance element conductor 
instead of a solid metal 
conductor to eliminate 
electrostatic radiation from the 
engine ignition system.
The new Pontiacs have a 
complete list of options and 
accessories for additional 
driving pleasure.
Among them is the 
Instant-Aire portable air pump 
pioneered by Pontiac. This 
lightweight easy-to-use pump, 
driven by the engine manifold 
vacuum, permits on-the-spot 
tire inflation.
Disc front brakes have a 
simplified s». c<e piston design 
for easier maintenance and 
repair. All power steering units 
have variable ratio which 
provides a faster rate of turn 
the farther the steering wheel is 
turned for quicker response in 
handling.
New for 1969 and available 
on all Pontiacs is a warning 
lamp option which consists oi 
three telltale lights in the 
instrument cluster. One lights 
when the ignition switch is 
turned on to remind the 
occupants to fasten their safety 
belts. It turns off automatically 
in 20 seconds. Another light 
serves as a low fuel warning 
and a third lights when the 
headlamps are on and the 
ignition switch is off to remind 
the driver that the lamps are on 
before he leaves the car.
Robinson
ROBINSON - Mrs. Beatrice 
Barrett and Mrs. Fern Thomas 
were in Presque Isle Friday. 
Mrs. Thomas had an x-ray 
taken of her broken arm at 
Gould Memorial Hospital.
Mrs. Katherine Rideout is 
the guest of relatives in 
Waterville.
Mrs. Minnie Buchanan, Mrs. 
Merle Condon and Mrs. Theo 
Chandler of Presque Isle called 
on their cousin, Mrs. Fern L. 
Thomas, Sunday afternoon.
Arthur Jamison of 
Massachusetts, who has been a 
guest of his sister, Mildred 
Jamison and other relatives, 
returned home Monday.
Mrs. Philip Richardson and 
small child were guests Sunday 
of her grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Emerson ?ryor.
Mrs. Clara Kneeland was in 
Presque Isle Tuesday.
Mars Hill Girl Honored
At Shower; Othei News
MARS HILL — Miss Nancy 
Curtis was guest of honor at a 
pre-nuptlal shower Wednes­
day evening at the home of 
Mrs Josephine Durost with 
Mrs Lana DeLong and Miss 
Carol Smith as hostesses Re­
freshments were served dur­
ing the social evening
Guests included Mrs Har­
riet White. Mrs Shirley Gib­
erson. Mrs Debbie Tilley. 
Mist* Trudy Durost. Miss Ber­
yl Clark. Mrs Millie Boyd, 
Mrs Nora Curtis. M rs 
Blanche Grass. Mrs Juanita 
Rideout. Mrs Anna Morse. 
Mrs. Stan Kinney. Mrs Joyce 
Hoyt. Mrs Jaska MacDonald. 
Miss Carolyn Rees. Mrs Jos­
ephine Durost
Also, Miss Brenda Bird, 
Miss Sherry Bird. Miss Sharon 
Fletcher. Miss Sheryl Wort­
man, Mrs. Serita Hammond. 
Mrs Nina Long. Mrs Veneta 
Shaw. Mrs. Donna Barnes, 
Mrs Nita Flannery. Miss Don­
na Stiles. Mrs Maxine Bird. 
Miss Connie Morse. Mrs Sar­
ah Shorey and Mrs Cynthia 
Durost.
Dr C. O T Weiden. presi­
dent of Aroostook State Col­
lege. was the guest speaker at 
Rotary Wednesday evening. 
His talk. "A Rotary Experi­
ence”. covered the talk given 
by Mr George, president of 
Rotary International, at Saint 
John this summer The pro­
gram chairman was Herschel 
Good and Jack Mazer presided 
at the meeting
The WCTU met Thursday 
with Mrs. Maggie Bell Mrs 
Norma Wright led devotions 
and Mrs Annie Walsh gave a 
reading It was voted to hold 
a rummage sale during the 
potato harvest at the Bartley 
store in Blaine The sale will 
Aroostook Airways
SCHEDULE: MONDAY - HNDAY
HIGHT 11 FLIGHT 11FLIGHT 10
MKSOW 5U LLAVI 7:30 AJL
’HOULTON 7:50 AJL
’ NHL M0C KIT 1:10 AJL
’BANGOt 1:30 A.M.
•WATHtVUE 1.45 AJL.
■AUGUSTA 1:50 A JI.
’LIWBTON 9:00 AJL
POtTLANB 9:15 AJL
BOSTON AWVt 9:45 AJ
BOSTON
90ITLAHB LIAVf 9:45 A.N.
•LIW5T0H 10:00 A.N.
■AUGUSTA 10:15 AJI.
■WATHVILlt 10.10 AJI.
*BANGOB 10:45 A.N.
.NILLMOCIH 11:00 AJI.
•HOULTON 11:15 AJI.
riisoui ISlf AMM 11:30 AJI
At Logan Airport in Boston, load and unload passengers at Butler 
Aviation in General Aviation Building. TeL 567-8010
Call Aroostook Airways, COLLECT, 764-4174, Presque Isle for 
reservations.
•Stop on request only.
be conducted on Friday and 
Saturday and on rainy days.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell 
Pierce and family have mov­
ed to their home on Benjam­
in street.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Smith 
have purchased the Clarence 
Smith home on Main street.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Dear­
born are on a trip to New Jer­
sey.
Melvin Mazer, son of Mr. 
and Mrs Jack Mazer, was in­
ducted Into the U. S Army 
September 9 with the rank of 
captain He Is stationed tem­
porarily at Fort Sam Houston. 
San Antonio. Texas
Mr and Mrs Larry Foster 
are the parents of a daughter 
born September 14 at Com­
munity Hospital.
Scoutmaster Philip Lawr­
ence and a group of Boy 
Scouts had a hiking trip to 
the top of Mars Hill Mountain 
Tuesday and held a cookout 
The boys were instructed tn 
hiking, cooking and astrono­
my Making the trip were 
Ron McCrea. Bobby Murphy. 
Terry Weeks. Paul Pierce. 
Keith Giberson, Brent Ham­
mond. Warren Lawrence, Wa­
yne Codrey, Mike Murchison 
and Michael Davis
Mr and Mrs Richard Far­
rell and children of Presque 
Isle were supper guests re­
cently of Mr. and Mrs. Fraser 
Graves. Mr and Mrs Graves 
and Mrs Lucien Ketchum 
were callers Sunday of Mr 
and Mrs Linwood Drake in 
Littleton
First National Guard officer 
trained by the Regular Army 
as an aviator was Lieutenant 
Colonel C B Winder, of Ohio 
in 1912
Dunphy Is Graduated 
From Marine Course
Marine Private Daniel J. 
Dunphy, 17, son of Carl E. 
Dunphy of Route 2, Island 
Falls, has graduated from the 
Personnel Administration 
Course at the Marine Corps 
Base, Parris Island, S.C.
The course teaches the 
techniques of office 
administration, typing, filing, 
use and handling of 
government forms, data 
processing and data control 
systems are stressed, as well as 
operation of modern office 
equipment.
Brooks Takes Part In 
Ship Commissioning
Senior Chief Aviation 
Boatswain’s Mate Theodore F. 
Brooks, USN, 39, son of Mrs. 
Lucy E Brooks of Island Falls, 
and husband of Mrs. Kathleen 
M. Brooks of Houlton, 
participated in the ceremony 
that commissioned the Navy's 
newest attack aircraft carrier, 
USS John F Kennedy.
He is one of more than 
2,300 officers and men who 
are scheduled to take the 
Kennedy on a “shake down” 
cruise to Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba in late October to test 
and evaluate the ship’s battle 
readiness.
Among the dignitaries who 
attended the cermony were 
Miss Caroline Kennedy, 
daughter of the late President 
and the ship’s sponsor. Mrs 
Jacqueline Kennedy and 
former Secretary of Defense 
Robert S. McNamara, who was 
the principal speaker.
LU Vi 4:30 ML
5:00 9.N. 
5:15 Ml.
5:25 ML
5:30 LN.
5:45 ML
4:05 Ml.
4:23 Ml.
Attnff 4:43 PJL
PONTIAC ANNOUNCES THE GREAT BREAK AWAY!
This is the year to say good-bye to humdrum driving!
169 Wide-Track Pontiac Grand Prix.
If you’ve never driven a car like this before, that’s because 
there’s never been a car like this Pontiac Grand Prix before. 
So new, it’s got its own I 18* wheelbase. So new. it’s got its 
own aircraft-type interior. A new steering wheel with au 
“soft” material rim. With a Wide-Track on big tires. With 
a new hidden radio antenna we’re daring everybody to find.
Or maybe you’d like to break away with a brand-new 
Firebird. With typical Wide-Track handling and a range of 
available V-8 choices that’ll make your head spin (including 
the fabulous 4(X) Ram Air option) Brand-new styling, too 
Lean clean, ready looks Phis 13 exciting new colors . . 
new anti-thcll ignition, steering and transmission lock.
There's also The Great One. Our GTO. the one that started 
it all Complete with baseball-bat-proof bumper, fully 
padded instrument panel, distinctive Redhne tires, along 
with specially designed suspension. Plus an assortment of 
V-8’s that'll make your break from dull driving just about 
.is pleasing as anv you’ve ever made.
And don't forget our luxurious Bonneville. With a standard. 
360-hp. 428-cubtc-inch V-8. a long, long 125* wheelbase, a 
new upper-level ventilation system, color-keyed energy 
absorbing bumper at both front and rear, 
plus the kind of interiors you’d like to install 
at home. Bonneville. Who needs more?
Portiar Motor D* »»/*
T at
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C&G
for battered food Budgets '
IGA TABLERITE
CHICKEN
PORTION CUT
FRYERS
WHOLE 
CHICKENS
CHICKEN
35c COMBO'S 48c
QUARTER PORTIONQUARTER PORTION
BREASTS - 55c Z£G5
TABLERITE Quarter Loin (Save 10c Lb.)
PORKCHOPS -
ENDS A PIECES
78c BACON 4 Lbs.
IGA - 
MIX OR MATCH 
CANNED VEGETABLE SALE
CansNo. 303
Whole Green Beans 
Cream Style Corn 
Whole Kernel Corn 
Fr. Style Green Beans 
Stewart Shelled Beans 
Med. Small Peas 
Garden Run Peas
TABLERITE Boneless (Save 20c)
Whele Beets ufl
Sliced Carrots “
Cut W8x Beans 
Baxters Whole Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables 
Pine Cone Tomatoes 
Fr. Style Wax Beans
Sliced Beets - Diced Carrots 
Cnt Green Beans
H Stamps with 85. purchase
H Stamps with 810. purchase
H Stamps with 815. purchase
H Stamps wi. h 820- purchase
YELLOW RIPE
BANANAS
mroml ’ |b cmrmnnfm] ’ |m tfrnn niiTpg] ’ |m(nmnrrn.
° THIS COUPON REDEEMABLE FOR '
50 Extra S
E 10O Extra 8
E 150 Extra S
8 200 Extra S
at your C&G FOODLINER
y This Coupon Good Thru Snt., September 28, 1968 fig 
R Exclusive of Items Not Authorized by State Ruling |R 
„!::: ::im] |anrHnTirmTml |minmiuiill)mj |mim5
PERSONAL SIZE IVORY
12
BARS
10c
IGA
59c '
(WITH THIS COUPON)
83c
POTATO
WITHOUT COUPON 12 BARS
Limit I coupon pet each I? bars purchased 
THIS OFFER GOOD THRU SEPT. 28 
GOOD ONLY AT (' A G FtMIDLINER.
CASH vatut I ?0»M ot ONf r|N' HRNMM. MtUUlAOORS • I »
CHIPS
1 Lb. Bag
49c
FRESH JU
78c | Haddock Fillet 59 c d
Frozen Maine Peeled and CleanedJordans Natural
Casing Franks Lb83c
Firestone Permanent Type
Anti Freeze <*• $139 
Crisco 3 Lb. Can 79c
Downy 33 oz. Giant Size
Fabric Softener 69c
IGA Jumbo Roll
Paper Towels 27c
A^axMlW Liquid 28 oz-Ciant 49c
jfcy Maxim freeze Dried
Mr Coffee 4 Oz. Jar 95c
Nissens Apple
y Nuggets pka- o| 8 49c
TABLETREAT
ICE ALL FLAVORS
CREAM /a 64 69c
Native
Cauliflower Head
Kleenex Decorated
Towels 2 Roll Pig
Fancy Golden Sweet
Potatoes 3 Lbs
Velveeta 2 lb. pkg.
Cheese Spread
Gerbers Strained
Baby Foods 8Jars
35c
39c
39c
99c
89c
Shrimp 16 pk9 99c
Crisco Oil 24 Oz 39c
. Bayer 200 Tablet BottleAspirin$122
Giant 3 lb. 1 oz.
Cold Power 69c
IGA Dawn Bathroom
Tissue 4 r°|( pk9 3 For $1
Reynolds Economy Size
Wrap 75 Ft. Roll 69c
Tabletreat Angel
Cake Ring
Dole Pineapple
Juice 46 Oz Can
Each 39c
29c
STORE HOURS j 
MON. THRU THUR. Al 
8 AM. TO 6 P.M. xtt 
FRI. AND SAT. NIGHTS !■ 
UNTIL MO !■
Nestles 12 oz.
Choc. Morsels
Ritter
Tomato Juice ot. 29c
Chicken Of Sea Light Meat
Tuna No. Vi Can 3 For $1
Sunshine Vienn
Fingers
16 oz. pkg.
2 For 89c
Duncan Hines 15Vz Oz. Pkg.
Brownie Mix 3 For $1
ca  i es
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Oldsmobile Has Restyled
I^With Engineering Advance
Oldsmobile, for 1969, is 
introducing completely 
restyled 88’s and 98’s, a longer 
and sleeker Toronado with a 
major change in rear end 
appearance, and power train 
improvements designed for 
greater economy and 
performance in F-85 models.
“These styling and 
engineering advancements, as 
attractive as they are, compete 
for the customer’s attention 
A this year with a wide range of 
new safety-related product 
improvements,” Harold N. 
Metzel, the division’s general 
manager and a vice president of 
General Motors, announced 
today.
He said they included side 
impact bars inside the doors of 
88 s and 98’s, a more uniform 
rate of energy absorption in all 
Oldsmobile steering columns, 
head restraints as standard 
equipment, larger rear view 
mirrors, and a sloping interior 
header bar from roof to 
windshield to reduce the 
likelihood of head injury in 
case of accident.
“Styling changes in every 
1969 Oldsmobile,” he 
continued, “enhance their 
traditional appearance of top 
quality 
designate 
Interior 
designed 
elegance 
unmatched degree.
“From a 
standpoint,” Metzel 
“Oldsmobile , has lunuci 
simplified its medium price 
class lineup. All cars in the ‘88’ 
family are Delta 88’s. These 
_ cars with wheelbases increased 
to 124 inches are richly 
designed, longer looking and 
have more trunk room. They 
include the Delta 88, the Delta 
88 and a newly-created 
top-of-the-line hardtop coupe, 
the Delta 88 Royale.
“This elegant new 88 has a 
distinctive backlight, chromed 
front fender side louvers, 
identifying hood 
ornamentation, a vinyl top as 
standard 
several 
features including its 
w exclusive exterior 
A striping,” he explained 
” “The new 1969 Ol<_
and emphatically 
series identification, 
appointments 
to stress
to a
are 
luxury and 
previously
marketing 
said, 
f rther
equipment, and 
other distinguishing 
own 
paint 
explain .
ldsmobile 
98’s also have been completely 
restyled,” Metzel said. 
“Wheelbases have been 
increased to 127 inches. They 
are longer looking cars with 
longer hood, longer rear deck, 
and greater luggage capacity. 
The new 98 hardtop coupe 
particularly exemplifies these 
qualities. The increasingly 
popular 98 Luxury Sedan has 
been expanded to two models
for 1969. Previously available 
only in a 4-door pillar version, 
Oldsmobile in ‘69 is offering a 
companion car, identified as 
the 98 Luxury Hardtop 
Sedan.”
An optional feature in this 
automobile is a divided front 
bench seat with independent 
controls for driver and 
passenger positioning, 
representing a significant 
comfort improvement for front 
seat passengers.
“The 1969 Toronado, 
lengthened 31/? inches, displays 
a dramatically redesigned rear 
end. It is extremely 
clean-tailored and involves a 
new deck and rear quarters.
“The Toronado interior is 
richer and the Toronado ride 
has been further improved to 
better absorb road irregularities 
without any sacrifice in 
handling,” he added. Other 
product improvements include 
a more conveniently located 
ash tray for the driver, and a 
rotary latch on the glove box 
door. Optional on this car is 
the electrically heated rear 
window de fogging system 
which Oldsmobile introduced 
last spring.
“The new Oldsmobile 
F 85’s, including the Cutlass, 
Cutlass Supreme, 4 4 2 and 
Vista Cruiser models, have 
undergone just the right degree 
of change -- front, rear and 
interior - to achieve a sportier 
look combined with the high 
quality detail for which the 
young family of today is 
shopping,” Metzel said.
Oldsmobile’s 
high-performing 4-4-2 becomes 
even more distinctive in 1969, 
aided in part by a special rally 
hood paint scheme replacing 
the previous side rally stripe.
Among major engineering 
advancements by Oldsmobile 
in 1969 is the expansion, on 
many F-85 models, of the 
power train philosophy 
introduced on full size 
Oldsmobiles in 1968. This has 
been accomplished by 
combining an ail - new 3-speed 
automatic transmission with a 
lower 2.56 to-1 axle ratio, 
resulting in performance and 
fuel economy gains.
This new Turbo Hydra Matic 
350 transmission, functionally 
the same as the Turbo 
Hydra Matic 400 available in 
full-size Oldsmobiles, is smaller 
and lighter to meet the torque 
requirements of the 350 cu. in. 
engine.
Front vent windows are 
eliminated on all 88’s, 98’s and 
F-85 hardtop coupes and 
convertibles. An upper 
ventilation system like that 
first introduced on the
RICH LOOKING OLDS — For 1969, Oldsmobile’** famed front wheel drive Toron­
ado has been lengthened inches and displays a dramatically redesigned rear appear­
ance involving a new deck and new rear quarters. Inside, the Toronado is richer looking 
than ever, and the Toronado’s ride has been further improved. A unique option on the 
new Toronado is an electrically heated rear window defogging system.
Toronado in 1966, has air 
outlets in the ends of the 
instrument panel. It provides 
quiet draft-free ventilation.
In the area of safety related 
product improvements, 
Oldsmobile 88’s and 98’s are 
equipped with side impact bars 
along the inside of car doors to 
reduce the 
impacts.
Another 
improvement 
redesigned energy absorbing 
feature built into the steering 
column. Instead of the 
‘Japanese lantern’ type of 
collapse used in 1968, the new 
device uses 
between tubes, 
situation, one 
farther inside 
provide a more uniform rate of 
energy absorption
“The ignition lock on 
Oldsmobiles is located in 
steering column just below 
steering wheel,” Metzel said. 
“It is more accessible, 
especially for a belted driver. 
Its purpose is to act as a car 
theft deterrent when the driver 
takes the key with him.” He 
explained that the new device 
locks the ignition, steering 
wheel and transmission 
mechanism.
Other 
improvements 
convenience of 
include extension of 
availability of the 
Oldsmobile-pioneered rim-blow 
steering wheel. Optional only 
on tilt-and-telescope steering 
wheel equipped cars last year, 
in 1969 it will be aviaiabie on 
all models, including the F-85.
The easy to use, but very 
efficient cruise control system 
introduced on the F-85 in 
1967 is now planned for all 
Oldsmobiles. In this optional 
system, the engage button is 
located in the end of the turn 
signal lever and operates with 
simplicity and greater 
convenience.
A new standard feature on 
all 98’s and the Toronado is 
variable ratio power steering, 
which reduces the steering 
ratio substantially when the
hazard of side
new safety 
for 1969 is the
ball bearings 
In an accident 
tube is forced 
the other to
all 
the 
the
shift
prod 
for 
the customer 
 f
u c t 
the
extreme turn 
new system 
maneuverability 
of the car, 
tight parking
wheel reaches 
angles This 
increases the 
and handling 
especially in 
situations.
Fiberglass belted tires for 
significantly improved tread 
wear and traction are available 
for all 1969 Oldsmobiles. On 
the new 88’s and 98’s, the 
standard wheel and tire size has 
been increased to 15 inches.
A new, single piston disc 
brake, optional on all the 
1969’s, replaces the former 
4-piston design.
Oldsmobile’s 1969 engine 
lineup consists of three basic 
V 8’s of 350-cu -in., 400-cu. in 
and 455-cu in. displacement, 
and a 250-cu.in. L-6. A 
4 barrel V-8 tailored for peak 
performance at higher engine 
speeds is newly optional on all 
of the 88’s.
A force air induction system 
continues as an engine option 
on Oldsmobile’s high 
performance 4-4-2.
On all 2 barrel engines in 
1969, major improvements in 
choke operation result in 
better cold starts, improved 
fuel economy and reduced 
exhaust emissions. The new 
choke system, operated by a 
more powerful vacuum 
diaphragm, more precisely 
matches engine requirements.
A swing tailgate, hinged to 
open either as a door or as a 
loading platform, is optional 
on 1969 Oldsmobile Vista 
Cruisers and Cutlass station 
wagons. A deep well luggage 
compartment is a standard 
feature in all 1969 Oldsmobile 
wagons. Fuel tank capacity in 
all wagons has been increased 
to 23 gallons for greater 
cruising range.
The 1969 Oldsmobile lineup 
consists of 10 series and 30 
body styles.
Ludlow Man To Leave 
For Germany Oct. 1
W. Sedgefield White, Jr., son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Sedgefield 
White of Ludlow, will leave 
October 1 for Germany where 
he will spend eight months 
studying at Prien/Chiemsee
Mr. White graduated from 
Ricker Classical Institute in 
1957 and received his B.A 
degree from Ricker College in 
1961. In August he received his 
Master’s degree from Michigan 
State University. He plans to 
return to Michigan State next 
year to study for his Ph D and 
then to teach natural sciences 
on the university level. For the 
past three years he has been 
teaching at Orono High School.
A great drought lasting 
from 1276 to 1299 A D. forc­
ed the ancestors of the Pueb­
lo Indiana to leave their 
homes on the 'plateaus m4-- 
cliffs and settle In the river 
valleye.
Come see the cars 
with the come-closer look
New top-of-the-hne Olds 88 Delta 88 Royale
They’re at your Oldsmobile dealer's right now. 
Captivating cars like this all-new Delta 88 Royale 
—youngmobile thinking in a big, beautiful package. 
Sportier looking vinyl top—that’s youngmobile 
thinking. Longer, easier riding 124-inch wheelbase 
—that’s youngmobile thinking. So is the custom pin­
striping. The side fender louvers. The no-vent
panoramic windows. To say nothing of a Rocket 
455 V-8. They're all standard on Royale, along 
with all the new GM safety features. There’s even 
an ingenious anti-theft device to keep your Delta 
88 Royale your Delta 88 Royale. Stop in soon. 
See all the cars with the come-closer look. 
They’re on display and waiting for you right now.
Toronado, Ninety "Eight, Delta 88, 
4-4-2, Cutlass,Vista-Cruiser.
Sherman Extension Meets; 
Other Area Social Items
SHERMAN MILLS The 
Sherman Extension group met 
for its first meeting following 
the summer recess Thursday 
with Mrs. Ray Ingraham. A 
covered dish dinner was served 
with twelve members in 
attendance.
Mrs Ruth Splan. (hairman, 
conducted the business 
meeting, and Mrs lx>ra Sawyer 
led the program topic on 
"Home Lighting ” Color slides 
were shown following an 
informative demonstration
The October meeting will be 
held in the Congregational 
Church vestry with 
Merritt Elwell as hostess 
Attends Lodge Session
Mr and Mrs Charles 
Sylvester, Mr and Mrs L.J 
Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs Darrell 
and Mr and Mrs.
Splan were in 
Thursday evening 
Ladies Night at 
Lodge, AF&AM
Mrs
Seavey 
Thomas
Millinocket 
to attend 
Nollesemic
Harold Chute. Most Worshipful 
Grand Master of the Grand 
Lodge of Maine, was the guest 
speaker
T he
Woman’s 
received a 
community action through the 
Community Improvement 
Program, 1966 1968. The club 
was cited by the General 
Federation of Women's Clubs
and the Sears Roebuck 
Foundation.
Called Here By Death
Mr. and Mrs. James Kahn 
and her brother, Theodore 
Littlefield, returned to North 
Franklin and I^ebanon, Conn , 
Friday after spending a few 
days here with their aunt, Mrs. 
Nina Giles and other relatives. 
They were called here by the 
death of their uncle, Cecil 
Giles. Other family members 
present for supper on Thursday 
were Mr and Mrs. Cecil St. 
John and Mrs. Arietta Mclnnes 
of Halifax, Mass., Benedict 
McDonald of Bangor, Mrs. 
Evelyn Powers of Bradley, Mr. 
and mrs. Douglas Porter of 
Millinocket. Mrs. Verna 
Trafton, Mrs. Hazel Trafton 
and Mrs. Llovd Porter
Spending the weekend at 
Prince Edward Island were Mr 
and Mrs Howard Davis and 
Charles and his sister and her 
husband. 
Stedman 
Elizabeth
visited their daughter 
niece. Miss Virginia Davis, who 
is attending St. Dunstan's 
University in Charlottetown.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Brewer 
of Delmar, N Y and her sister. 
Mrs. Joan 
Southington.
ITiursday to visit with their 
father, Ray Hamilton, at the
Mr and 
Leavitt, 
While there
Mrs. 
and 
they 
and
Molunkus Valley 
Club has recently 
citation for effective
Wellington of 
Conn , arrived
New Limerick
NEW LIMERICK - Mr. and 
Mrs Joseph Girvan had as 
guests recently his mother, 
Mrs. Margaret 
Kingston, 
brother-in law, and sister, 
and Mrs. Robert Ryan, 
Ramsey, N.J , and a far 
friend, Thomas Ford, 
Harvey’s Lake, Pa
l'he Sunshine Club 
September 11 with Shi 
Roix at her camp at Nickel 
Lake. I'he following enjoyi 
picnic dinner: Florence Gr 
Sarah Ingraham, Elizal 
Lake, Zelpha Rockveil, 
Margaret Ingraham, Pau 
Emerson, Dons Emerson, R 
Pipes. Doris Howe, .Made 
Smith and Shirley Warn 
Guests were Mrs. Ro 
mother and daughter
When the Houlton Sei 
Extension met this month 
the first meeting of 
1968 69 year, there v 
thirty four in attendance, 
subject vcas “Vegetables 
Your Family Meals’ under 
direction of the foods lead 
Jean Gallivan and L< 
Burton l'he next meeting 
be October 1 with the sub 
to be "Aluminum 
Jewelry
Girvan, 
Pa. ,
vlr. 
of 
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Milliken Memorial Hospital 
Island Falls I'heir brother ; 
his wife, Mr and Mrs !)• 
Hamilton. from Prospi
Conn., also spent the week< nd 
here.
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AFTERNCC '
i ’.ranis listed are on Eastern Standard Time. Station* 
<■ light lo make last minute change*. Programs listed 
received from stations. The Pioneer Times is not 
a* si hie for incorrect listings.
10 20 4 Regional New* and
Weather
10:30 4 The Avengers
11:00 2 Route 66
8 Sunday News
11:15 7 Keith McBee Week­
end New*
11:30 7 Georgetown Forum
MONDAY
MORNING
LUMBER
Rough and Finished 
Lumber - Cedar Shinglee 
Brick Moulding* - Clap­
boards - Doors - Window* 
Uppper Military - Drake's 
HID 
Houlton Dial 082-8418
AFTERNOON
lo oO 2 Snap Judgment
8 The Lucy Show
lo (15 7 Channel I's Morn­
ing Movie
10 25 2 NBC News
IU 30 2 Concentration
4 Friendly Giant
8 Beverly Hillbillies
10 4 5 4 Chez Helene
11 oo 2 Personality
4 Mr. Dressup
8 Andy of Mayberry
11 2 5 4 News and Weather 
11.30 2 Hollywood Squares
4 Matinee Theatre 
“In the Doghouse”
8 Dick Van Dyke
AFTERNOON
4 Sports
7 Channel 7 s Block­
|-.T2:00 2 Jeopardy
■ 7 Bewitched
8 Love Of Lifeh 11:25 8 CBS News
h 11:30 2 Eye Guess
I* ‘ 7 Treasure Isle
8 Search For loniur- 
rowI 1:00 2 Divorce Cour'
7 Dream House
8 Girl TalkI 1:30 2 Let’s Make .' Deal
4 Our House
7 It’s Happening
8 As The World Turns
1:55 7 The Chiidr-‘n’'
Doctor
3:00 2 Days of Our Lives
4 Take Thirty
7 Newlywed Came
8 Love Is A Many
Splendored Thing
3:30 2 The Doctors
4 Edge Of Night
F 7 The Dating Game
8 Guiding Light
3:00 2 Another World
4 BBC Classics
7 General Hospital
8 Secret Storm
6:80 2 You Don't Suy
4 Vacation Time
7 One Life to Live
8 Edge of Night
. 6:09 2 Match Game
4 Huckleberry Finn
7 Dark Shadows
8 House Party
4:25 2 NBC News
8 CBS News
1 ’ 4:80 2 Merv Griffin
4 Gentle Ben
1 7
Rocky and '■
Friends
8 Bewitchcu
6:00 2 Merv Griffin
s':- buster Movie
“Sword of th ' Con-
&*" queror”
E'. 8 Rifleman
5:10 4 Weather
K;- 5:20 4 News
5:30 4 Harrigan and Son
K' . 8 Newsline- C g nion
L- 5:85 8 Newsline: Agile.
r,' 5:55 8 Newsline Syo-ts
SdB’S TEXACO-
SERVICE
General Repalrh g 
Road Servir' 
Snow Plowing 
188 Main St. Houlton 
______ 582-7901
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Evening Newa 
Run For Your Life 
Newsline: Weather 
Maine State News 
Weather 
Huntley-B r. ukiey 
CBS Evening News 
Porter W. goner 
Telescope
ABC Evening Nows 
Aroos. Der i. Comm. 
Ironskle
The Name ' the 
Game
Here Com^s i he 
Brides
Blondie
The Flying Nun 
Hawaii Five - O 
Ironside
Bewitched 
Dean Marti:.
That Giri 
Thursday ?. ■ ht 
Movie “Gy; ”
Dragnet >. >
Journey tie Un­
known
The Dean Martin 
Show
News
Regional N ws and 
Weather
Mystery Four 
Zane Gr>-y Theater 
Evening .< vs
Newsroo'
WAGM N- v line 
Late Weather 
Tonight S’ <>w 
Calais Th« a ter " In­
herit. the Wind”
Tonight Show
12:00 2 Jeopardy
7 Bewitched
8 Love Of Lite
1 2:25 8 CBS News
12:30 2 Eye Guess
7 Treasure Isle
8 Search For Tomor­
row
12;55 2 NBC News 
1:00 2 Divorce Court
7 Dream House
8 Girl Talk
130 2 Let's Make A Deal
4 Marriage Confiden­
tial
7 It’s Happening
8 As The World Turns
1.55 7 The Children’s
Doctor
2:00 2 Days of our Lives
4 Take Thirty
7 Newlywed Game
8 Love Is A Many 
Splendored Thing
2 30 2 The Doctors
4 Edge of Night
7 The Dating Game
8 Guiding Light
3 oO 2 Another World
4 B. B. C. Classics
7 General Hospital
8 Secret Storm 
3:30 2 You Don’t Say
4 Vacation Time
7 One Life to Live
8 Edge of Night
4 . JO 2 Match Game
4 On Safari
7 Dark Shadows
8 House Party 
4:25 2 NBC News
8 CBS News
4:30 2 Merv Griffin
4 Flipper
7 Rocky and His 
Friends
8 Bewitched
5:00 2 Merv Griffin
4 Sports
7 Channel 7*s Block­
buster Movie “Mis­
ter Cory”
8 Bugs Bunny
5:10 4 Weather 
5:20 4 News
8 Opinion - Topic
5:30 4 Dr. Christian
5:35 8 Today in Agric. 
5:55 8 Newsline: Sports
EVENING
6:00 2 Evening News
4 Country Music Hall 
6:10 8 Weather 
6:15 8 Maine State News 
6:25 2 What’s the Weather 
6:30 2 Huntley - Brinkley
4 Ghost and Mrs. Muir
8 CBS Evening News 
7:00 2 I Dream Of Jeannie
4 Get Smart
7 ABC Evening New*
8 Flying Nun
7:30 2 High Chaparral
4 Don Messer
7 Challenge Bowling
8 Wild Wild West 
8:00 4 Million Dollar Movie
"He Rides Tall” 
8:30 2 The Name of the 
Game
7 Felony Squad
8 Gomer Pyle 
9:00 7 Don Rickies
8 Friday Night Movie 
"Sex and the Single 
Girl”
9:30 7 Guns of Will 
Sonnett
10:00 2 Star Trek
4 News
7 Judd of The Defense 
10:20 4 Regional News and 
Weather
10:30 4 Adventures in
Paradise
11:00 2 Evening News
7 Newsroom
8 WAGM Newsline 
11:25 2 Late Weather 
11:30 2 Tonight Show
4 Edgar Wallace 
Mystery
7 Joey Bishop Show
8 Tonight Show
AFTERNOON
12 ot' 2 Bird man
4 Saturday Theatre
7 George of the 
J ungle
8 Shazzan
12:30 2 Super President
7 American Band­
stand
8 Johnny Quest
100 2 Roller Derby
4 Championship 
Series
8 Moby Dick
1 30 7 NCAA Football 
Highlights
8 The Lone Ranger 
2:00 2 Baseball
4 Kaleidasport (Base­
ball)
7 Holy Cross and 
Harvade
8 Red Sox Baseball 
Boston - New York
4:30 4 Audubon
5:00 2 Gadabout Gaddis
4 Moby Dick
7 Wide World of 
Sports
8 Land of tbe Giants
5:30 2 G.E. College Quiz
Bowl
4 News
5:40 4 Weather
5:50 4 Sports
6:55 2 USDA
7.00 2 Today (C)
8 Todgy Show
9:00 2 Just For Kid*
4 Nova. Scotia Schools
7 Cartoon Capers
8 Captain Kangaroo 
9:30 2 Dialing for Dollars
7 Romper Room 
10:00 2 Snap'Judgment
8 The Lucy Show 
10:0a 7 Channel 7’* Morn­
ing Movie
10:25 2 Nancy Dickerson 
10:30 2 Concentration
4 Friendly Giant
8 Beverly Hillbillies
10 45 4 Chez Helene 
11:00 2 Personality
4 Mr. Dressup
8 Andy of Mayberry 
11:25 4 News and Weather 
11:30 2 Hollywood Squares
4 Matinee Theatre 
“Creature Walks 
Among Us”
8 Dick Van Dyke
SATURDAY
MORNINC
FRIDAY
£. MORNING
icotiu Schools
Kangaroo 
■Mt Dollars 
jRoom
8.00 2 Just For Kids
7 The Curly O’Brien 
Show
8 Go Go Gophers 
830 2 Lone Ranger
8 Bugs Bunny Road 
Runner 
9:00 2 Super 6
4 Movie Time "Ma A 
Pa Kettle at the 
Fair”
7 Casper Cartoons 
9:302 Top Cat
7 Adventures of 
Gulliver
8 Wacky Races
10:00 2 Flintstone*
7 Spiderman
8 The Archie Show 
10:30 2 The Banana Splits
4 Mr. Magoo
7 Fantastic Voyage
8 Batman-Superman
1 1:00 4 Long John Silver
7 Journey to the Cen­
ter of the Earth
1 1:25 4 News and Weather
1 1:30 2 Underdog
4 Sports Hot Seat
7 Fantastic Four
8 Herculoids
EVENING
6 00 h ^eat^Talley Days
4 Adventures in 
Paradise
8 TBA
6 30 2 Perry Mason
7 Reb town USA
8 Bud Leavitt Show
7 :00 2 Frank McGee Report
4 Beverly Hillbillies
7 Zane Grey
8 Roger Mudd
7:30 2 Adam 12
4 Pig and Whistle
7 The Dating Game
8 Jackie Gleason
8:00 2 Get Smart
4 Anthology
7 The Newlywed 
Game
8:30 2 The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir
4 Great Movies 
“Dear Heart”
7 Lawrence Welk 
Show
8 My Three Gpns
9:00 2 Saturday Night at 
the Movie* 
“The Train* 
8 Saturday Night 
Movie “The Train” 
7 Hollywood Palaeo 
10:30 4 Barris 4k Company
7 Country Western 
Show
8 News Final
11:00 4 News
11:10 4 CFL Football 
(Hamilton at Ed­
monton)
11:45 2 Charlie Chan “At 
the Olympics” 
12:00 8 Adventures in
Paradise
AFTERNOON
F2:KF7 eopanJT
7 Bewitched
8 Love of Life
12:25 8 CBS News 
12:30 2 Eye Guess
7 Treasure Isle
8 Search For Tomor­
row
12:55 2 Edwin Newman -
New*
1:00 2 Divorce Court
7 Dream House
8 Girl Talk
1:30 2 Let’s Make A Deal
4 Museum Memo
7 It’s Happening
8 As The World Turns
1:55 7 The Children’s 
Doctor
2:00 2 Days Of Our Lives
4 Take 30
7 Newlywed Game
8 Love Is A Many 
Splendored Thing
2:30 2 The Doctors
4 Edge of Night
7 The Dating Game
8 Guiding Light 
3:00 2 Another World
4 BBC Classics
7 General Hospital
8 Secret Storm 
3:30 2 You Don’t Say
4 Vacationtime
7 One Life-to Live
8 Edge ot Night 
4:00 2 Match Game
4 Archie
7 Dark Shadows
8 House Party
4:25 2 Floyd Kalber - News
8 CB6 New*
4:30 2 Merv Griffin
4 ..Sir Lancelot
7 Rocky and His
..Friends
12:00 2 Jeopardy
7 Bewitched
8 Love of Life
12:25 8 CBS News 
12:30 2 Eye Guess
7 Treasure Isle
8 Search For Toiuor- 
12:55 2 NBC News
1:00 2 Divorce Court
7 Dream House
8 Girl Talk
1.30 2 Let's Make a Deal
4 Mag-azlne of the Air
7 It's Happening
8 As The World Turns 
1:55 7 The Children’s
Doctor
2:00 2 Day of our Lives
4 Take 30
7 Newlywed Game
8 Love Is A Many 
Splendored Thing
2:30 2 The Doctors
4 Edge Of Night
7 The Dating Game
8 Guiding Light 
3:00 2 Another World
4 The Weaker Sex
7 General Hospital
8 Secret Storm
3 30 2 You Don't Say
4 D’Iberville
7 One Life to Live
8 Edge Of Night 
4:60 2 Match Game
4 Ann’s Place
7 Dark Shadow*
8 House Party
4:25 2 NBC Naw*
8 CBS News
4:30 2 Merv Griffin
4 Robin Hood
7 Rocky and Hl* 
Friends
8 Bewitched
5:00 2 Merv Griffin
4 Sports
7 Channel 7’s Block­
buster Movie “Al­
ways Leave Them 
Laughing”
8 Newlywed Game 
5:10 4 Weather
5:20 4 New*
5:30 4 Reach For The Top
8 WAGM Newsline 
5:55 8 Newsline Sports
nsunui? 
INTERNATIONAL 
CORP.
High Quality Wood 
Produet* 
Houlton
EVENING
SUNDAY
MORNING
8:00 7 "CatEeSraT’omr'
morrow
1:00 7 Prediotament of 
Modern Man 
9:30 7 The Beatles 
10:00 7 Linus the Lion- 
hearted 
10:30 7 King Kong 
11:00 4 Bishop Sheen 
7 Bullwinkle 
11:25 4 News 
11:30 4 Sacred Heart
7 Discovery
8 Face the Nation 
11:45 4 Spectrum
r Bewitched
5.00 2 Merv Gttflto
4 Sport*
7 Channel 7’s Block­
buster Movie “Nev­
er Steal Anything 
Small”
8 Dating Game
5:10 4 Weather
5:20 4 New*
5:30 4 Gilligan’s Island
8 WAGM Newsline
5:35 8 Agriculture
5:55 8 Newsline: Sports
1:55
2:00
2:30
3:00
3r30
4:00
4:25
4:30
5:00
5:10
5:20
5:30
5:35
5:55
7 The Children’s
Doctor
8 Days of our Lives
7 Newlywed Game
8 Love Is A Many
Splendored Thing
3 The Doctors
7 The Dsting Game
8 Guiding Light
8 Another World
7 General Hospital
8 Secret Storm 
2 You Don’t Say
7 One Life to Live
8 Edge of Night 
2 Match Game
7 Dark Shadows
8 House Party
8 NBC News
8 CBS Newa
2 Merv Griffin
4 Bugs Bunny
7 Rocky and His 
Friends
8 Bewitched
8 Merv Griffin
4 Sports
7 Channel 7’s Block­
buster Movie “The 
Conspirators”
8 Rifleman
4 Weather
4 Newa
8 Opinion - Topic 
4 Time for Junior* 
8 Today in Agricul­
ture
8 WAGM Newsline: 
Sport*
Crossword
ACROSS
1. Stringed 
instrument 
6. Wash lightly 
11. Classify
13. Type or 
willow
14. Sun God
15. Native of 
Arabia
17. Perform
18. Make lace
20. Small boys
21. Cushion
22. Crust over 
wound 
Italian river 
Tardy 
By way of 
Sage 
Dispatch 
Superlative 
ending
24.
25.
26.
28.
29
30.
6:00
5:10 
6:15
8:25
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30 
10:00
10:20
10:20
11:00
11:25
11:20
2
EVENING
8
2
7
8
2
7
8
Evening News 
The Lucy SJiow 
Weather
Maine State News 
What’s the Weather
Huntley-Brinkley 
Bewitched 
CBS News 
Filntstones
Mission Impossible 
ABC Evening News 
Marshall Dillon 
The Virginian
Here Comes the 
Brides
Daktari
Public Eye 
Pre-Olymplc
Special
Peyton Place 
The Good Guys 
Kraft Music Hall 
TBA
Wednesday Night 
Movie “Cat Ballou” 
Beverly Hillbillies 
Green Acres
The Outsider
News
The Outsider 
Regional News and 
Weather
Movie ‘The Silent 
Raiders”
Evening News
Newsroom
WAGM Newsline
Late Weather 
Tonight Show
The Joey BtShop 
Show
Tonight Show
31. Rowing 
implements 
*32. Rough lava 
, 34. Malayan 
canoe
37. Metal 
fastener
38. Too
40. Sweet potato
41. The (Sp.)
42. Sly look
43. Toward
44. Scoundrel 
47.
50
51.
To Thia Week’!
Pnesle
Elsewhere
On This Page
1.
Keenness
Got up
Imitating
DOWN
Separates
2. Son of
Abraham
3. Like
4. Negative 
word
5. Aloud
6. Pilfers
7. Port of to ba
8. Nickel, chem.
9. Composed
10. ‘
12.
16.
19.
21.
25
Eot away 
Ensnare 
Fuss 
inn 
Pie 
Storage 
compart­
ments 
Speech 
impediment 
Paid notice 
Us 
Seaman
27
28.
29.
31. Musical drama
32. Malt beveraae
33. Bewildered
35. Made of oats 
36 Amidst
38. Toward
■ sheltered side
39. Killer whale
45. Depart
46. We
48. Skyward
49. Note of scale
Hodgdon
HODGDON - Friends of 
Wilbur Stewart are sorry to 
learn that he is a patient at the 
Madigan Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Sherman 
and son Brad have moved into 
tbe house formerly occupied 
by Mr. and Mrs. Cedi Williams 
and family
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Gilley 
of Florida have been guests of 
her brother and sister-in-law, 
Mr. and Mr*. Harold Kinkade.
Mrs. John Sowers and Mrs. 
Blaine Lincoln were calling on 
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Wright in 
Linneus one evening last week. 
Dinner Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Porter of 
Sherman were Saturday dinner 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
on Mr. and Mrs. Byron
University and Sally Whited to 
Portland Fine and Applied 
Arts. Also, Mias Susan London 
and Galen Quint, Aroostook 
State College, Royce Quint and 
Dennis Quint, University of 
Maine, Arthur Hare and 
Jimmie Quint at NMVTI, all 
first year students.
Also, David Sjoberg and 
Penney Stockford at Glen Cove 
Chriatian Academy at 
Rockland. Henry Whited, a 
former graduate of Hodgdon 
High School, to a third year 
student at Buffalo School of 
Medicine.
Blaine
AFTERNOON
1L00 2 Tfis ts lie Life
7 NCAA Football 
Highlights
8 NCAA Football 
Highlights
12:15 4 The Gardner 
12:30 2 Frontiers of Faith
4 Star Trek 
1:00 2 Meet The Press
7 Ellsworth Sunday 
Spectacular “Rom­
anoff A Juliet”
1:30 2 AFL Football New 
York at Buffalo
4 NFL Football 
(Washington at 
New York 
3:00 7 Super Western The­
ater “San Antonio” 
4:00 2 AFL Football
4 Sports Aplenty
4:27 4 News
4:30 4 Country Calendar
8 Discovery '68 
5:00 7 Upbeat
8 Animal Kingdom 
5:30 8 Amateur Hour
EVENING
6:00 4 Tommy Hunter
7 Operation Enter­
tainment
8 Twenty First 
Century
6:30 4 Green Acres 
7 :00 2 Adventures of Huck­
leberry Finn
4 Bonanza
7 Land of the Giants
8 Lassie
7:30 2 Wonderful World of 
Color
8 Gentle Ben
8:00 4 Ed Sullivan Show
7 The FBI
8 Ed Sullivan 
8:30 2 Mothers In Law 
9:00 2 Bonanza
4 The Way It Is
7 ABC Sunday Night 
Movie “Come Blow 
Your Horn”
8 Bonanza
10:00 2 The Beautiful Phyl­
lis Diller Show
4 News
8 Mission Impossible
EVENING
6:00 2 klrst Evening New* 
Report
4 Andy Griffith
6:10 8 Newsline: Weather 
6:15 8 Maine State News 
6:25 2 What’* The Weather 
6:30 2 Huntley Brinkley 
Report
4 Doris Day
8 CBS Evening New* 
7:00 2 Perry Mason
4 Show of the Week
7 ABC Evening New*
8 TBA
7:30 7 The Avengers
8 Guns moke
8:00 2 Rowan A Martin 
Laugh-in
4 Front Page Chal­
lenge
8:30 4 Carol Burnett
7 Peyton Place
8 Lucy Show
9:00 2 Monday Night at the 
Movies “How to 
Murder Your Wife”
7 The Outcast*
8 Monday Night Movie 
“How To Murder 
Your Wife”
9:30 4 Newscope 
7 Rat Patrol 
10:00 4 News
7 Big Valley z 
10:20 4 Regional New* and 
Weather
10:30 4 The Outsider 
11:00 2 Evening New*
7 Newsroom
8 WAGM Newsline 
11:30 2 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
8 Tonight Show
TUESDAY
MORNING
1:88 S BBB1--------------
7:00 2 Today (C)
8 Today Show 
9:00 2 Just For Kids
7 Cartoon Caper*
8 Captain Kangaroo
9.30 2 Dialing for Dollars
4 Nova Scotia Schools
7 Rompar Room 
10:Off 2 Snap Judgment
8 The Lucy Show 
10:05 7 Channel 7’* Morn­
ing Movi*
10:25 2 NBC N*W* 
10:30 2 Concentration
4 Friendly Giant
8 Beverly Hlllbillle* 
10:45 4 Cbe* Helen*
8 Beverly Hillbillies 
11:00 2 Personality
4 Mr. Dressup
8 Andy of Mayberry 
11:25 4 News and Weather 
11:30 2 Hollywood Square*
4 Matinee Theatre 
“It Happened to 
Jane”
8 Dick Van Dyke
6:00 2 Evening New*
4 Family Affair
6:10 8 Weather
6:15 8 Maine State New* 
6;16 R What’s the Weather 
6:30 2 Huntley - Brinkley
. 4 JuMa
8 CBS Evening News 
7:00 2 Wilburn Brother*
4 Red Skelton
7 ABC Evening New*
8 Celebrity Bingo 
7:30 2 Jerry Lewi* Show
7 Th* Mod Squad
8 Lancer
8:00 4 Quentin Durgens 
8:30 2 Julia
7 It Take* A Thief
8 Red Skelton 
9:00 2 Tuesday Night at
the Movies “A Man 
Could Get Killed”
4 News Magasine
7 NYPD
8 Doris Day
9:30 4 20 Million Ques­
tions
10:00 4 News
7 That’s Life
8 Newlines Spec. - 
Narcotics
10:20 4 Regional News and 
Weather 
10:30 4 Human Jungle
8 Campaign ’68 
11:00 2 Evening News
7 Newsroom
8 WAGM Newsline 
11:25 2 Late Weather 
11:30 2 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
8 Tonight Show
Ths Bureau of Labor Btan-
the laser, nearly 800 applica­
tions have been found in med­
icine and Industry for thia val­
uable new tool. Stressing its 
potential danger, the Bureau 
states that a survey of laser 
operations conducted by the 
Public Health Service disclos­
ed that nearly 38 percent 
were considered to be inade­
quately protected.
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WEDNESDAY
MORNING
6:55 2 USDA 
7:00 2 Today (C)
8 Today Show 
9:00 2 Just For Kids
4 Nova Scotia Schools
7 Cartoon Caper*
8 Captain Kangaroo 
9:80 2 Dialing for Dollar*
7 Romper Room 
10:00 2 Snap Judgment
8 Tbe Lucy Show 
10:05 7 Channel 7*« Morn­
ing Movie
10:25 2 NBC New* 
10:30 2 Concentration
4 Friendly Giant
8 Beverly Hlllbillle* 
10:45 4 Che* Helen* 
11:00 2 Personality
4 Mr. Dressup
8 Andy of Msyberry 
11:25 4 News and Weather 
11:80 2 Hollywood Squares
4 Matinee Theatre 
“The Astonished 
Heart”
8 Dick Van Dyke
AFTERNOON
12:00
12:25 
12:30
12:55
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2 Jeopardy
7 Bewitched
8 Love Of Life
8 CBS New*
2 By* Gue**
7 Treasure 1*1*
8 Search For Tomor­
row
2 NBC N*w*
2 Divorce Court
7 Dream House
8 Girl Talk
2 let’s Make A Deal
4 Marrisge Confiden­
tial
7 It’s Happening
8 As The World Turn*
4 World Series Detroit 
at 8t. Louis
Mr. and Mrs. George Quint 
were Thursday supper guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer 
Nightingale.
Cheater Nickerson has gone, 
to Tarpon Springs, Fla., to 
yend* the winter with his 
aSit Hatk-MuM Jimmie 
Quint? who are attending
Galen Quint, who attends 
Aroostook State College, spent 
the weekend at their homes 
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Estabrook 
of Limestone spent the 
weekend at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Staff Rofuse, 
who have been living at 
Boynton Beach, Fla., have 
moved to their home.
Floyd Royal of Stockton 
Springs has been a guest of Mr. 
and Mrs. Staff Rofuse and 
called on Mends.
Students Return To School 
Among the young people 
from here who are returning to
Elizabeth Heath to the 
University of Maine, Patricia
College, Sally Qi 
Aroostook State Col 
Anna Whited to
to
BLAINE - Don Taylor had 
as guests Monday his parents. 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Taylor, of 
Fort Fairfield. Mr. Taylor to 
confined to hto home.
Mrs. Doris Stackpole of 
Bridgewater and Mrs. Ossie 
BurtcheB were Saturday 
afternoon callers on Mrs. Mabe)
Mr*. Bertie Annis were callers 
Sunday on Mrs. Geneva.Taykor 
at a rest home in Caribou.
Walter Bell accompanied 
Douglas Van Tasaell as far as 
Brewer for the weekend.
Mrs. Effie Turner of Winn 
arrived bare Saturday to attend 
the funeral of his sister-in-law, 
Mrs. Mildred Valentine. She
Mrs. Maurice Knowles.
Mrs. Mabel Libby 
entertained Saturday night in 
honor of her eon Kenneth at a 
family eupper. A birthday cake
were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Currier and Judy of Presque 
Isle, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Libby
Mr. and Mrs. Verlane Walsh 
and family and Mrs. Annie 
Walsh motored to Baxter State 
Pirk where they enjoyed a 
picnic dinner.
WMEM - TV - Channel 10 (6)
Thursday, September 28
8:25
8:30
9:05
9:20
9:40
10:00 
10:45 
11:00 
11:15 
11:30 
12:35 
1:20 
1:40 
2:05 
4:00
4:45 
5:00
5:30
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00 
8:80 
6:00
9:30 
10:00 
10:30
School Bulletin Board 
High School Specials 
Stepping Into Rhythm 
Cover to Cover
Come, Read to Me a 
Poem
Medical Self Help 
Reading Newspapers 
Patterns in Arithmetic 
Sing, Children fling 
High School Specials 
Parlona Francois III 
Alive and About 
You and Eye 
Toll Me n Story 
Electronic Date Proces­
sing
Ths Friendly Giant 
Mlatoroger’s 
What’s New?
Colby Telecourse 
Voice of the South 
Community Compass 
Ctaeposium
Speaking Freely 
Electronic Data Pro­
cessing
Gardener’s Notebook 
Newsfront
Book Beat
8:25
8:35
9:05 
10:10 
10:30 
11:30 
12:40
1:00 
1:15 
1:45 
2:05 
2:25 
4:00 
4:45 
5:00
5:20
8:00
6:30
Friday, September 87
School Bulletin Board 
Secondary Developmen­
tal Reading
Exploring Nature 
Tell Me a Story 
Adventure in the Arts 
High School Speciale 
Maine History 
Land and Sea 
Field Trip Specials 
You and Eye 
Tell Me a Story 
Parlons Francais III 
The Structure of Arith. 
The Friendly Giant 
Misteroger’s 
What’s New?
The Structure of Arith. 
Distinguished Maine 
Visitors
A Closer Look7:80
7:30
8:30
9:00 
10:00 
10:30
5:00
8:00
7:30 
8:30
9:30
Fine Arts Quartet Plays
Beethoven 
Washington: Week in 
Review (c) 
NBT Playhouse 
Newafront 
Elliot Norton Reviews
Bunday, September 20
NBT Journal 
Intolleransa 
NET Symphony 
NBT Playhouse 
NET Feetival
Monday, September SO
Maine Education 
Prosoactns 
School Bulletin Board 
The Communists 
Lot’s Investigate 
It’s About Work
8:05
8:25
8:30
9:05
9:10 
9:25 Rounds to Say
9:45 
10:35 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00
1:00 
1:20 
2:00 
2:20
4:00
4:45 
5:00 
5:30
8:00
8:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00 
10:00 
10:30
8:05
8:25
3:30
Field Trip Specials 
Alive and About 
Meet the Arts 
The Communists 
Mivterogers Neighbor­
hood
Sounds to Bay 
World of Change
You and Bye 
Maine Education
Prospectus
The Structure of 
Arithmetic
The Friendly Giant 
Mlsterogers’ 
What’s Nows?
The Structure of 
Arithmetic
For Women Only 
Exploring the Universe 
Who le
The French Chef
Folk Guitar Plus 
NET Journal (color) 
Nowwfroat
Opinion: Washington
Tuesday, October 1
Maine Education 
Prospectus
School Bulletin Board 
The Communists
9:10
9:36 
10:15 
11:15 
12:00
1:15
2:00
2:15
4:00
5:00
5:10
8:00
It’s About Work 
World of Change 
Adventure in the Arts 
▲live and About 
Mivtorogers Neighbor­
hood
Secondary Develop­
mental Reading 
Maine Education
What Makes a Good
Manager
The Friendly Giant
Mlsterogers*
What’s Now 
What Makes a Good
6:10
7:00
7:10
8:00
9:00 
10:00 
10:30
3:25
1:30
9:45 
10:20 
11:39 
12:00
1:10 
1:30 
1:41
2:44
3:10
4:00
The Art of fleeing 
Gardener’s Notebook 
Billot Norton Reviews 
NET Symphony
Summer Festival 
Noirs Front
Population Problem
School Bulletin Board 
The Communists 
Food to Grow On
Exploring Nature 
The Communists 
Mlsteroger* Neighbor­
hood
Cover to Cover 
Food to Grow On 
Adventure tn the Aria 
Maine Education
Nursing Home Reports 
The Structure of 
Arithmetic 
4:45 The Friendly Giant 
5:00 Mlsterogers 
5:30 What’s Now 
6:00
8:10
7:00
7:10
1:00
0:00 
10:10
The Structure of 
Arithmetic
Poverty in Affluence 
Face of Sweden 
NET Preview
News in Perspective 
NET Festival 
Newsfront
Sam psons
I WHERE EVERYDAY IS I
^sav^av^I
LUCKY WHIP 39'
NESTLES sX M0RSELS —19*
Sam psons
BREAKS PRICE BARRIER ON MEAT
YCMJ'LL SAVE 14c on FIRESIDE MAINESTAY SUGAR » 98
SPRAY STARCH 29"
DANISH CHAMP-12 oz. can
LUNCHEON MEATS 37'
BESSEY'S
ORANGE DRINK 28'
MODESS 69‘
MAIN ST.-PRESQUE ISLE 
MILITARY ST.-HOULTON
HKH ST.-CARIBOU
STORE HOURS
MON., THURS., FRI., SAT.
9 AAA. TO 9 P-M.
TUES. A WED. 9 A.M. TO 6 PAA.
PHIsfcury Instant Braakfaet
100 EXTRA TOP VALUi
BISQUICK
M IXTRA TOP VALUI
STAAAPS wit* tMa
Sam pson s SUPERMARKETS
FAMILY PACK
CLUB STEAK
94“ BOLOGNA VEAL CUTLETS
BACON SWEET RASHER
FRESH FROZEN MAINE NATIVE
OVEN READY TRIMMED
09' DETERGENT
DONUTS
PILLSBURYor SPAGHETTI
ALL FLAVORS
SAMPSON'S
TOWELS TOILET
TISSUE
KRAFT SAVE Ik
SAMPSON-1 GAL
SALAD SHERBET
RESSING
URNIP 2:27 CABBAGE
RIPE MACS
100 PERSONAL SIZE IVORY
ISO
BREADED 
BONELESS
FARMER KERNS
12 OZ. CELLO
SWEETHEART 
LIQ. 32 OZ. 
REG. 49c BA.
COUNTRY LANE 
1 LB. SQUARES 
REG. 5/«5c
STALEY 9 OZ. 
SAVE 10c
ALL FLAVORS 
NEW CROP 
NATIVE
SAMPSON 
DAISY DOZEN 
REG. 35c
LIVER PORKf^bshilyF1slicbd
SWIFTS
PREMIUM HEAVY WESTERN 
CHOICE STEER BEEF
MUTMY ST. - HOUtWN 
MAM ST. - PRESQUE ISLE
ICE CREAMMi
PORK BUTTS LEAN^TENDER
(WITH THIS COUPON) 
WITHOUT COUPON 4 BARS
BACON SWIFTS 4 lbs. for
JUNBVEN SLICES
BABY 
POWDER
ROUND STEAK
GROUND ROUND STEAK S
CD AMU C FARMER KERNS
■ SKINLESS
SAMF95ON
BREAD AAIR personal size50AD IVORY 4 PACKJVfW WITH COUPON BELOW
STOKELY
POT PIES
■ w TURKEY—BEEF
06 BANANAS w
STORE NOMS
MON., TUES. I W». 9 AJL \0 * P.M 
THURS 9 A.M. TO I P.M.
FBI. A SAT. 9 AJL TO 9 P.M. ,
BLUE 
RIBBON
EXTRA STAMPS
WITH A $5 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXTRA STAMPS
WITH A $10 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXTRA STAMPS
WITH A $15 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXTRA STAMPS
WITH A $20 OR MORE PURCHASE
EXTRA STAMPS
WITH A $30 OR MORE PURCHASE 
unable At Sampson's Markets
| Coupon Good Thru Tues., Oct. 1, 1968 
Wru, Houlton, Presque Isle 
jPOf Tobacco Products and Items 
IplUlw — Ono Coupon Por Family
To Place Trucks For Sale 9 RUMMAGE SALESaturday, Sept. 28 
10:00 a.m. to 8 p.m.
HOULTON ELKS 
CLUB
Unsightly Trees ( 
Trees taken down and 
removed. Contact
LEO HOVEY or 
WENDELL PETERS 
Tel. 2-2959
Backhoe Work, Sand,For Sale -21” table model TV 
in excellent cord’trni. Also 1 
mangle iron, priced right. Call 
2-2378. It39*
COMPLETE
MOTOR SERVICE
Repair A Rewinding
Open 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Six Days a Week
88 Bangor St. Houlton 
Tel. 582-8885
FOR SALE
3 Bedroom Home, Lgr. Lot, 
uil heat, glassed in porch, ce­
ment basement, modern kitch­
en.
2 Bedroom Ranch, oil heat, 
Lgr. Jot, copper tubing, water 
heater, glassed in sun porch.
Dunphy Real Estate. 
Carl L. Dunphy 
4 Abraham St., Houlton 
Dial 532-6072 
Listings Wanted
tf39
Gravel, Fill. If you Need
ied Advertisement HOGAN & SMITH, Inc?
International
Trucks • Pickups 
Scouts
T Dial 532-2281
for information and rates 082-2211
Copy must be received and For • 1967 GMC ton 
pickup, radio, HTR etc. Clean, 
-paid for not later than low milage. Call Maine Bonding 
Monday noon of week
is to appear.
.•f and Casualty Co. 532-3266 or 
n 532-3645. tf39
Antiques 46
Gravel or Loam at
ABSOLUTELY 
NO CREDIT 
ON CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENTS
1965 Chevrolet pickup truck 
-radio and heater. Can be seen 
at David Ballengers, Garrison 
Hill, evenings or call 2-6213 
evenings. It39*
Help Wanted, Male 14
Card Of Thanks 1
We would like to thank the 
nurses and staff at the Agnes 
Gardner Nursing Home and 
special thanks to Father 
Nelligan. We want to express 
also our thanks and 
appreciation to our relatives, 
neighbors and friends for the 
beautiful floral tributes, gifts 
of food, money and cards and 
ail other kindnesses shown us 
^during our recent bereavement. 
Their kindness will be 
gratefully appreciated and 
remembered by the family of 
Frank McAtee.
It39*
T1 " - ■ .................... — -
I wish to express my 
appreciation and thanks to my 
many friends, relatives and 
neighbors for the lovely get 
well and birthday cards, gifts 
and flowers I received while in 
tl)e Aroostook Hospital. Also 
my thanks to the nurses and 
nurses aides, Dr. Williams for 
their help and the kitchen 
Itaff. 'Blanks to Dunns 
ambulance for their help and 
kindness. All was very much 
appreciated. Doris Stewart.
It39*
»We wish to express our 
sincere thanks to our friends 
and neighbors for their 
thoughtfulness shown to us 
during -ew-recent bereavement. 
The family of Richard 
Fournier. It39*
SALES PERSONNEL 
WANTED-If you have sales 
ability and enjoy working for 
the public. If you want to earn 
from $8,000 a year up. Here is 
your chance. Dunn Furniture 
Company of Houlton is now 
accepting applications for their 
Sales Staff. Straight 
Commission plus Spiffs. 
Hospitalization, Major Medical 
and Disability Insurance 
Program. $2500 life insurance. 
Excellent working conditions. 
Employee purchase plan. 
Selling home furnishings, 
appliances, TV, draperies and 
carpets can be a rewarding 
experience. Previous 
experience or decorating 
experience will be considered, 
but the best sales person will 
get the job. Apply in person or 
by mail: Dunn Furniture 
Company, 75 Main street, 
Houlton, Maine 04730. 2t39
Help Wanted, Female 15
Christmas selling in full swing. 
Yes, our representatives are 
enjoying big weekly incomes 
right now. You too can join 
and insure a merry Christmas 
for your family. Write to Mrs. 
Edward Beckett, Avon District 
Manager, Fort ^airfield, Me.
It39
' LIST WITH SMITH"
NEW LISTINGS FOR YOUR 
REAL ESTATE NEEDS.
8 rm, 4 bdrm, home on 
Boivdoin St. All rooms flesh­
ly decorated. Glassed tn sUn 
porch. Ready for occupancy 
about Oct. 1st.
3 bdnn. home on Robinson 
St. Insulated garage. Home 
newly wired. $80.00 per year 
maintains 75 degree heal 
throughout winter. One year 
old G.E. Electric stove and 
large Westinghouse refriger­
ator included. All rooms iu 
perfect condition.
Two apartment home with 
garage on Maple St. One 
apartment available for flew 
owner.
B. W. SMITH
Real Estate Broker
19 Franklin St.
Tel. 2-6063
Warning Notices 2
I will pay no bills after Sept. 
10 unless contracted by me. 
Alan Ralph Webber. 3t37*
J will pay no bills unless 
Contracted by me. William 
Barriner Jr., Houlton, Me. 3t38*
Personals
Lose weight safely with
Dex-A-Diet tablets. Only 98 
cents at White Drug. 2t39*
Automobiles For Sale 6
ELLIS AUTO SALES
Dial 2-4181
KMlaia Road Houlton
Guaranteed Used Cars 
Ralph Ellis
John Colton '
ALLIED SALES
| INC,
Dial 2-2204 North St.
'66 Plymouth Fury III
4 dr. Sedan, Auto. Trans., 
P/Steertac, V-8, like new.
*65 Dodge
4 door Sedan, 8 Cyl., Stand­
ard Transmission.
*68 Plymouth Fury Hl
4 dr. H.T., Fully equipped. 
Demonstrator at a great aav* 
Inga.
These can under 5 year, 
BO,OOP mile warranty.
Car Rentals 7
Rent a New
1 Mercury
London
Tel. 532-6629
Motors
Houlton, Maine
Woman to work in nursing 
home. Call evenings 2-3492 for 
an interview.
tf32
Ladies - Be a Chain Apparel 
Shops Club Secretary. Earn 
extra money. For full 
information come in, write or 
phone, Chain Apparel Shops, 
Market Square, Houlton. Tel. 
532-3412. tf35
FOR SALE
WILLIS HOTEL — Build­
ing and approx. 12,000 sq. ft. 
lot. Inquire for details.
6 Room house and shed, ap­
prox. 1 acre lot. 4 miles from 
Houlton. School District 29, 
Priced to sell. $0500.
Large 2 story house. Gdod 
condition. 3 bedrooms plus 
heated sun porch. 2 baths- 
Newly painted. Situated on 
Highland Ave.
North Store Property. In­
cludes apartment and State 
Store — Large lot.
Lot in Littleton — 1 mile 
from Houlton line — 1OO’ x 
4OO’ on North road — glOOO.
1 H story house. 5 rooms 
and bath. Good neighborhood. 
39 % Park St. $5,000.
Listings wanted: • Especial­
ly $10,000 - $12,000 class.
W. LAWERENCE ROACH
Real Estate Broker
26 Highland Ave.
Tel. 582-8789
Housekeeper wanted - 3 small 
children in school. Could live 
in. Full time work. Tel. 
2-4217. 2t38*
Houses For Rent 21
Wanted - old weather vanes, 
old cupboards, tool chests, 
colored glassware. coats. 
Silver dollars. Upton’s 
Lamplighter. 2-2083, 15 Court 
st. 6t39*
WANTED - One more coonskin 
coat, old colored glassware, 
cigar store Indian, old animal 
weathervanes. The 
LAMPLIGHTER, Court St., 
Houlton.
LARSON’S
Electric Service
For Emergency Service
Call 2-8987 
tfll
1139 Home or at your Cot-
6t34*
Norma 
ISM A 
opens 
Patten
Miscellaneous For Sale 51
MOBILE HOME 
OWNERS-DON’T MOVE, 
TRADE OR ADD AN 
UNSIGHTLY SHACK - Gain 
twice your present living space 
for a small fraction of trading 
costs, with expanded living 
room or extra bedroom. No 
mess, 
equity. Elbow Rooms, screen 
rooms and carports are sold 
either shell or finished. Visit 
Penguin Patios at the penguin 
at
Box 
Tel. 
tf25
no fuss, no loss of
sign in Farmingdale 
Hallowell line or write 
282, Hallowell, Me. 
623-9061.
For Sale - Dry 16” hardwood 
and softwood delivered ready 
for stove. Also heavy dry 
hardwood.
328-2276 - Joseph Hawkes, 
Woodstock.
Write or phone
3t38*
Rummage sale - Clothing, 3 full 
size matresses, wringer washer, 
tires etc. 27 River street. Now 
through harvest evenings and 
all day Saturday.
Babysitter wanted for care of 
small baby, 2 years old. 
8:45-3:30. 5 days a week. $10 
per week. Tel. 2-2094. 2t38*
Help Wanted, Genl 16
Add to your favorite 
account-savings for the future. 
Add $3 to $10 hourly, full or 
part time serving families in 
Houlton as an independent 
Rawleigh Dealer. Write 
Rawleigh Dept. MEI - 23-dg 7, 
Albany, N.Y. 12201.
2t38
Unfurnished house. 4 rooms 
and bath. 12% High street. 
Contact Mrs. Roger Dikerio, 
160 Elm street, Bangor. Phone 
942-9671 evenings. tf39 
• i.. .. . ..............  *K’-.
Six rooms and bath, 
completely refinished, 
excellent location. Available at 
once $90.00 per month. Maher 
Real Estate 2-2112 or 2-6068.
Baton classes 
McQuarrie, licensed 
teacher and judge, 
classes in Oakfield and
. after the potato recess. For 
more information 
723-4018 or write 73 
st. Millinocket.
RUMMAGE SALE
Fri., Sat., Sept. 27-28 
Clothes, dishes, toys, 
books, etc.
In store next to
F. A. Peabody Ins. Co.
Fri. 1 :0O p.in. to 9:00 p.pi. 
Sat. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
It39*
FOR SALE
I960 Plymouth Fury
6 Cyl.. Standard Shift. 
P/Steering, no rust.
37 South St., Tel. 2-6325
U39
tage.
RICHARD COGAN
Houlton 2-6270
call
School 
4t39*
93
Closed
Small’s Barber Shop 
Pleasant Street.
Mondays open Tuesday 
through Friday from 12 noon 
to 8 p.m. Open all day 
Saturday. Call 532-2083.
fit 34*
73
Exceptional 
Values
Cats, Dogs, Pets
For Sale - Siamese kittens.
Males $18, females $15. Box 
trained. Tel. 2-3089. It39
Blotner Trailer 
Sales, Inc.
Caribou Rd. Presque Isle 
742-1211 
"Maine's Leadln* 
Wheel Estate Dealer*
AUCTION
TEL.
769-2641
THE PIONEER LA
FOR SALE
3 year old house. (Coun­
try living 
mile from
O'DONNELL’S EXPRESS
DAILY-
DIRECT-
OVERMGHT
BOSTON-AROOSTOOK
appliances.
yet only one 
square. Built-in 
Large lot. Pan­
eled Bumpus Room 
lar. Two bedrooms.
Ished upstairs for 
sion. ('ALL 2-3587 
7941.
WANTED
TOWN MANAGER
in cel-
Unfin-
expan-
_____________________ 3t38* 
Rummage sale - clothing, 
dishes, furniture at Weavers 
store on 44 Bangor street 
Friday from 6-9. Saturday 
from 1 to 8. September 27 and 
28.___________________ It39*
Rummage sale at 35 Highland 
avenue Sat. Sept. 28 starting at 
10:00.
lt39*
Rummage sale Friday and 
Saturday, September 27 and 
28 from 1 to 9. Garage 20 
Washbum st. Men:s, womens 
and childrens clothing. Some . 
household articles. It39
Rummage sale at 7 Leonard 
street. Friday and Saturday 
from 1 to 7 p.m. Clothes and 
household articles. It39*
Rummage sale - clothes, dishes, 
toys, books, shoes, jewelry, 
furniture. Frazer’s Taxi. Fri. 
and Sat. 9:00 to 9:00. It39*
End heater, gas heater, 
refrigerator and table with four 
chairs. Call 2-4076 between 5" 
and 8 p.m. It39*
Rummage sale -Friday an<f 
Saturday. 20 Lincoln street. 
New supply of childrens’ ■' 
clothes and toys, TV, and 
stroller. From 1 - 8 p.m. It39*
THIS SUNDAY SEPT. 1 AT 1:00 P. M.
AT FOSTER’S BARN — i/2 MILE OUT FOXCROFT 
ROAD
We sell everything at our auction, plus items you 
people bring. No dealer will pay you as much as 
auction prices- We’ll haul, clean and polish articles 
on commission basis. So if you have items you no 
longer need, call 2-6388 or 2-2025.
We'll pick up all week. Buying and Selling.
Lunch Available
ALFRED GIBERSON, AUCTIONEER
The Town of Houlton, Maine requests applica­
tions for the position of Town Manager. Send re­
sume to: Acting Town Manager, Fred C. Greaves, 
Houlton, Maine, 04730.
tf39
WANTED
TAX ASSESSOR
MORAN REAL ESTATE
Fuller Brush hiring men and 
women for part time help for 
sales and service. Call Mrs. 
Orpha Brooker 532-3862. tf36
Maintenance Service: wash 
windows, wash and wax floors, 
general cleaning, offices or 
homes. Tel. 448-2254 Wdston, 
Maine or write Arthur Brewer, 
danforth. 04424. 3t39*
Part time work for men and 
women available at once. 
Excellent pay. Openings in 
Houlton, Danforth and 
Oakfield. Write Box B % 
Houlton Pioneer Times. tf21
Situations Wanted 17
Apt's, Furnished 23
For Rent Two room 
apartment for rent for working 
girl or elderly lady. Call 
2-2491. .1139
58 Buick Limited - no rust, 
new motor, $450; 16’7’ 
Thompson Lapstrake boat, 75 
Johnson Motor, new top, new 
paint $995.00; hydrolic hoist 
complete $150.00; Army 
weapons carrier, 4wd, good 
rubber, $350.00. Tel. 2-2186.
It39*
Apt's, Unfurnished 24
Four rooms and shower, 
completely refinished, ground 
floor, automatic oil beat, 
available immediately, $80.00 
unheated. Maher Real Estate - 
2-2112 or 2-6068. H39
Apartments for rent. Contact 
Ross’ Market, Military street.
It39*
For Sale - two bikes, boys & 
girls, excellent condition. Dial 
2-2960.
lt39*
Rummage sale - 26 Pleasant st. 
Sept. 27 and 28 from 9 a.m. to 
9 p.m. Clothing, dishes, etc.
Nothing over $.10 to $1.00.6 lt39*
Household Articles 40
Will take care of children in my 
own home. Call 2-3844. It39*
For Sale household 
furnishings. 20% Park street.
Sat. 1:00-6:00 Sept. 28. Ii39
Electric Applicances 44
Rummage sale will be held FrL 
and Sat., Sept. 27 and 28, Oct. 
4 and 5. 27 Franklin street.
■ ________________ lt39*
Painting, Papering 61
PAINTING - Exterior and 
Interior. Call Joseph Morris at 
Extension 108 
Northland Hotel.
at the 
tf39
Houses For Sale 20
F. A. PEABODY CO.
FOR SALE
Former State of Maine 
Fish Hatchery Property at 
Cary Lake, Littleton. Duplex 
dwelling, large double garage, 
2 good storage buildings, sev­
eral acres of land. Brook 
forms northerly boundary. 
Priced at >18,000.
Carlyle Steiler dwelling at 
10 Summer St. Building and 
grounds In excellent condi­
tion. 8 rooms and bath-first 
floor. Expansion area on sec­
ond floor.
LISTINGS WANTED 
Fred Sylvester, Broker 
Tel. 582-2201
tf!5
Use The CLASSIFIEDS
Your Headquartert- for 
FRIGIDAIftE
Painting, papering. First 
class work. Can take on small 
jobs. Cecil Dobbins. Willis 
Hotel. Tel. 2-3537. It39*'
Upholstering, Sewing 65
ADVANCED 
APPLIANCES
Prompt Courteous Service
DUNN FURNITURE
COMPANY
Houlton, Mabie 
Call 532-2246 ?
I.............................. .....................
For Sale - Electrolux sales, 
supplies, service. H.F. Graham, 
28 Mechanic st., Presque Isle. 
Tel. 764 1041. tf35
Upholstery craftsmanship at its 
very finest. Free estimates at 
absolutely no obligation., 
Pickup and delivery service. 
Call Mrs. Eugene A. Smith at 
59 Park street, 532-2317 or 
write to the Brewer Upholstery 
Company, Route 1, Brewer, 
Maine. tf25* •
Miscellaneous 7a
Men’s formal wear for re*L
Chain Apparel Shop, Market > 
Square, Houlton, Maine. Ter/ 
533-3412. tf28-
For Sale - baled hay and 8* 
holstein purebred cattle/ 
Ronald Currie, Woodstock.
N.B. 328-2908. 2t38f,
Here is your opportunity to own one of Houlton’s 
finest older homes in excellent condition.
• 8 Rooms — 4 Bedrooms and Bath up.
• Kitchen, Dining Room, Living Room, and Den 
down.
• Hot Water Heat.
• Aluminum Siding - Front Porch.
• Paved Driveway - Garage
• Large Developed Corner Lot 92y2 x 165.
This Home is Priced To Sell. May Be Seen by Ap­
pointment Only.
• Cozy 2 Bedroom Bungalow with tiled Bath, En­
closed Porch, Aluminum Siding, Comb. Win­
dows, Garage.
• 6 Room Home with Sunporch in good condition.
• Want to live in the Country? We have a beauti­
ful modern ranch located 3 miles from Town. 
3 Bedrooms w/wall to wall carpeting, large liv­
ing room w/wall to wall carpeting, kitchen 
w/built-ins, 11/2 baths, dining room, Thermo­
pane windows, large loL
• Two Apartment House in good condition.
• Furnished Camp at Timoney Lake.
Prices On Homes Start at $9,750.
If you live in Town or out of Town and want to 
sell, we have prospective buyers. List your property 
with us and we will do our best to serve you.
Office Hours 9 A- M. - 10 P. M. 7 Days A Week 
VERNABELLE V. MORAN 70 p|ea«ant St
MARTIN A. MORAN
Real Estate Brokers ^el. 2-2442
The Town of Houlton, Maine is accepting ap­
plications for the position of Tax Assessor. Send re­
sume of qualifications and experience to: Acting 
Town Manager, Fred C. Greaves, Houlton, Maine, 
04730.
OPPORTUNITY
tfl»
28 ROOM HOME
Suitable For .. . .
• Apartment House
• Retiree’s Home
• Convalescent Home
HERITAGE REALTY, INC.
TOM MUTCH’S GREENLAND COVE CAMPS — Lu­
crative and highly successful sporting camp opera­
tion on East Grand Lake, Danforth, Maine. Seen by 
appointment only...............
4-bedroom ranch, 21 acres of land, located in SAD 
29, only 2.5 miles from Market Square.
OWNER LEAVING TOWN — 4-bedroom, 1’/2 story 
house, corner lot—excellent neighborhood for small 
children — Reduced for immediate sale — $13,000.
HOUSELOTS — Houlton and immediate vicinity, 
many to choose from, all with large frontage, easily 
accessible................
FARM HOUSE — new bathroom, 20 acres of land — 
11 miles from Houlton in Linneus, priced to sell. . . . 
REDUCED BY OWNER FOR IMMEDIATE SALE — 
three-apartment house in excellent condition within 
walking distance of downtown shopping, presently 
showing a good return income...........$11,500.
Farms and acreage — with or without buildings, 
easy commuting distance of Houlton, year-round as- 
cessibility..............
Camps and cottages on East Grand and Drew’s Lakes 
priced for autumn sales....
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
Paul Fontaine
Bob Glidden
Pejjj^Fontain^^^^^^^
Tel: 532-2448
Write:
P. O. Box 66 
Houttonjjjlm
• Fraternity Home
Presently a Six Family Apartment 
House. This Is Opportunity Plus
Extra Bonus: 350 FL of Prime Frontage 
on North Road.
$14,900.00
MODERN CAPE HOME
The Great Northern Paper On. has thia lovely home 
for sale on Hillview Ave. Formerly the property of one H 
their key employees, they have authorised through thate 
Attorneys, for us to sell this property. At press time we 4M 
not have a price but if you want a modern home In a modern 
area, look into this and see these features.
• Brick Stair*
• Large Modern
Kitchen
• Four Bedroom*
MANY OTHER PROPERTIES 
FOR SALE.
• Garage
• Den
MAHER REAL EST
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Ford for 1969 is “The Going 
Thing” - newly designed from 
bumper to bumper with longer, 
and 
and
PAGE SIX €
Ford For ’69 To Feature
lower lines outside 
improved comfort 
convenience inside.
“Ford’s new look is ‘in’, and 
this year we expect more 
Americans, old and young, to 
be going with Ford than ever 
before, said John Naughton, 
Ford Motor Company vice 
president and Ford Division 
general manager.
“The variety and the values 
of the 21-model 1969 Ford 
line, from the economical 
Custom to the luxurious 
top-of-the-line LTD, are the 
greatest in history,” he said.
Highlights of the all-new 
models include the longer, 
lower exterior design, a wider 
stance for better handling, 
roomier interior 
Flight-Cockpit 
panel, an energy - absorbing 
name and new engine options 
offering economy and top 
performance.
XL and LTD models feature 
a unique front end design. 
There are new SportsRoof 
models with fastback styling 
and all hardtop and convertible, 
models have ventless side glass 
for cleaner lines and better 
visibility.
Ford's popular station 
wagon door-gate now can be 
>ned like a
NEW FROM FORD — Ford’s 1909 XL two-door 
SportsRoof model displays all-new design including vent­
less side glass for cleaner lines and better visibility. An in­
crease in the windshield’s rearward slant adds to XL’s new 
swept back appearance. A grille-like applique over the rear 
bumper as well as a tunneled back Lite, below, are two new 
features for 1969.
Theme, “The Good Thing” Island Falls Local News 
And Area Social Events
Katahdin Chib Meets < j
The first fall meeting of the - 
Katahdin Club was held at 
Beaver Dam Point, with Mrs. * 
Wallace Townsend, Sr. The 
meetins began at 6:30 with a * 
covered dish supper. There * 
were 15 members and 2 guests, 
Mrs. Inez Roberts of Orono ■ 
and Miss Marion Bamford of ; 
Bristol, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. ..Theodore * 
Harpiiton had as dinner guests ; 
recently, Mrs. Josephine 
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Edward • 
Dwyer, Mrs. Elizabeth . » 
McCluskey of Hull, Mass., and ; * 
George Wagoner of Qunicy, • 
Mass.
The executive board of the 
South Aroostook District, • 
Sunday School Convention, 
met with Mrs. Theodore 
Hamilton on Thursday for the • 
purpose of planning a program - 
for the fall meeting, to be held ■ 
at the Court Street Baptist 
Church , Houlton, on 
November 2. Present for the : 
meeting were the Rev. Laurel . 
Buckingham of Monticello and 
Mr. Wallace Flemming of 
Houlton.
Republican Chib meets
The Republican Club Met 
recently at the Maine Public 
Service building with Maurice 
Cunningham conducting the 
meeting. Willis Grimm, J 
candidate for County Sheriff, * 
was present for a question 
period. t
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ; 
MacKenzie and son Darren 
spent a weekend at Stonington 
with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie 
MacKenzie. Mrs. MacKenzie 
and Darren remained for a 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Carson 
left this week for Carteret, N. 
J., after spending the summer 
at Pleasant Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Strait 
left this week for Carteret, N. 
J., after spending the summer 
at Pleasant Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Strait 
left this week for their winter 
home in Lake Wales, Fla., after 
spending the summer at their . 
camp at Pleasant Lake.
Miss Katherine and Miss 
Ei beth Nicholson, daughters . 
of .<Ir. and Mrs. Norman 
Nicholson have returned to 
Zion Bible Institute, 
Providence, R. I. |
Home From Wash. ' *
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wescott 
have returned after spending 
three weeks with their ' 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. - 
and Mrs. Norman Harte, and 
children at Bellevue, Wash.
stance and excellent handling 
characteristics. Hardtops are 
nearly an inch lower than 
previous models (53.7 inches) 
and convertibles (at 54 inches) 
are more than an inch lower.
A five degree increase in the 
rearward slant of the 
windshield adds to the Ford’s 
new sweptback appearance. 
Hardtop and convertible 
models feature ventless side 
glass for improved appearance 
and increased driver/passenger 
visibility.
The profile of the 1969 
Ford, with its long hood and 
short deck, is smoothly 
sculptured. The rocker panels 
curve inward, enhancing the 
clean design. XL and LTD 
models are marked by dual pin 
stripes extending the length of 
the car to accentuate the 
longer lines. A crisp, full-length 
side molding emphasizes the 
swift appearance of the 
Custom 500.
The new rear end design 
adds to the youthful look of 
the 1969 Fords. On Galaxie 
500, XL, and LTD models, a 
rear grille-like applique extends 
the width of the car above the 
bumper. Large rectangular 
taillamps with back-up lights in 
the center are set above the 
outboard ends of the applique. 
The Galaxie 500 rear applique 
features a unique horizontal 
bar theme.
A new roof design on the SL 
SportsRoof model includes 
fin-like rear pillars sweeping 
beyond the back window. This 
provides a sleek recessed or 
tunneled effect and improves 
visibility.
Ford station wagons in 1969 
have five additional cubic feet 
of cargo space - now 96.2 
-cubic-feet.
Among the seven station 
wagon models offered, four are 
six-passenger models and three 
include dual-facing rear seats
all-new Traction-Lok 
differential provides maximum 
traction during acceleration.
Ford Motor Company’s 
Improved Combustion (IMCO) 
system is standard will all 
engines. IMCO 
reduce the 
hydrocarbons 
monoxide in 
exhaust, with
IMCO is designed to reduce the 
emission of hydrocarbons and
New luxurious interior trim 
schemes, 15 design coordinated 
exterior colors and a wide 
choice of options make 
possible 
personalize their 
than ever.
Ford’s 1969 model lineup is 
a wide array of cars 
sedans, two 
hardtops, 
SportsRoof 
four-door 
convertibles 
wagons. The 21 models are 
offered in Custom, Custom 
500, Galaxie 500, XL and LTD 
series.
New grille designs are a 
prominent feature on each 
1969 Ford. The XL, LTD and 
LTD Country Squire models 
have a full-width recessed grille 
with headlights hidden behind 
retractable doors. The hood, 
bumper and center protion of 
the grille protrude in a 
V-shape, adding distinctive 
luxury to the XL and LTD 
front end. Custom, Custom 
500 and Galaxie 500 models 
have a full-width extruded 
aluminum grille.
The luxurious design and 
tasteful ornamentation stress 
the Ford’s long hood and short 
deck. The 1969 wheelbase is 
121 inches, two inches longer 
than 1968 models. Tread width 
is increased from 62 inches in 
1968 models to 63 inches at 
the front and 64 inches at the 
rear, giving the car a wide
is designed to 
emission 
and
the 
all
of 
carbon 
engine 
engines.
for added capacity. The 
wagons feature thinner 
lines and new, slender 
pillars that blend with the low, 
sleek appearance.
LTD Country Squire models 
feature simulated wood 
paneling and luxury center 
portion of the grille protrude 
in a V shape, adding distinctive 
luxury
New highs in interior style, 
luxury, comfort and 
convenience are set in the 1969 
Ford.
The Flight Cockpit 
instrument panel is a totally 
new concept in automotive 
interior design. The panel 
groups all instruments and 
controls tightly in a padded 
cluster in front of the driver. 
The rest of the panel sweeps 
cleanly away, leaving ample leg 
room for front seat passengers. 
All controls can be easily 
reached and all instruments 
easily observed by the driver. 
The new design provides 
maximum safety and 
convenience.
There is more room for rear 
seat passengers, too. Rear leg 
room has been increased more 
than an inch to 38.7 inches 
while rear shoulder room is 
nearly two inches wider at 61.8 
inches.
A third passenger now can 
sit comfortably in the rear seat 
of a 1969 Ford convertible. 
Design changes in the top 
stacking mechanism have 
eliminated the linkage 
alongside the rear seat and now 
provide an additional ten 
inches of seating space.
Interior fabrics have been 
treated to resist staining and 
soiling, and Ford’s popular 
Comfortweave Vinyl trim 
option is available on Galaxie 
500, XL and LTD Country 
Squire models. This special 
knitted vinyl permits air to 
circulate through the seat
1969 
roof 
rear
with the
Beneficial to family car and
two 
two
1969 is 
optional
cooler ride in the 
a warmer ride in 
It offers the
for 
new, 
displacement 
available with 
four-barrel
it 
to 
more
a 
with new 
instrument
for buyers
cars
door
To
a 428 cu
8a
Jhe ploce you ve got to go to see what s going on-Your Ford Dealer. IT S THE GOING THING1
YORK FORD SALES
HOULTON41 BANGOR ST.
iW1
IM- iZ
1969 Ford, 
longer. Wider. Quieter. 
And olono in its class.
For 1969, Ford tracks as wide os Cadillac 
Smooths vour ride wi*h a longer wheel 
bace than Chevrolet Has more Iron'
1969 Mustang.
All new, all over! 5 great models 
More engines than ever.
They're like no Mustangs you've r f,r 
seen beforei longer Wide-- Room.p ' 
front and back And far, for sport,f.r 
Take the new Mustang Mach ] Qr |l( 
urious Grande Choose hardtop, sport*
roof or convertible Then d.p into a long 
list Of Options and design vo,ir Mustana
1969 Torino.
The winner's back for more . . . 
with two hot new Cobras to bootl
?s on lust as hot or as
.ormance 
too. A 
ibic-inch
V-8 engine is 
two and
carburetors. Introduced for the 
1968 Thunderbird, this 
performance-proven engine 
develops 320-horsepower in 
the two-barrel version and 
360-h.p. in the four-barrel
six 
two-door formal 
two two door 
hardtops. 
hardtops, 
and seven station
inserts for a 
summer and 
the winter,
convenience of vinyl and the 
comfort of luxury cloth.
For even greater luxury, 
LTD models are avialable with 
a special Brougha, interior trim 
option featuring all nylon 
jersey-type knitted fabric.
A new roof design on the 
XL SportsRoof model includes 
fin-like added power with 
smoother performance and 
good fuel economy. This free- 
breathing lightweight engine is 
designed specifically for better 
emission control.
All 1969 Fords except LTD 
and Squire models carry a 
240-c.i.d. six-cylinder engine as 
standard equipment. This 
engine is noted for good
performance and economy. 
The 302-c.i.d. 220-h.p. V-8 is 
standard on the LTD and 
Squire and optional on all 
other models. The 390-c.i.d. 
265-h.p. V-8 also is available.
The strong and durable 
three-speed 
transmission 
equipment on 
except those equipped with 
429-c.i.d. engines. Ford’s 
popular SelectShift 
Cruise-O-Matic transmission is 
available as an option. The 
SelectShift allows either 
manual control through the 
gear changes or fully automatic 
Ford’s powerful 
manual 
f *y
synchromesh 
is standard 
all models
operation, 
four-speed 
transmission, 
synchronized in all fon ”d 
gears, is offered with the ho. 
429 four-barrel V-8.
1969 Mustang SportsRoof
THE ’69 FORDS 
ARE HERE TODAY!
with a wide range of safety 
features.
As in the 1968 models the 
steering wheel and padded hub 
deform under impact 
conditions to help protect the 
driver.
The instrument panel area 
on all models continues to 
offer a highlevel of occupant 
protection. Controls 
instruments 
safety-designed. The 
itself is designed to 
impact ene 
Force-distributing foam on the 
top and on the top facing edge 
is covered with low-gloss vinyl 
to minimize reflection.
Retained from the safety 
features introduced in 1967 are 
such Items 
hydraulic 
emergency
and
are 
panel 
absorb 
r g y ■
as the dual 
brake system, 
flashers, lane
19691orino GT SportsRoof
1969 LTD by Ford, 2 Door Hordton
%
Cv
ISLAND FALLS - Mrs. 
Elizabeth McCluskey of Hull, 
Mass., and George Wagoner of 
Quincy. Mass., have returned 
home following a weeks visit 
with his mother, Mrs. 
Josephine Williams, and his 
sister and brother-in-law. Mr. 
and Edward Dwyer.
Mrs. Beulah Harris of 
Springfield, Mass., and Mrs. 
Opal Haines of Smyrna Mills 
were guests Tuesday of their 
cousin, Mrs. Ralph Green, and 
daughter, Miss Janice Green.
Mrs. Elizabeth McGowan of 
New Jersey and Mrs. Madelyn 
Nelson of Portland, who lived 
in Island Falls years ago, visited 
recently with Mrs. Ralph Green 
and Janice. They also visited 
Mr. and Mrs Dewey LeVasseur 
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Williams 
of Cheshire, 3onn., are visiting 
her sisters, Miss Gladys 
Dunphy and Mr. and Mrs 
Glennard Tingley, and other 
relatives.
Attends Grandson’s Wedding
Mrs. Lottie Bates has visited 
with her son Herschel E. Bates 
and family at Old Orchard. Her 
trip included an overnight visit 
with Mrs. Cordelia Bell at 
Orono, and she attended the 
wedding of Miss Elaine R. 
Spencer of North Anson to 
Mrs. Bates’ grandson, Erwin E. 
Bates. Mrs Bates returned 
home with Mrs. Waldo 
Pettengill and Mrs. Elwyn 
Astle, who attended the 
wedding at Skowhegan.
The Women’s Missionary 
Society of the United Baptist 
Church met Tuesday night at 
the home of Mrs. Theodore 
Hamilton. The meeting was 
opened by the president Mrs. 
Eunice Townsend. Several
letters were read from
missionaries. Quotas for the 
discussed, 
served by 
were five
j. were read and 
Refreshments were 
the hosu.° There 
members pret^ ♦.
Miss Vesta Alien 
Falls, Pa., left for 
Tuesday after visiting Mr and 
Mrs. Theodore Hamilton for 
ten days.
Miss Rhonda Stairs of 
Presque Isle spent the weekend 
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ronald Stairs, and family. 
Visits Parent’s
Miss Jennifer McGraw of 
Bangor spent the weekend with 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Everett McGraw, and family.
Mrs. Marion Bouley of 
Winslow has returned home 
after being the guest of her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
windshield washers.
of Beaver 
X.-ne on
Quality
A 80-ton blue whale devel­
ops about 10 horeepower when 
swimming at five miles per 
hour.
PRINTERS
OFFSET • LETTERPRESS
FAST SER VICE
Houlton Pioneer Times offers fast, dependable 
service on all printing jobs .... from small orders to 
large orders.
(No Carbon Required)
• School Forms • Flyers
• Statements • Brochures
• Envelopes • Invoices
% • Billheads • Programs
•y. • Letterheads • Posters
• Tickets • Snap-Out Forms
• Purchase Orders • NCR Forms
FEATURING BOOK PRINTING
• Club Activity Books
• Annual Reports
• Program Booklets
• Advertising Books
£
HOULTON PIONEER TIMES
23 Court St. Tel. 532-2281
